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2.
ABSTRACT
The strength and structural changes accompanying the reduction of 
hematite, magnetite and wustite have been determined in the temperature 
range AOQ - 1100°C. The investigation was conducted on relatively dense 
polycrystalline specimens, in which the iron oxide grains were both directly 
bonded and those in which the grains were bonded with synthetic slags*
These specimens were produced by compacting and sintering fine powders of 
the oxides and oxide/slag mixtures* Reduction was effected isothermally 
in controlled hydrogen/steam atmospheres to each of the lower oxides and 
iron. The changes in specimen volume, microstructure and compressive 
strength resulting from each reduction step were measured as a function of 
the reduction temperature. The rate of reduction in hydrogen of each 
material was also measured at 550, 750 and 1000°C.
The results indicate that, within the experimental conditions 
employed, the reduction of hematite involved an expansion of the specimen, 
pore formation and extensive internal cracking* The major changes 
occurred during the hematite/magnetite transformation and were all influence4 
by the reduction temperature. These structural changes have been related 
to the crystallographic aspects of this transformation and also to the 
mechanical properties of hematite at high temperatures. Mechanisms have 
been proposed to explain the pore formation and cracking based primarily on 
the results of a microscopic examination of partially reduced specimens.
3.
It has been conclusively established that the microscopic and 
macroscopic changes in the hematite/magnetite transformation are directly 
responsible for the poor reduction strength and high reducibility of hematite.
The addition of calcium silicate and calcium mono-ferrite slags 
to hematite decreased the volume expansion and internal cracking involved 
in the reduction. These improvements have been related to the mechanical 
properties of the slags at the reduction temperatures concerned.
The reductions of magnetite and wustite were shown to involve only 
minor volume changes and usually no internal cracking. It is suggested 
that the difference between the reduction behaviour of these oxides and 
that of hematite is related to the similarity in the crystal lattices of 
magnetite, wustite and iron, and to the marked plasticity of wustite and 
iron at the reduction temperatures.
The less extensive structural damage involved in the reduction 
of magnetite and wustite has been shown to be responsible for the superior 
reduction strength and inferior reducibility of these oxides compared with 
hematite•
The addition of olivine slag to magnetite and wustite had little 
effect on the reduction structures, but raised the reduction strengths and 
lowered the reducibility. The latter has been attributed to the inherent 
high strength and poor reducibility of the slag*
if.
The probable influence of the structural and strength changes of 
iron oxides during reduction on the behaviour of ores and agglomerates 
in the blast furnace has been suggested*
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1* INTRODUCTION
The growing demand for high quality iron, and the potential 
development of alternative reduction methods have stimulated efforts to 
improve the efficiency of the blast furnace smelting process* These 
efforts have been directed primarily towards a reduction in the coke rate 
and an increase in iron output* The former of these has received more 
attention recently since high quality metallurgical coke has become 
increasingly scarce and expensive*
During the past decade improvements in processing techniques have
(1-10) (11-13)been introduced, such as fuel and gas injection , superheated
(ih—15) (15-17)blasts , and high top pressure . All of these either raise the
furnace output, replace part of the coke by an alternative fuel, or improve
the efficiency of coke utilization.
In addition to these improvements in the thermal and production 
efficiency of the process, substantial progress has been made in raising the 
chemical and physical quality of the burden entering the furnace* Of 
these developments, the most rewarding has been the improvement in 
reducibility of the ore burden, which is a practical outcome of intensive 
research into the kinetics of iron oxide reduction. •
The technologists concentrated on developing a laboratory technique 
for evaluating the reducibility of ores and agglomerates under conditions
similar to those prevailing in the blast furnace. The results of the
(*18 20)earliest isothermal tests showed poor correlation with actual blast
( o"\ "a A 'i
furnace performance, but the subsequent rising temperature tests
have been shown to provide reliable reducibility values. From parallel 
(29-^0)investigations , of a more fundamental nature, it has been possible
to establish the solid state and gaseous diffusion mechanisms controlling 
the rate of iron oxide and iron ore reduction.
The combined results of these investigations have contributed to 
a better understanding of the reduction reactions, and have provided
(25)reducibility standards applicable to efficient blast furnace performance • 
These reducibility standards, which can now be predicted in terms of the 
chemical and mineralogical composition, state of oxidation and physical 
texture of the burden, have been raised continuously in an effort to obtain 
higher furnace efficiency.
Further advances have been made by improving the strength of the 
iron ore burden. Inadequate strength of an ore or agglomerate is usually 
characterized by degradation during handling, friability in the furnace 
stack or sudden softening in the bosh* Failure at any of these stages can 
contribute towards poor reducing gas utilisation, high dust losses and 
irregular descent of the burden, all of which reduce the output or raise, 
the coke rate of the furnace. In consequence, control of the physical 
properties of the ore or agglomerate has become a matter of importance, however
19.
suitable the chemical composition of the burden might be*
To this end, dynamic tests were devised in order to measure the
strength of the material under conditions similar to those prevailing
during the handling between the ore bunker and the furnace stock line. From
these tumble and impact tests two strength indices could be evaluated
(20 40-50)representing the abrasion resistance and toughness of the material * ,
(*51-62)
More recently, these have been supplemented by compression tests ,
which are only applicable to the more uniform agglomerates such as 
briquettes and pellets.
Once these testing techniques became accepted, progress was made 
towards modifying commercial practices to produce an agglomerate of 
improved room temperature coherency. This decreased the size degradation 
during handling and eliminated the fine fraction entering the furaace^^’^ \  
resulting in improved burden permeability and lower flue dust losses.
Similar progress has been made towards overcoming the operational
problems associated with sudden and rapid collapse of the ore burden in the
bosh regions* However, as in the case of reducibility and handling
strength, this progress was dependent upon the development of reliable
techniques to measure softening characteristics. Numerous techniques and
(64-71)procedures were developed , (most of which involved modified
refractoriness-under-load tests), to measure such properties as the incipient 
softening temperature, the softening range and rate of the ore. These
20.
properties were studied in connection with the chemical and mineralogical
composition of the material, and it was generally concluded that the
softening behaviour was closely related to the amounts of lime, silica and
ferrous oxide present^5*66,69*70,72,73)# was aiso established that
(68 71)most agglomerated ores possessed properties superior to lump ores ’ *
Knowledge of these factors which affect softening characteristics 
has aided the control of ore blending and agglomeration treatments to 
produce materials having acceptable blast furnace properties, and has 
reduced the occurrence of such detrimental effects as a high bosh pressure 
drop, diminished gaseous reduction and burden hanging.
Whilst it is clear that considerable advances have been made in 
blast furnace efficiency as a result of raising the chemical and physical 
burden properties, serious difficulties were encountered as the world 
resources of high grade ore became depleted and lean ores had to be utilized. 
The challenge of producing higher quality burdens from lovrer grade ores 
was largely met by innovations in the fields of ore dressing and 
agglomeration. One of the more recent and attractive of these techniques 
has been the introduction and development of the pelletizing process.
(7*0This process, invented by Dean and developed at the University
of Minnesota^^, was first accepted commercially as a result of the plant
(76)
trials conducted by the Ashland Company in 1951 . Since then,
American production has increased at a spectacular rate, reaching an output
(77)of some forty million tons in 196k , Swedish production also increased
(51 56)during the same period * , following the industrial and pilot plant
trials with pellets as an alternative feed for the sponge iron furnace.
More recently, production has been started on a world-wide scale, as 
confirmed in a current s u r v e y w h i c h  predicts that world output will 
double between 196^ and 1969.
Most of the early success of the palletizing process, particularly 
in the U.S.A. and Sweden,is due to its suitability for agglomerating 
extremely fine concentrates. Prior to its introduction, the vast taconite 
and Malmberget deposits were of little commercial value since the excessive 
grinding involved in ore dressing rendered them unsuitable for 
sintering(51’57-76'77-79-80).
However, the main reason for the success of pelletizing was related 
to the generally superior physical and chemical quality of pellets over ores 
and sinters, and their consequent advantages in blast furnace burdens. 
Compared with ores and sinters, pellets invariably have a larger effective 
surface area per unit weight, a higher iron content in terms of furnace
(8o) (77)
volume , a more open pore network and a higher degree of
(56 66)oxidation ’ , all of which help in promoting higher furnace efficiency.
In addition1, the spherical and more regular shape of pellets enables the
burden to distribute evenly, permitting more uniform gas flow and a lower
(81)
pressure drop in the stack . Pellets also exhibit superior high 
temperature strength properties^** ^ .
Since the advent of the process, the load bearing capacity and
handling strength of pellets have been considerably improved largely as
a result of fundamental studies into pellet bonding mechanisms
This research has also lead to the successful pelletizing of hematite 
(3*1 57 6*1 82)concentrates ’ * ’ . I n  addition, modified techniques have been
/Or
developed for the treatment of low grade iroh ores * *
It appears that pellets can now be produced from a wide range of 
products having good reducibility, handling strength and softening 
properties. However, their introduction into blast furnace burdens has 
not completely resolved the problems associated with disintegration of the 
burden in the stack, since their strength during reduction is still 
inadequate in terms of modern furnace requirements.
The use of these highly reducible burdens, together with fuel 
injection and superheated blasts, has resulted in a considerable reduction 
in the amount of coke charged into the furnace. This drop in coke rate 
has made it essential to ensure that the ore component of the burden 
remains self-supporting and permeable from the stock line to the bosh. 
Furthermore, the use of higher blowing rates to raise the furnace output 
has increased the flue dust contributed by degradation in the stack,
although this has been in part offset by the introduction of high top
(13 17} (87)
pressure , and possibly by oxygen enrichment .
(25 63 132)The operational problems imposed by burden failure in
the stack, such as high pressure drops, non-uniform gas J*low and
distribution and high dust losses, are currently limiting further improve­
ment in furnace efficiency. This inadequacy in strength is hindering the 
completely successful application of process techniques known to be capable 
of raising the output and reducing the coke rate of the blast furnace still 
further.
Techniques have been developed to measure ore and agglomerate
(22 25)strength under reducing conditions * , and it has already been acknow­
ledged that the strength is related to the structural changes occurring 
during the reduction of the iron oxides. However, whatever success has 
been achieved to date, is the result of a semi-empirical approach and it 
seems appropriate at this stage to investigate various aspects of the 
problem from a more fundamental angle.
2. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK
The following section is a review of the previous work concerned 
with the structural and strength changes resulting from the reduction of 
iron oxides.
2.1. STRUCTURAL CHANGES ACCOMPANYING THE REDUCTION OF IRON OXIDES
It has been established by numerous investigators that during 
reduction iron oxides undergo extensive structural changes, the type and 
magnitude of which depends on the oxide involved, the reducing medium and 
the reduction step. This work has been classified into the following 
categories :
i) changes in crystallographic structure
ii) changes in microstructure
iii) changes in macrostructure
2.1.1. Changes in Crystallographic Structure
The crystal structures of the iron oxides have been shown to
consist of relatively close-packed networks of oxygen ions whose atomic
radii are approximately l.^ -A, with interstitial ferric or ferrous ions whose
radii are about 0.6 and 0.8A respectively. There are three crystallographic
zoos
modifications of hematite , designated a I'e^ O^ j Y ^e2^3  ^^ 2^3 *
a Fe 0 , which is the most stable, has a corundum (rhombohedral) type 
2 3
structure, bub may be regarded as a distorted hexagonal close packing of 
oxygen ions, in which two thirds of the octaiiedral sites are filled with
25,
(91*92) (9^ 5 9*4-)'ferric ions * The y Feo0_ has a cubic spinel structure * and
c- 3
the 6 ^ 2^3 ^as keen tentatively established as hexagonal^^, but neither
y or 6 are important in this context as they are only formed during
low temperature oxidation or dehydration*
(96-98)Magnetite, according to Verwey and co-pworkers and more
(99)recently Basta , possesses a cubic inverse spinel structure, in which
the oxygen ions have a cubic close-packed arrangement* The ideal -unit cell 
comprises 32 oxygen ions in face centred cubic packing, with one eighth of 
the 6*f tetrahedral sites and half of the 32 octahedral sites occupied by 
iron ions. At stoichiometric composition, the former are occupied by 
8 ferric ions, while the latter contain a random distribution of 8 ferric 
and-8 ferrous ions. Departure from stoichiometry, which usually occurs above 
750°C, involves an increase in the 2:1 ferric to ferrous ion ratio, the
4.*.- • • (10°)lattice becoming oxygen-ion excess •
Wustite has a face centred cubic lattice of the sodium chloride
type, comprising a close-packed arrangement of oxygen ions, with the iron
ions occupying the octahedral interstices. This basic lattice has been 
(101 10?)shown * to be retained over the wustite composition range, which,
according to Darken and G u r r y c a n  extend from 23*10 to 25*60 wt.% of 
oxygen. This composition range, which does not include the stoichiometric 
oxide FeQ, requires the wustite lattice to contain a high concentration 
(5-11%) of vacant cation sites^10-^. Wustite is unstable below 570°C,
decomposing eutectoidally to a iron and magnetite
26.
It is evident from this brief description of iron oxide lattices that 
reduction will not only involve a change in chemical composition, but also a 
crystallographic transformation, the nature of which will depend on the 
reduction step involved.
The reduction of a hematite to magnetite involves a 2.9 at.$ decrease
in oxygen content, and a major lattice transformation from rhombohedral to
cubic structure. This crystallographic change has been reported to cause a
considerable degree of stress at the reduction interface^"'Arkharov-and
Bogoslovskii^*”^  studied the crystallographic changes in the diffusion layers
near the interface, after hydrogen reduction at if00-if50°C. These investigators
concluded that, as oxygen was removed from the hematite surface, the excess iron
ions diffused into the subjacent lattice and filled the octahedral sites,
creating a transition lattice. This lattice, which was believed to be triclinic,
became unstable as the iron ion addition increased and subsequently transformed
(107)to the magnetite spinel structure. More recently, Mackay has indicated
that the hematite to magnetite transformation is epitaxial, and associated with 
dislocation processes. Blackman and Kaye determined the orientation of
polycrystalline magnetite formed by the thermal dissociation on the basal plane 
of single hematite crystals. They reported a preferred magnetite orientation,
in which the (111) and £l10j| of the magnetite were parallel to the (0001) and
■» (109 110)
^IIOO^ of the hematite. This is the same relationship that Gruner had
previously shown to be associated with the oxidation of magnetite to hematite.
(111)
Recently, two orientations wenaobserved in an X—ray diffraction study of
magnetite formed by reduction on the bhsal plane of hematite* The principal 
orientation was the same as above^ f whereas the secondary orientation 
involve d the (211)and m  of the magnetite being parallel to the (0001) and
£oiO J of th© hematite*
The reduction of magnetite to wustite involves a considerably
greater change in composition than the above reaction,yet less extensive
atomic rearrangement accompanies the transformation* Goldschmidt^10^
attributed this to the common cubic symmetry of the two oxygen lattices.
He also showed that a quantitative relationship existed between the lattices
of magnetite and wustite, and evaluated the dimensions of a single pseudo
unit cell which would include both oxides. The crystallographic aspects '
of the magnetite to wustite transformation were investigated by Buinov et 
(112 1 "T.3)&1 * , who showed conclusively that the single crystal structure was
not destroyed by repeated oxidation and reduction. The observation that
the transformation was erystallographically reversible was consistent with
(112)Goldschmidt’s theoretical treatment. Buinov and co-workers also
reported that the iron crystals formed during the reduction of magnetite 
at 500°C had the same orientation as the original magnetite.
(112)The reduction of wustite to a iron has also been shown to
involve a simple crystallographic change, in which the (001) iron ion
plane is common to both phases, and the D 103 direction in the a iron is
r C105)parallel to the [010j wustite direction. Goldschmidt confirmed
that these relationships held during the reverse process, i.e. the oxidation
of a iron to wustite. Although the latter reported a connection '
between the wustite and y iron lattices, no orientation relationships
appear to have been established.
2.1.2. Microstructural Changes
Microscopic examination of reduced iron oxides received relatively
(91 114)little attention until Edstrom conducted his classical investigations * 
Subsequently, the microscope became an invaluable tool for following the 
progress of iron ore and oxide reduction and establishing the nature of the 
physical mechanisms involved.
a) Reduction of Hematite
(114)One of Edstrom*s earliest investigations incorporated a 
microscopic examination of single hematite crystals which had been partially 
reduced in pure carbon monoxide and carbon monoxide/carbon dioxide 
atmospheres* These studies revealed that all three reduction products - 
magnetite, wustite and iron - were highly porous and heavily cracked. The 
pores, which were later shown to be an inherent feature of the reduction 
process, were elongated and permeable to the reducing gases.
The practical significance of these structural changes prompted 
( 91)Edstrom to extend his research to include the reduction of single 
crystals and ores in both carbon monoxide and hydrogen atmospheres, over a 
wider temperature range. This work revealed that a hydrogen reductant and 
low reduction temperatures both favoured the formation of a finely porous 
product, whereas carbon monoxide and high reduction temperatures resulted 
in a coarse pore formation. Furthermore, microcracking, which was apparent
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at 800°C, became more extensive as the reduction temperature was decreased 
to 600°C* These findings applied to both natural polycrystalline ores and 
to single crystals.
In a subsequent investigation , employing ground concentrates,
it was possible to control the resulting iron porosity by suitable selection
(91)of reducing gas compositions and reduction temperature. Edstrom 
tentatively suggested that the pore formation was associated with excess 
defects in the oxide lattices.
(116)Bogdandy and Janke also observed elongated pores in the
reduction products of Malmberget pellets, whose origin and analysis were
114)similar to those of the material used by Edstrom * . Other investigators,
however, have reported different pore characteristics in hematite reduction
products. For example, a less conspicuous distribution of spherical pores
was observed in the magnetite formed by the reduction of a Minnesota 
(117)hematite ore . Similarly, the pores contained in the reduction products
(62)
of flash reduced Lac Jeannine hematite concentrate and those in the
f1i8 )
reduction products of natural and artificial hematite briquettes were
fine and showed no evidence of elongation.
A more sophisticated examination of reduction pores was conducted 
by Themelis and G a u v i n ^ * ^  in their efforts to corroborate experimentally 
an assumption made in their proposed hematite reduction mechanism. This 
assumption required the formation of permeable micro-pores as the oxygen
atoms were removed from the crystal surface. Although earlier work had 
indicated the presence of such pores^2’9 1 in the reduction 
products, Themelis and Gauvin ensured that they were not associated with 
defects present in the original oxide. To achieve this, they carried out 
a meticulous electron microscopic examination of the material before and 
after reduction, which confirmed the absence of pores or fissures in the 
original product and revealed innumerable permeable channels in the reduced 
material. )
/ -7/? T.rp\
These pores 1 did not exhibit directional features but, as
/  7 Q  O '!
reported by other workers , they were fewer and larger at higher
reduction temperatures. Themelis and Gauvin attributed this effect to the 
rearrangement of the iron skeleton in the reduction products at high 
temperatures to form large stable iron crystals, during which the number of 
pores was diminished and their size increased.
(39)Warner M , in the course of his reduction rate investigations, 
measure^ the amount and size of pores formed after the complete reduction of. 
dense hematite compacts (2% porosity) in hydrogen. The result of these 
measurements, which are summarized in Table 1, indicate a porosity increase 
of about 4-5%, in good agreement with the hl% determined by Bogdandy and 
Janke^11^ .  However, while the reduction temperature had negligible effect 
on the amount of porosity, a tenfold increase in pore size occurred on 
raising the reduction temperature from 650°C to 950°C.
TABLE 1
Porosity of Iron resulting from the Hydrogen 
reduction of Artificial Hematite
Reduction
Temperature
°C
Time at 
Temperature 
hr.
Porosity
%
Pore size range 
(for 95$ of porosity) 
V
650 3.5 42.2 0.1  -  0 .25
750 2.3 49.7 0.2 -  0 .5
850 1.5 47.2 -
850 0.75 48.2
850 1.0 49.1 0.4  -  1.0
950 1.0 43.8 0.8 -  2.0
Another salient feature in the reduction products of hematite,which
has attracted considerable attention, is the nature of the interfaces
(117)separating the various reduction phases. Bitsianes and Joseph
observed these as distinct boundaries, which normally penetrated the ore body
in a topochemical fashion parallel to the original specimen surface. The
advance of these uniform interfaces was, however, disrupted between 500 and
(39)
700^3 by the random development of cracks. Warner , and Hansen and 
(119)co-workers observed similar interfaces in the reduction products of
(/] 19)
synthetic hematite pellets, the latter reporting degeneration of the
interface at about 430°C, due to local cracking.
While the,above investigations revealed that the reaction interface 
was perpendicular to the main reduction direction, examinations carried out
at higher magnifications often revealed irregularities along the inter- 
„ (91,118) x x . ' .
lace » most of which could be associated with local micro-fissures
or pores. However, one very irregular boundary observed by Edstrora^^
could not be related to micro defects. This type of boundary comprised
jagged ”saw tooth” protrusions of magnetite into the hematite ahead of the
main reduction front, and was only observed in certain areas of a specimen. 
(31)Jiidstrom failed to explain the presence of two different boundaries in the
same specimen.
Although some of the discrepancies in the various microscopic
features reviewed so far could be explained by differences in experimental
procedure, it is probable that they were in part related to differences in
(118)the origin of the hematite used.. This view is supported by Henderson ; 
in his observations of distinct differences in reduction behaviour ro£ 
several natural and artificial hematites which had apparently similar 
physical properties.
j ,
^  b) Reduction of Hematite Products containing Lime Additions
Recently, metallographic studies have been conducted on partially 
reduced lime bearing hematite agglomerates. These investigations
invariably formed part of a development programme to improve the reduction 
strength of hematite agglomerates.
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(120)
Edstrom attributed the high quality of the lime bearing
Malmberget pellets prepared by Uggla and Ilmoni^ to the formation of 
calcium ferrites during the firing treatment, and showed that during
reduction these pellets remained relatively dense* During a subsequent
. (121)microscopic investigation on compacted calcium ferrite specimens, Edstrom
confirmed the compact nature of calcium ferrite reduction products, and
postulated the reduction processes associated with each of the three binary
ferrites. He indicated that dicalcium ferrite underwent a single stage
reduction to lime and iron, whereas both calcium monoferrite and diferrite
underwent more complicated reductions involving seven or more steps.
(122)Watanabe , during his research on self fluxing sinters,
(121)verified the calcium ferrite reduction processes proposed by Edstrom ,
and also identified, by metallographic and X-ray. analysis, many of the
ternary calcium ferrites in the reduction products*
('i?o) ('ip-O
Contrary to Edstrom's findings, Seth and Ross observed
only minor differences in the reduction porosity of sintered hematite
briquettes with and without lime additions. This inconsistency is
(120)
possibly due to the different raw materials, since Edstrom’s work was
(1 23)
conducted on a natural hematite product and the latter on chemical
-s (123)
grade ferric oxide. Seth and Ross ^ also obtained metallographic . 
evidence of the instability of wustite in the presence of lime, and 
suggested that during reduction wustite reacted with lime forming dicalcium
3*u
ferrite and iron, after which the dicalcium ferrite was reduced to lime 
and iron* This reduction sequence is believed to account for the high 
reducibility of the ferrite-bearing hematite, since it avoids the wustite 
to iron stage which is one of the rate controlling steps in the reduction 
of iroh’ ioxides^^,^ if\
c) Reduction of Magnetite 
(12^ - 125)
Wiberg * , during his attempt at developing a commercial
process for reducing iron ores to sponge iron, followed the progress of 
magnetite reduction microscopically. This work was conducted on Kiruna 
magnetite single crystals reduced in carbon monoxide or hydrogen at .1.000°Q,
It was revealed that the resulting iron was highly porous and cracked, 
whereas the intermediate wustite layer between the magnetite core and the 
iron surface was free of porosity, although slightly cracked. Dense
('I ^  if)
wustite layers were also observed by Edstrom during his examination of
magnetite crystals reduced in carbon monoxide, and .it was confirmed that the 
only pores formed were generated during the wustite to iron transformation. 
Furthermore, these pores were finer than those in the iron formed by 
reduction of hematite, and showed no evidence of elongation.
In a subsequent examination, using higher magnifications,
Edstrom^ 1 ^ observed that while the wustite formed by carbon monoxide 
reduction of magnetite was dense, that formed by hydrogen reduction contained
a small amount of porosity. This latter effect was attributed to the more 
rapid magnetite/wustite transformation in hydrogen.
(91)Edstrom also reported that reduction of magnetite below 600°C 
led directly to metallic iron, without passing through the intermediate 
wustite phase. The iron layers, which were more clearly illustrated in a 
later publication^"^, were heavily cracked, thus providing easy access of 
the gas to the unreduced core. This effect, together with the absence of 
dense wustite layers, was believed to account for the relatively high 
reduction rate of magnetite at these low temperatures.
c) Reduction of Wustite
The microstructural changes associated with the reduction of
wustite have been studied in order to establish the primary reactions
(126)
involved in the iron oxide reduction processes. Richardson and Dancy 
reported from microscope observations that the iron formed by the hydrogen 
reduction of a wustite layer on an iron sheet, did not nucleate on the free 
oxide surface, but grew on the iron substrate. They attributed this effect 
to the diffusion of the iron ions up the steep vacancy gradient between the 
wustite/gas interface and the wustite/iron interface.
A similar mechanism could only occur during the reduction of ores
or agglomerates if free iron particles existed in the original material on
which the iron ions could nucleate. It is possible that these conditions 
exist in pre-reduced pellets.
2,1,3* Macrostructural Changes
a) Macroscopic Cracking
(127 )Severe cracking was initially observed during the carbon
monoxide reduction of iron ores, and was related to the deposition of 
carbon within the ore by catalytic dissociation of the reductant. It is 
now realised, however, that cracking can result purely from the thermal and 
transformation stresses developed during the reduction processes# The 
extent of this failure and the temperature ranges over which the material
is most susceptible to cracking have been assessed by numerous
. . , (91,117,119,128,129) , . ~ + ,investigators ■ ’ , but unfortunately there appears to be
little consistency in the results. It can, therefore, only be assumed that
cracking is another feature of the reduction process that is sensitive to
experimental conditions and material composition.
b) Changes in Specimen Dimension 
Reduction of Hematite
Many authors have reported that hematite crystals and ores undergo
. . .  J 5 6 ,91,116,123,130-132)apparent volume expansions during gaseous reduction
. (133)and also during thermal dissociation .
Edstrom^^ measured the expansions of single hematite crystals 
resulting from various degrees of reduction in carbon monoxide/carbon 
dioxide atmospheres at 1000°C. The results of these determinations, which
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are summarized in Table 2, indicate that while all reductions involved an 
apparent expansion, the most significant component of this was developed 
during the hematite to magnetite transformation* Furthermore, the 
reduction of hematite directly to iron involved a larger increase than the 
step-wise reduction via magnetite or wustite*
TABLE 2
Apparent volume changes resulting from the reduction 
of hematite and magnetite crystals in carbon monoxide/ 
carbon dioxide at 1000°C.
Stages & State of Reduction % Apparent Volume 
Change
Fes V ">Fe3°4 + 25
Feo0,— ^ Fex° + 32
Fe2°3
-^ .Fe 0 ^ X + 38
Fe2°3 — >Fe^0^— > Fe^O — ^Fe + 27
Fe2°3
— ^Fe r:- + 48
Fe3V -i^ Fe (?»)
-  k
(91)From these results, Edstrom postulated that swelling was 
associated with the reduction steps involving solid state diffusion whereas 
the gaseous reactions, i.e. wustite to iron, involved a slight contraction. 
This postulate was supported by the results of Beckius and Hedman^°\ who 
followed the swelling of hematite during reduction by a dilatometric
technique *
Large apparent expansions have also been observed^^’^ ^  to
accompany the reduction of polycrystalline hematite products in carbon
monoxide. Olsson , working with mixed ore briquettes, reported that
the firing treatment affected the magnitude of the expansion. It is
evident from the results of this investigation, which are quoted in Table j>t
that, by slowly heating and cooling the briquettes during firing , the
subsequent expansion resulting from reduction to about 83% FeO decreased
from 21% to 16%. This effect is probably associated with the relative
(56)efficiency of bonding developed during firing, Uggla and Ilmoni 
observed considerably larger expansions during the reduction of Malmberget 
pellets; however, they indicated that these could be substantially reduced 
by various chemical additions to the pellets.
The effect of these additions are summarized in Table 4, from 
which it can be seen that both bentonite and calcium chloride reduced the 
extent of swelling, whereas lime virtually eliminated it.
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TABLE 3.
Effect of firing treatment on the apparent volume 
increase of mixed ore briquettes reduced in 
C0/C02 at 970°C.
Before reduction After reduction
Firing treatment % % Apparent volume
FeO FeO Increase %
30 min. at 1250°C 
(oxid. atmos*)
0.8 83.0 20.7
30 min. at 1250°C 
(nitrogen)
28.1 83.3 3.9
30 min. at 1250°C 
(oxid. atmos.), 
slow heating and 
cooling
0.8 83.6 15.9
Up to 1150°C in 
oxid. atmos. and 
then 30 mins* at 
1250°C in reducing 
atmos.
76.1 83 .^ 0.37
5
TABLE k
Apparent volume changes resulting from the 
reduction of Malmberget pellets in carbon 
monoxide
Additive wt»% % Apparent Volume 
Change
No additive + 60
0 .5% bentonite + 33 ‘
0 .5% calcium chloride .+ 18
0 .5% lime - 6
1.0% lime + 8
3.0% lime - 1
5.0°/o lime + 9
Although a volume expansion appears to be characteristic of
(si AC -1 p-2 -1 ~zp ^
hematite reduction! there are some reports * * which indicate that
this may not be so large as was reported earlier. For example, Seth and 
Ross^^"^ reported that only minor volume changes accompanied the reduction 
of artificial hematite briquettes in hydrogen, and that these changes were 
not significantly affected by lime additions.
Reduction of Magnetite
Contrary to the behaviour of hematite, magnetite has been
(124)reported to contract during reduction. Thus, Wiberg reported that
Kiruna A ore contracted during hydrogen reduction at 1000°C and showed a
slight expansion, prior to an overall shrinkage, during carbon monoxide
(13 4)reduction. Similar observations were made by Herzog , who followed 
the reduction of Lorraine ores continuously in a Chevenard dilatometer.
He concluded that although the magnetite reduction involved a volume 
contraction, this was preceded by an expansion at lower temperatures during 
which dehydration, carbon deposition, and calcium ferrite reduction occurred. 
(91)Edstrom also reported that a volume decrease accompanied the 
reduction of single crystals of Malmberget magnetite, the extent of which 
varied from about 4% at 1000°C to 14% at 600°C. The greater contraction 
observed at lower reduction temperatures supported his hypothesis that 
swelling was only associated with the solid state reduction steps. At high 
reduction temperatures wustite was formed by solid state diffusion. This 
led to a slight swelling, which was more than compensated by contraction 
during subsequent reduction to iron. On the other hand, when reduction 
was carried out at low temperatures wustite did not form and, consequently, 
a contraction occured from the start of the reaction.
Although Olsson^1^  reported that an expansion of 5*9$ acconqpanied 
the reduction of magnetite briquettes (Table 3), this result does not 
disprove Edstom*s^^ hypothesis, since reduction had only reached 83% FeO
and a contraction might well have resulted if the reduction had proceeded 
to its final stage. Gubin^*^ also observed that a small expansion 
accompanied the reduction of magnetite briquettes*
Reduction of Wustite
A survey of available literature failed to reveal information on 
the volume changes accompanying the reduction of wustite.
2.2. STRENGTH CHANGES ACCOMPANYING THE BEDUCTION OF IRON OXIDES
The strength of iron oxides whilst undergoing reduction has been 
studied from two angles. The earliest investigations were concerned with 
the effect of reduction on the temperature range over which ores and 
agglomerates failed by plastic flow under load, whereas the more recent work 
has been concentrated on the friability of burden materials during reduction.
2.2.1. Effect of Beduction on Softening Behaviour.
Most investigations in this field were extensions of the work
carried out to determine ore softening properties in air. The experimental
techniques e m p l o y e i nv°lve(i measuring the movement of a loaded
2
rod (1.5 - 5 Kg/mm ) resting on the specimen surface, either as a function o’f 
temperature or of the extent of the reduction.
^3.
Grieve studied the effect of both isothermal and athermal 
reduction on the incipient softening temperature and softening rate of 
natural iron ores, and compared these properties with those of the same ores 
tested in air. Some typical softening curves of the latter are shown in 
Fig* 1*
The isothermal tests involved pre-reducing ore specimens in carbon 
monoxide/carbon dioxide atmospheres at 900°C, and subsequently measuring 
the softening rate at progressively higher temperatures. The results 
of these determinations on a high grade Ouenza ore and a low grade 
Oxfordshire ore, whose analyses are quoted in Table 5* indicated that the 
softening rate was unaffected by up to 10$> reduction, but reached a maximum 
after 20 and 30$ reduction respectively. This effect is shown graphically 
in Fig. 2, for the Ouenza ore.
TABLE 3 
Chemical Analyses of Ores
Ore Composition wt.%
Ouenza
Oxfordshire limy 
Sierra Leone
Fe^O ■ Fe Si0o A1~0_ CaO MgO2 3 c 2 p
83.0 58.0 4.7 3 .0 3.8 1.6
31.0 22.1 9.3 5.8 13.1 0.5 
81.6 57.0 4.0 6,8 0 .4 0 .2
The results of the athermal tests, which involved simultaneous 
heating and reduction, indicated that the minimum softening temperature of 
the Ouenza and Oxfordshire ores decreased from 1370 and 1280°C in air to 
1130 and 1105°C respectively. The behaviour of Ouenza ore in these tests 
is illustrated in Figure 3» which shows that reduction caused negligible 
softening at T.320°C, whereas 15% reduction was sufficient to cause almost 
complete collapse at 1liKD°C, Comparison of these curves with the 
corresponding air softening curve in Figure 1, emphasizes the extent of the 
property changes resulting from reduction.
Grieve suggested that the harmful effects of reduction on 
softening properties could be minimised in the blast furnace, by ensuring 
that reduction in the stack exceeded the critical stage of 20-30^* Whether 
this could be achieved in practice would depend on the rate of stack 
descent, the burden size and its reducibility•
The literature contains many more recent reports indicating 
similar effects of reduction on the softening of sinters and 
ores^^*^*^’^^/, . Most of these investigations revealed that, although 
the incipient softening temperature was lowered by pre-reduction, the
(69)softening temperature range was extended. Golmshtok and Svintsov 
reported that, by increasing the lime content of their agglomerates to 
between 18-3^ »  complete reduction to iron could be achieved in the blast 
furnace stack prior to melting. It is clear that if complete reduction
can be carried out before softening occurs,, then the decrease in 
permeability associated with softening will not have such a detrimental 
effect on the furnace efficiency*
(71)On the other hand, Zorena et al. observed no difference in 
collapse temperatures of ores and pellets tested under neutral or carbon 
monoxide atmospheres*
(62)Moore and Marlin concluded from their examination of hot
pressed briquettes made from flash reduced ores, that the hardness of the
iron oxides increased in the order wustite, magnetite, hematite. They
showed that hematite was hard at relatively high temperatures, whereas
wustite was soft even at temperatures around 600°C* The soft nature of
(1 '2>7 }
wustite has been confirmed recently by Vagnard and Manenc .
In the light 'of this information, the early softening of reduced 
ores may be explained in part by the presence of the lower iron oxides*..
2.2*2. Friability during reduction.
The hazards associated with burden breakdown during reduction were 
first reported by those associated with sponge iron production in the Wiberg
/ Si |4 7Q \
furnace * . The absence of coke in the burden of this furnace
rendered it more sensitive to ore failure than the conventional blast 
furnace.
The established room temperature coherency tests^ however, were 
of little value for assessing the reduction strength of ores and
/ a *zQ \
agglomerates. This was clearly'demonstrated by Nyquist , who stated 
that although ferritic sinters exhibited poor room temperature strength, 
they possessed sufficient resistance to reduction disintegration to be 
successfully employed as a feed in the Wiberg furnace-.
(22)To overcome this type of difficulty, Stalhed and Linder
developed a testing technique, by which the resistance of burden materials
to degradation could be evaluated under similar conditions to those
prevailing in the sponge iron furnace. This test was later modified by
( 25)
Linder y to facilitate the determination of both reduction strength and 
reducibility under simulated blast furnace conditions.
(25)
The modified technique involved rotating a screened sample of 
coke and ore in a barrel-shaped furnace at 30 r.p.m., whilst simultaneously 
raising the temperature and passing the reducing gases. Throughout the 
test the heating rate and gas composition (mixtures of CO, CO^, EL, and N^) 
were altered to predetermined schedules, which simulated the changing 
conditions experienced by the burden during its passage down the stack.
The programme was terminated at 1000°C and the sample cooled to room 
temperature in an inert atmosphere.
The sample was then screened and analysed chemically, the breakdown 
being reported as the fractions falling below 3 and 1 mm*, and the
(25)reductibility as the degree of oxidation of the reduced product, ' Linder
designated the minus 3 cim. and minus 1 mm* fractions as "coarse” and "fine”
disintegration respectively. The latter was regarded as detrimental to 
furnace efficiency. This view has been substantiated by Fedorenko^"^, 
who reported that the dust in the effluent gases of a production blast
"furnace comprised minus 1 mm. particles,
(25)Linder assessed the amount of "fine" disintegration that could 
be tolerated in a furnace, by comparing the results of complementary 
laboratory and plant tests. As a result of this comparison- he drew up a 
scale, which is quoted in Table 6, relating the burden acceptability to the 
amount of fine disintegration.
TABLE 6.
Relationship between suitability of ore as a 
blast furnace feed and the fine disintegration
Suitability of ore for 
blast furnace burden
Fine 
(< 1
disintegration 
mm* after test)
wt•% Fe wt,% ore
Extremely good < 4o > 20
Very satisfactory 4 0 - 5 0 20 -  25
Satisfactory 50 -  60 2 5 - 3 0
Acceptable 6 0 - 7 0 30 -  35
Less satisfactory a i oo o 3 5 - 4 0
Poor 80 -  90 4 0 - 4 5
Unsuitable > 90 > 45
Linder also carried out a number of tests on commercial ores, 
sinters and pellets in order to ascertain the reliability of this 
programme-controlled reduction test for differentiating materials ;'.^£ 
apparently similar physical character* For example, Granesberg hematite 
and magnetite ore, although from the same mine, exhibited radically different 
reduction properties. This is evident from Table 7? which shows that the 
magnetite only produced one quarter of the amount of the minus 1 mm. fines 
as the hematite, but, at the same time, underwent less extensive reduction 
during the test. Similarly, slag bonded sinter possessed better reduction 
strength but inferior reducibility to black burnt sinter of the same 
material which had been fired at a lower temperature.
It may also be inferred from the results in Table 7» that dense 
pellets possessed good reduction strength but poor reducibility, whereas 
porous pellets of the same material had improved reducibility and acceptable 
strength. This latter result indicates that, although reduction strength 
and reducibility are relatively incompatible, an agglomerate can be produced 
with acceptable combination of properties by careful control of its physical 
texture.
Wild and W r i g h t a n d  O l i v e r a t  B.I.S.R.A. have extended the 
(25)
pioneer work of Linder and carried out numerous programme-controlled 
reduction tests on ores, sinters, briquettes and pellets, some typical 
results of which are reported in Tables 8 and 9*
**9.
TABLE 7
Results of standard Linder tests on ores, sinters 
and pellets
Material % oxidation 
after test
Disintegration during 
reduction as % wt. Fe
< 3 mm. < 1  mm*
Granesberg 
hematite ore 6k 9k 9^
Gr.anesberg 
magnetite ore 76 26 23
Domnarfvet
sinter
(self fluxing) 35 102 63
Oxelosund sinter 
(not self fluxing, 
black burnt) 5k 100 63
Oxelosund sinter 
(not self fluxing, 
slagged) 62 k9 31
Shaft fired pellets 
(20 mm, diam. dense) 65 19 16
Shaft fired pellets 
(20 mm. diam. porous) V7 50 k8
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TABLE 8
Results of standard Linder test on ores, sinters and briquettes
wt.%
Fe
Oxidation
°/o
Initial Final
Breakdown
%
< 10 mesh < 30 mesh
Ores
Hard Dense Hematite
63.3 99.8 5^.0 5 1
Soft Porous Hematite 
1"-1J" 52.9 99.8 50.0 5 5
Friable Magnetite
59.1 88.2 70.0 37 35
Limonite 1M-lJn 99.5 ^7.0 50 hi
Sinters
U.K. Sinters 5^.6 93.5 66*0 16 7
ir n it 59.2 93.9 63.O 15 7
» n 1/4-3/8'1 59.2 93.9 55.0 7 3
" iJ 1/M-J" 59.1 96.7 A2.0 26 1*f
Japenese Sinter 1/4-1-J" 58.^ 95.5 50.0 ^3 21
Hot Pressed Briquettes
From irreducible dense 
concentrate 63.5 9^.7 71.O 5 5
From reducible 
concentrate 65.3 N.D. ■ 60.0 8 7
51.
It was concluded from these determinations that, apart from cold 
pressed briquettes, all other agglomerates could be produced with acceptable 
blast furnace properties. Further, the reduction strengths of pellets 
(quoted in Table 9) were invariably superior to those of ores and sinters
(quoted in Table 8),
TABLE 9
Results of standard Linder tests on pellets
Details of Material %Fe
%
Oxidation Breakdown %
Initial Final < 1 0  mesh < 30 mesh
Commercial Pellets
Shaft Fired 68.5 99*9 52.0 7 4
64.1 98.1 50.0 15 12
62.7 99 ’.6 51.0 6 4
Strand Fired 63.8 99*5 48*0 2 2
65*3 99.8 50.0 4 3
Grate Kiln Fired 63*0 99.8 52.0 3 2
Italian Pellets N.D. N.D. 73.0 < 1*0 < 1.0
Experimental Pellets
Strand Fired 63*6 99.9 46.0 1 0
| ” !1 Unfluxed 62.5 99*7 54,0 9 9
” 11 Fully Fluxed 61.0 99.5 51.0 10 6
Grate Kiln Fired,
Unfluxed 65*3 99.6 49.0 5 3
” 11 Unfluxed 62.7 99.6 53.0 1 0
" » Fluxed 59.7 99.3 55.0 8 3
" n Fluxed, but 
fired at below normal 
temperatures 59*5 98.3 48.0 5 2
The anomolously high breakdown resistance of Italian pellets ' 
(Table 9)1 and the correspondingly low reducibility. were shown to result 
from an iron skin formed on the pellet surface during the early stages of 
reduction. This iron skin, which improved the toughness of the pellet 
during the Linder test, was free from imperfections and thereby restricted 
access of the reducing gas to the oxide surface.
One of the conclusions of potential commercial importance, 
resulting from the tests on experimental agglomerates (Table 9)» was that 
fluxed pellets could be produced with reduction strengths and reducibilities 
comparable to those of unfluxed pellets. This implies that lower firing 
temperatures could feasibly be used in future pelletizing.
(27)In addition to the standard Linder tests, Oliver has recently
investigated the use of modified gas atmospheres to simulate oil, steam or 
oxygen injection.
(62)Moore and Marlin determined the reduction strength of hot 
pressed briquettes in a Linder apparatus, the results of which are quoted 
in Table 10.
TABLE 10
Results of standard Linder tests on hot pressed 
briquettes
Material % Oxidation 
after test
Breakdown %
< 3 mm. < 1 mm.
Cerro Bolivar ore k8 30 16
Michigan Jasper
concentrate 57 3 3
Although the Cerro Bolivar briquettes possessed poor reduction
strength, the Michigan Jasper briquettes possessed superior properties to
( ^
the briquettes tested by Wild and 'Wright (Table 8), and were comparable to 
most of the pellets included in Table 9» The high strength of these 
briquettes was attributed to the efficient bonding of the flash reduced 
hematite particles, by pressure welding and recrystallization of the magnetite 
and wustite surfaces.
In view of the excellent reduction strength and the low temperature 
at which it is developed, it is conceivable that hot pressing could become 
a more acceptable agglomerating process for hematite concentrates than 
pelletizing.
Uggla and Ilraoni, whose unpublished work was reported in a review ■ 
by Tigerschiold^^, employed a tumble test to measure the reduotion strength
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of Malmberget pellets to which various artificial additions had been made* 
The percentages-of the samples remaining larger than 10 mm..and 6 mm. after 
testing are quoted in Table 11, together with details of the additives.
TABLE 11
Effect of additives on the reduction strength 
and reducibility of Malmberget pellets
No
Additive Bentonite Lime
Calcium
Chloride
0.5% 0.5% 1.0% 3*0% 3*0$ 0.5%
Apparent Density 
g/cc 3.97 N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. 4.0 3.93
Reduction Strengths 
a) % > 10mm* 89 96 94, 99 91 99 93
b) % > 6mm. 89 96 97 99 93 99 94
Reducibility;
Time for 5C% 
reduction min. 21 24 21 22 24 26 19
Time for 93% 
reduction min. 83 90 120 93 96 98 76
It may be inferred from these results that, while bentonite and
calcium chloride improved the resistance to reduction breakdown, lime
(56)
additions had a far more significant effect. These investigators also 
reported that sodium chloride and borax additions decreased the reduction 
strength considerably.
C ”120“* 12*0Edstrom attributed the high reduction strength of lime
bearing pellets to two factors :
i) the formation of calcium ferrites during firing.
ii) the dissolution of calcium ions in the magnetite and wustite 
lattices during reduction.
(122)Watanabe verified that calcium ions dissolved in the
magnetite lattice during reduction. He also measured the strength of 
synthetic calcium ferrites, sinters and ores after various treatments in 
carbon monoxide at 1000°C. The results of these determinations, which were 
carried out at room temperature in a modified coke testing apparatus, are 
quoted in Table 12.
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TABLE 12
Strength of calcium ferrites, sinters and ores 
before and after reduction
Material
Strength after various reduction times 
% > 30 mesh
0 rain. 50 min. 180 min.
Calcium monoferrite 2A.0 86,0 90.5
Bicalcium ferrite 2,5 57.5 50.0
BeIf-fluxing sinter 81.5 SA.5 89.0
Dungun hematite ore 68.5 27.5 62.5
Wabska magnetite ore 79.5 - 58.0
These results indicate that the room temperature strength of both 
calcium monoferrite and dicalcium ferrite improve during the course of 
reduction, whereas the strength of hematite and magnetite decreases* On 
the other hand, self-fluxing sinter,which was shown to contain calcium 
ferrites, exhibited a slight improvement in breakdown resistance after 
reduction. This result is in agreement with the findings of Nyquist 
who also attributed the good reduction strength of self-fluxing sinters to 
lime solution in the magnetite.
r * po \
Beeton realised that ore breakdown during reduction influenced
reducibility measurements, and attempted to compensate for this by 
introducing a breakdown factor (B.D.F.) in his reduction rate calculations.
This breakdown factor, which was determined experimentally, was a ratio 
representing the relative increase in external specific surface area of the 
ore resulting from reduction.
Since the reducibility of the material was determined isothermally
in a static bed, the B.D.F. was an accurate measure of the ore disintegration
resulting from purely thermal or transformation stresses. Contrary to the
Linder test results, Beeton’s breakdown factor was a direct function of the
reduction strength and did not involve mechanical damage resulting from 
ore impact and abrasion.
(1 ^
Beeton reported that most ores and sinters underwent all their
breakdown before 20% reduction had been attained, and that the cracking
occurred more rapidly at lower reduction temperatures. Only minor breakdown
was observed at 800°C corresponding to a B.D.F. of about 2, whereas this
increased to a maximum between 450 and 700°C with an associated B.D.F. of 
about 9*
One material studied, "Brmelo Magnetite55, suffered severe 
disintegration at two separate reduction temperatures. These maxima at
500 and 750°C» corresponded to breakdown factors of 65 and 120 respectively,
both of which were considerably higher than any of the other materials. 
Although magnetites generally exhibit superior reduction strength to
hematite ores^^’^ ^ ,  the behaviour of Ermelo magnetite is not unique, as
( Q  *1 \
other authors ’ have reported poor reduction strengths of certain
magnetite ores.
( £\C\ "1 *1 ii/1 1
Some investigators * * have determined the strength of
agglomerates after reduction by means of uniaxial compression tests. The 
results of these tests, as was the case with Beeton*s B.D.F., gave an accurate 
measure of reduction strength independent of mechanical stressing, abrasion 
or impact during the reduction cycle.
Olsson^^^ measured the compressive strength of>mixed Alabama and 
Storgruve ore briquettes after various sintering and reduction treatments.
The results of some of the tests are quoted in Table 13» together with the 
corresponding firing and reduction details..
TABLE 13
Effect of reduction on the compressive strength of ore briquettes.
Before reduction After reduction
Sintering
Treatment %
FeO
Kg/briquette strength 
Cold 970°C
%
FeO
Kg/briquette 
strength 
at 970°C
30 min. at 1250°C 
(oxid. atmos)
0.8 94-9 450 83.O 20
-Short time at 1250°C 
(weak red. atmos.)
48.9 - 420 83.O 170
30 min. at 1250°C 
(nitrogen atmos.)
28.1 862 - 83.3 148
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Briquettes fired under oxidising conditions showed a substantial
I 4
decrease in hot strength from about 450 to 20 Kg./briquette as a result
of reduction to FeO* whereas the strength of briquettes fired in a weak
reducing atmosphere only decreased from 420 to 170 Kg./briquette after the
same reduction treatment. Briquettes fired in a neutral atmosphere and 
whose FeO content in the fired state was intermediate between those of the 
above, xDossessed an intermediate reduction strength of 148 Kg./briquette.
These results indicate clearly that the decrease in strength., 
resulting from reduction, is related to the state of oxidation of the fired 
products and is most pronounced in the case of fully oxidised materials. 
These observations confirm other r e p o r t s t h a t  generally hematite 
possesses a lower reduction strength than magnetite. When the reduction 
of these briquettes was extended to the stage where iron was formed, the 
strength decreased further but the toughness increased, as would be
(26)expected from similar observations made during Linder tests on pellets « 
(1 ^11
Olsson was also able to establish a relationship between the
apparent volume change accompanying isothermal reduction at 970°C, and the 
room temperature compressive strength of the reduced briquettes. The 
results are xoresented graphically in Fig. which shows that the strength 
was inversely proportional to the apparent volume expansion. This was one 
of the first attempts to correlate the reduction strength of a product with 
the structural changes occurring during the reduction process.
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(140)Khokhlov measured the room temperature crushing strengths of
gas fired pellets made from Kachkanar concentrate, and showed that as a 
result of reduction the strength decreased from 75 Kg. to 4 Kg./briquette.
He also reported that fluxed pellets, having comparable fired and 
reduction strengths, could be made from the same concentrate in a more 
highly oxidised state. This observation is in agreement with the 
conclusions made by Wild and Wright from their Linder tests on 
experimental pellets.
2*5. SUMMARISED CONCLUSIONS OF PREVIOUS WORK
Much of the divergence in the results of the investigations 
described above, can be attributed to differences in experimental design and 
to the materials employed. It is, however, possible to draw certain 
conclusions regarding the strength and structural changes associated with 
the reduction of iron oxides.
These reduction properties appear to be dependent on the chemical, 
and mineralogical composition and physical texture of the specimens being 
tested, and it is generally agreed that they are at their most favourable level 
in pellets and briquettes. Also, chemical grade materials appear to behave 
differently from natural ores.
During reduction hematite swells becoming porous and cracked, 
much of which occurs in the early stages of reduction. Whilst these
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structural changes improve the kinetics of the reduction of hematite, 
they impair its reduction strength.
Conversely, the superior reduction strength and inferior 
reducibility of magnetite compared with hematite, appears to be related 
to less extensive structural changes taking place during its reduction.
Pre-reduction of ores and agglomerates lowers the temperature at 
which the material starts to deform under compressive loads.
OBJECT OF THE PRESENT INVESTIGATION
During the past 25 years, many important factors have been 
brought to light concerning the basic bonding mechanisms involved 
in ore agglomeration, and the physical processes controlling the rate 
of iron oxide reduction. This knowledge, which has been compiled from 
the results of parallel programmes of technological and fundamental 
research, has been successfully applied to modify:'ore-dressing and 
agglomeration practices such that blast furnace burdens can now be 
produced having both a good handling strength and a high reducibility. 
However, the failure of ores and agglomerates during reduction has 
received relatively little attention, and consequently the problems 
associated with burden breakdown in the blast furnace have not been 
completely resolved.
The reducibility, reduction strength and structural changes of 
numerous ores and agglomerates have been determined over a wide range of 
conditions but, so far, very few attempts have been made to correlate these 
three properties. The progress, to-date, towards improving reduction 
strength without impairing reducibility has been made on an empirical basis, 
due to the lack of a fundamental understanding of the mechanisms of ore 
failure during reduction.
It is the object of the present investigation to supply some of the 
evidence necessary for this understanding, by evaluating some of the 
physical mechanisms responsible for the loss in strength of each iron oxide 
during reduction. However, in view of the potential output and the 
economic and production advantages of pellets, this work has been particularly 
directed towards the reduction strength and behaviour of pellets. This 
approach, not only influenced the type of experimental technique employed, 
but also required a more detailed study of the reduction structure.and 
strength of hematite as opposed to that of either magnetite or wustite.
It was proposed initially, to establish the temperature ranges and 
reducing conditions leading to the maximum reduction i. f strength :o£ each 
oxide, and then to relate these to the macro and microstruetural changes 
accompanying the reduction process. Finally, it was intended to develop a 
theoretical model of the failure mechanisms, with the object of developing 
a product suffering minimal breakdown during complete reduction whilst 
maintaining an acceptable degree of reducibility.
3. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
3.1. REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The following section contains a detailed account of the apparatus, 
experimental procedures and techniques relating to the present investigation 
into the strength and structural changes of iron oxide pellets during 
gaseous reduction* The investigation incorporates a study of pure iron 
oxides in which the grain bonding is of the direct oxide type, and oxide/slag 
mixtures in which the bonding is controlled predominantly by the slag. In 
the latter case, the slags have been restricted to relatively simple 
systems for practical reasons, but their basic structures are similar to 
those present in commercia.1 pellets.
Uniform polycrystalline specimens were produced by compacting and 
sintering sized powders of each oxide, with and without slag additions.
This technique permitted closer control of the specimen structure than the
alternative methods such as pelletizing and slip casting, which have been
, .  ^ (116,118,1^1) used by other investigators
Prior to proceeding with the main experimental investigation, the 
constitution and distribution of the impurities and slag phases in sintered 
specimens of each material, were determined by microscopic and microprobe 
examination. It was considered essential to know these details before 
attempting to interpret the results pertaining to reduction damage.
The main experimental programme entailed determining the strength 
and structural changes associated with each stage in the reduction of 
hematite, magnetite and wustite. The former involved measuring the 
compressive strength before and after reduction at various temperatures, and 
the latter determining the attendant changes in specimen volume and micro- 
structure. The reduction was carried out isothermally in hydrogen/steam 
atmospheres between 500 and 1100°C, so that the effect of reduction 
temperature only could be studied as a separate experimental variable.
To ensure that the above property changes were due solely to 
temperature and gaseous reduction,.many other experimental variables had to 
be eliminated. This was achieved by arbitrarily standardizing the 
processing and testing conditions. Control of these conditions and the 
physical structure of the specimens established a strict comparative basis 
for the investigation*
Throughout the project many properties had to be determined on 
unreduced specimens; this provided a reference basis for the reduction 
properties. In the case of high temperature strength determinations, this 
supplied useful data concerning the mechanical behaviour of the various 
oxides. In addition, it enabled the change in strength due to inherent 
differences in the oxides and that resulting from a change in specimen 
structure, to be evaluated separately.
It was also necessary to determine the behaviour of the various 
slags at elevated temperatures and during reduction* Although these 
results are included in this account, they are less comprehensive than the 
corresponding iron oxide results, because of the limited quantity of material 
available*
Finally, in order to develop a more complete picture of the 
relative behaviour of each material in reducing atmospheres, a series of 
reduction rate determinations was carried out. The results of these tests 
supplied supporting evidence for the explanations advanced on the strength 
of the main experimental results*
3.2* RAW MATERIALS 
3*2,1, Iron oxides
Preliminary experiments with various iron oxide products indicated 
that the extremely fine particle size of reagent grade materials gave rise 
to compacting and sintering difficulties. The specimens produced from these 
materials were heavily cracked and distorted, and therefore entirely 
unsuitable for this investigation. Further, such materials have been 
frequently reported in the literature to behave in an anomalous manner during 
reduction^1 ^
For these reasons, natural products were used where possible, even 
though the maximum purity was not so high.
a) Hematite
The purest natural hematite product available in this country was 
a Sierra Leone concentrate, whose chemical analysis is quoted in Table l*f. 
This material was supplied for the present investigation by Messrs*
Fergusson and Wild Ltd*, as a minus 150p powder. It was confirmed by X-ray 
analysis that this product was the rhombohedral modification of hematite,
b) Magnetite
Although numerous magnetite concentrates were available, their 
purity was considerably lower than that of the hematite. To obviate the 
inevitable effects of such impurity differences, the magnetite was 
synthesized from the Sierra Leone concentrate by controlled gaseous 
reduction.
Synthesis of Magnetite
100 gram, samples of minus 150p hematite powder were isothermally 
reduced at 500°C in a 1 to 5 by volume hydrogen/steam atmosphere, and after 
6 hours, more than 95% reduction had occurred according to the weight loss 
measurements.
To complete the reduction and ensure homogeneity, the reduction 
product was ground and retreated for a further 6 hours. X-ray and micro­
scopic analysis of the final product confirmed that complete reduction to
magnetite had occurred.
The reduction was specifically carried out at 500°C to avoid 
complications arising from the departure of magnetite from stoichiometric
(  'IQ'Z 't LlO }
composition, as occurs at higher temperatures * •
c) Wustite
Wustite could not be prepared in the same manner as magnetite, 
because of its reaction with the impurities present in the original hematite 
concentrate. This reaction was observed to occur during sintering above 
1200°C, and resulted in the formation of a grain boundary slag phase* 
Although this represented considerably less than 5% of the oxide volume, it 
could not be tolerated in a comparative investigation of this nature, 
particularly since slag additions were to be studied as a separate experi­
mental variable.
This difficulty was overcome by synthesizing the wustite by solid 
state reduction of chemical grade ferric oxide with carbonyl iron* Unlike 
gaseous reduction of the ferric oxide, this solid state treatment caused an 
increase in grain size of the product, rendering it more suitable for 
compacting and sintering.
Synthesis of wustite
100 gram, mixtures of minue kky. ferric oxide and iron powder, 
corresponding to wustite with 24.0% oxygen, were intimately mixed in a ball 
mill with an alcohol carrier. • The alcohol was subsequently distilled off 
under vacuum, and the powders sintered in a recrystallized alumina crucible 
at 1000°C for ten hours in an atmosphere of purified argon* The cooled 
product was then ground to minus 44p, powder and sintered for a further 10 
hours. The eutectoid transformation of the final wustite to magnetite and 
iron was suppressed by rapidly cooling the sintered product below 600°C* 
X-ray analysis confirmed that the product was wustite and chemical analysis 
indicated a 4.1 % Fe^D^ content. Similar Fe^lon contents have been 
reported by other investigators, using the same preparation technique.
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• TABLE 1*f
Chemical analysis of Sierra Leone hematite
wt. %
Fe2°3 98.95
Fe 69.3
A12°3 0.20
sio2 0.30
Ti02 0.28
MnO 0.17
P2°5
0.011
Na20 0.08
k2o 0.01
BaO, CaO, PbO 
NiO, CuO, MgO 
ZnO, CoO
Nil
3.2.2. Slags
a) Selection of slags
Although commercial agglomerates contain multi-oxide slags, those 
used in this investigation were restricted to two and three component systems* 
This was considered a necessary simplification to facilitate the inter­
pretation of the experimental results.
Prior to selecting the slag systems, a survey was conducted into 
the mineralogical and chemical composition of pelletizing concentrates and 
fired pellets# The results of the latter are quoted in Appendix A,
Tables 1 and 2. In these materials the predominant gangue oxide was 
silica with smaller amounts of alumina and lime, whereas the other oxides 
were usually present in trace amounts. The total weight of the gangue 
oxides represented between 0 and 13$ of the overall composition. The 
mineralogical phases formed during firing usually comprised calcium and iron 
silicates, frequently present as olivine and w o l l a s t o n i t >52,33,57,83,1^) 
Also, recent trends have involved the addition of lime to pellets which, 
during firing,are reported to form calcium ferrites
On the basis of this survey, an iron calcium olivine, a calcium 
silicate base slag, and calcium monoferrite were selected for use in the 
present investigation. These were introduced as 5 and 13$ by weight 
additions to the respective oxides, except.in the case of wustite, where it 
was only considered necessary to study the effect of 3$ additions.
The iron calcium oli vine, which lf in the future text is referred to 
as the olivine slag, was added to both magnetite and wustite. This slag, 
however, could not be added to the hematite owing to the oxidising 
sintering conditions employed. Therefore, the olivine slag was fully 
oxidised in a powder form and used as additive to the hematite. This 
oxidised slag was predominantly wollastonite, and is hereafter referred to
as the calcium silicate slag, The calcium monoferrite was also used as 
an additive to the hematite.
b) Synthesis of slags
The raw materials used in the preparation of the following slags 
were chemical grade calcium carbonate, ferrous oxalate and precipitated 
silica, supplied by British Drug Houses Ltd* All three slags were 
prepared as 50 gram, batches*
Olivine slag
The required weight percentages of calcium carbonate, silica and
(1A5)ferrous oxalate, to form an olivine on the orthosilicate join with
1 2 of lime, were intimately mixed and fused for 30 minutes at 1200°C. 
.Melting was carried out in iron crucibles in an atmosphere of high purity 
argon to prevent oxidation of the wustite formed as a dissociation product 
of the ferrous oxalate. The fused products were cooled and ground to 
minus 100p powder, and then remelted to ensure complete homogeneity of the 
material. Finally, the products from three separate batches were fused 
together, crushed to minus kky. and used as the additive slag*
Calcium silicate slag
This slag was produced by solid state oxidation of the powdered 
olivine slag at 1100°C in platinum crucibles* Two twelve-hour treatments
in pure oxygen were given* with intermediate grinding to minus 100p powder#
Calcium monoferrite
Equimolecular proportions of calcium carbonate and ferric oxide 
were mechanically mixed, and then sintered at 1200°C for 6 hours in. an 
oxygen atmosphere* Since platinum crucibles were used, the reaction 
temperature had to be maintained below the liquidus to facilitate removal of 
the slag. This required a prolonged homogenisation treatment and 
consequently the sintering had to be repeated four times with intermediate 
crushing# .
Analysis of slags
The final chemical analyses of the synthetic slags are quoted in 
Table 15. The difference between these and the original compositions are 
attributed to general melting losses, such as solution in crucible material 
and volatilization. The homogeneity of the composition was checked by 
microprobe analysis.
Although the olivine was prepared under neutral conditions, some
T? (TKwas formed, and it is assumed to be retained in solid solution# The
("] ij. A)
amount present was of the same order as that reported by Bowen et al •
The low FeO content of the ferrite slag confirmed predictions made 
from the Fe0/Fe20^/Ca0 equilibrium d i a g r a m ^ i # e #  that negligible
dissociation of the ferric oxide occurred under the conditions employed 
for the synthesis.
The phase constitution of the slags was checked by X-ray and 
microscopic analysis, the results of which are summarized in Table 16.* The 
olivine slag, whose structure was confirmed by both X-ray and transmitted 
light examination, was shown under reflected light to contain traces of free 
wustite. The amount of this phase was considered negligible and was not 
detected in the X-ray analysis.
The oxidised olivine slag contained calcium mono-silicate, hematite
(1 6^)
and silica, consistent with the equilibrium phases stable at this
composition. The calcium silicate, which was the predominant phase, was 
identified as wollastonite, whereas the free silica present in small 
amounts was as the cristobalite modification. The hematite represented 
approximately yj/o of the slag volume. Traces of low iron glass were also 
observed under transmitted light. The bulk of the ferrite slag was 
confirmed to be calcium monoferrite, the only other phase detected being 
calcium diferrite. The latter, on examination under reflected light, 
appeared to represent less than 3% of the slag, volume.
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TABLE 15
Chemical analyses of synthetic slags
Slag %
sio2
%
Cad
%
Fe2°3
%
FeO
Olivine 30.9 11.6 5.8 52.0
Calcium silicate 28.0 11.2 57A 3.2
Calcium monoferrite 23.9 73A
TABLE 16
Microscopic and X-ray analyses of synthetic slags
Slag
Microscopic Analysis
Phases Approximate 
identified amounts
X-ray Analysis
Phases Approximate 
identified amounts
Olivine
Olivine Bulk Olivine solid 
solution
Abundant
Wustite Trace Wustite Not
detected
Wollastonite Bulk Hematite Abundant
Calcium Hematite About yy/o Wollastonite Abundant
silicate
Cristobalite
Glass
Small
Trace
Cristobalite Small
Calcium
Calcium 
monoferrite
Bulk Calcium 
monoferrite
Abundant
monoferrite Calcium
diferrite
<3% Calcium
diferrite
Trace
3-3. APPARATUS
3.3.1. Compacting dies and press
Compression specimens were produced in a 9*6 mm* diameter double- 
acting die, manufactured from D.P die steel (13?oCr and 1,1$C), and used in 
the hardened and stress relieved condition# Transverse bend test 
specimens were produced in a similar die, having a rectangular cross 
section of 33 x 6 mm.
Pressing was carried out in a manually operated Griffin and George 
10 ton hydraulic press, with the die located in a self-aligning jig. The 
compacting pressure was indicated on attached oil gauge, which was 
calibrated with a standard proving rig throughout the project#
3*3*2. Sintering furnace
Sintering was carried out in a horizontal tube furnace heated by 
two banks of eight 3*3 ohm. 10.0 mm. diameter silicon carbide elements 
connected in series-parallel. A 730 mm. long k3 mm. internal diameter 
aluminous porcelain tube, having a maximum working temperature of 1430°C, 
was located between the two banks of elements in such a position that a 
100 mm. uniform temperature zone existed in the tube. Gas tight seals 
were fitted to either end of the tube, to permit sintering in controlled 
atmospheres of argon or oxygen. It was also possible to attach the 
reducing atmosphere apparatus to this tube in order to facilitate reduction
experiments on sintered specimens.
The furnace temperature was measured with a Pt/Pt - 13%Rh 
thermocouple situated adjacent to the tube centre, and temperature control 
was effected by an Ether Transitrol Controller in conjunction with a 20 
ampere Variac. The specimen temperature was measured with a separate Pt/Pt - 
13$>Eh thermocouple whose hot junction was placed in the centre of the 
specimen holder.
Calibration of sintering furnace
A 100 mm. uniform temperature zone of + 3°C was shown to exist along 
the hot section of the sintering tube, the temperature of which was 
calibrated with a standard thermocouple. This zone was sufficiently long 
to accommodate the alumina tray containing 18 specimens. There was no 
evidence of any density variations in specimens located at opposite ends of 
the tray, nor between specimens from separate batches. The temperature 
calibration was repeated whenever the furnace tube or heating elements were 
replaced.
5*3*3# Compression testing machine
a) Design experiments
Before the high temperature testing machine was designed, a series 
of preliminary tests were conducted to establish the limits of loading that
would be required throughout the investigation, This work involved 
determining room temperature compressive strengths on a Mohr Federhaff A6 
Universal Testing Machine, Sintered specimens of both direct and slag 
bonded oxides were tested, as well as numerous specimens after various 
reduction treatments*
The results of this investigation, which are not included in this 
thesis, supplied adequate design data and confirmed that the technique was 
sufficiently sensitive to the strength differences involved,
b) Description of machine
The machine,built on the above data,is shown in figure 5 with the 
furnace in the raised position, and is illustrated diagrammatically in 
Figure with the furnace in the working position. The unit basically 
comprised a rigid steel framework containing two high temperature thrust 
columns mounted vertically in two horizontal pressure plates. Uniaxial 
compressive loads were developed between these two columns by a motorised 
screw jack attached to the upper column, and measured on a load cell seated 
vertically below the lower column. A counterbalanced furnace assembly could 
be lowered over the columns. Tests were conducted at temperatures up to 
1300° C in controlled atmospheres. The mechanical details of the various 
machine components are described below.
c) Machine framework
The machine chassis within which the strength testing and heating 
equipment was assembled, comprised a steel framework of 4 mild steel columns 
150 cm. long, secured at the corners to a 55 cm. square and 2.5'cm. thick 
steel plate at the top and bottom.
The support columns were ground bars whose diameter varied from 
4.0 cm, to 2.5 cm. at a point 70.6 cm. from the base. Two movable steel
plates were suspended over the columns, one over the narrow section and one
over the wide section. Both plates were counterbalanced by steel weights
suspended over pulleys bolted to the frame. In the working position, the
upper plate, which carried the final gearbox and screw jack, was secured by 
4 bolts to the columns at the points of change of section. The lower plate
which carried the furnace and tube, rested on 4 adjustable stops keyed to
the lower section of the support columns.
The entire framework rested on 4 adjustable legs on a 2.5 cm. thiGk 
steel baseplate.
d) Furnace and ancillary equipment
The furnace was of the electrical resistance type, having six
2 ohm. 14 mm. diameter silicon carbide heating elements arranged 
horizontally around a vertical tube. Power was supplied from a Variac to 
the two banks of three elements in series-parallel. A Pt/Pt - 1^Rh
thermocouple was employed to measure the furnace temperature and was 
located in the central zone of the heating chamber, adjacent to the 
furnace tube.. Temperature control was effected by means of an Ether 
Transitrol Controller activating a mercury switch in the power circuit.
The controller was fitted with an anticipatory unit to reduce the magnitude 
of the temperature overshoot, and with a motor driven cam to facilitate 
programmed heating schedules. A separate Pt/Pt - 13&Eh thermocouple cased 
in the lower thrust column with its hot junction adjacent to the specimen 
indicated the true temperature of the specimen, which varied considerably 
between the neutral and reducing atmospheres. An impervious aluminous 
porcelain tube 52 cm. long was employed, having an internal diameter of 
5«5»cm. The tube ends were ground to 6.3 cm. diameter to enable gas tight 
seals to be made between the tube and the water cooled flanges. Lion 
silicon rubber H0,f rings were employed in both seals, as they were capable 
of withstanding the high temperatures developed in these positions.
A 10.0 cm. diameter 12.5 cm. high stainless steel bellows was 
incorporated in the upper furnace flange, to provide adequate flexibility 
and accommodation for expansion of the tube during heating and thrust 
column movement during testing.
The furnace was seated on a counterbalanced steel plate capable of 
a 45 •cm* vertical displacement above the working position to enable the 
replacement of specimens. This also ensured smooth and vertical movement 
about the support column and hence reduced the risk of misalignment.
Calibration of furnace
The furnace was calibrated in the same manner as that described for 
the sintering furnace. A uniform temperature zone 50 mm. long existed in 
this furnace and was sufficient to avoid thermal gradients being created in 
test specimens*
e) Thrust columns
The lower thrust column was a composite assembly 5 cm. diameter,' 
comxarising a stainless steel section in the low temperature zone and a fused 
alumina section in the high temperature zone, as shown in Figure 7* The 
stainless steel section was recessed and supported in a 2.5 cm. thick, 12.5  
cm. diameter hardened steel disc which was located directly above the load 
cell. The entire column was machined with a 5 mm. square groove to 
accommodate the internal thermocoux)le employed to measure the specimen 
temxoerature. The upper assembly comprised three 15*0 cm. long recrystallized 
alumina tubes cemented together concentrically to form a 3*0 cm. diameter 
column, which was rigidly attached to the loading screw of the jack by a 
5 cm. stainless steel collar. A refractory rim was attached to the alumina 
column to reduce thermal losses and prevent overheating of the gas seals.
All component parts of both the upper and lower assemblies had 
accurately ground faces and recessed joints to ensure perfect alignment 
and rigidity, a condition necessary to prevent lateral thrusts being 
developed during testing.
The specimens were seated between ground pressure platens 
attached to the end of each thrust column. In the tests conducted on 
reduced specimens and the very high temperature tests on unreduced specimens, 
the platens were of recrystallized alumina. However, during the 
compression tests below 900°C, the alumina discs were replaced by sintered 
tungsten/titanium carbide platens. This modification was necessary as the 
fracture loads below this temperature frequently exceeded that of the 
alumina.
f) Loading mechanism
The compressive load was developed by a 2,300 Kg* Duff Norton worn 
gear jack, manufactured by the Consolidated Pneumatic Tool Company Ltd.
The jack body was bolted to the support plate in the inverted position with 
the lifting screw located in a bronze bush vertically above the specimen.
Both the lifting screw and the worm gears of the jack were 
precision machined so as to produce a constant vertical movement per 
revolution over the entire working range. This was shown in calibration 
experiments to represent 1.0 mm. linear movement per revolution of the 
worm gear spindle.
A micrometer vernier was attached to the free end of the worm 
gear spindle, and enabled the exact movement of the upper thrust column to ■ 
be determined during testing.
The loading unit was motorised by a Sadi 1/3 horse power 3 phase 
motor, having a constant output speed of 1,440 r.p.m. This drive speed 
was reduced step-wise by three Sadi gearboxes in series with the motor drive. 
Also incorporated in the reduction unit was a Sadivar speed variator which 
permitted the final drive speed to be varied infinitely between 0 ,7 and 
0,05 r.p.m,
A demountable coupling between the loading jack and motor unit 
enabled the former to be detached and lifted away from the working position 
during the reloading operation. This coupling also acted as a safety link 
to ensure that the jack and load cell never became overloaded.
g) Load cell
The load cell was of the electrical resistance strain gauge type, 
having a maximum load capacity of 3*000 Kg. and an accuracy of + 0,1% for 
axial compressive loads throughout the whole range.
The sensitive element, which was protected by a tough outer case, 
was a thin alloy steel cylinder, carefully machined and ground to fit end 
caps through which the load was transmitted, There were eight 100 ohm. 
strain gauges attached to the inner surface of the cylinder, of which four 
were vertically mounted active gauges with their sensitive directions 
parallel to the axes of the cylinder, and the other four were compensating 
gauges with their axes perpendicular to the active gauges. This gauge
pattern corrected for anomalous sensitivity of the cell which it experiences 
from non-axial loads. . The strain gauges were wired to a central spider so 
that a complete resistance bridge was contained within the cell. A 12 volt 
accumulator and variable resistor were connected in series with the input 
circuit, and a calibrated voltmeter fitted across the bridge terminals.
Prior to each test the input voltage was standardized at 10 volts by 
adjustment of the variable resistance. As the output of the resistance 
bridge was load dependent, the application of load on the cell resulted in 
a change in the output potential, while the input potential remained constant. 
This change was linearly proportional to the applied load and was indicated 
on a calibrated voltmeter connected across the bridge.
The load was transmitted to the cell from the lower thrust assembly 
via three 1,2 cm. diameter steel balls seated circumfereatially around the 
upper pressure platen. This three point location was a precautionary 
measure taken to minimise non-axial loading, and to prevent the cell 
exceeding the maximum operating temperature of 40°C specified by the manu­
facturers.
Calibration of load cell
Before installation the cell and indicating instruments were 
calibrated over the whole working range on a Mohr Federhaff Universal 
Testing Machine, and the linear relationship between load and output voltage 
was verified. The indicating instrument was then adjusted to obtain
maximum sensitivity by expanding the load range over the complete voltmeter 
scale•
The behaviour of the cell was checked periodically throughout the 
project, but only required adjustment after one of the gauges had been 
replaced.
3.3.4. Unit for preparation of reducing atmospheres
Although carbon monoxide is the major industrial reductant, it was 
considered that side reactions occurring with this gas would complicate the 
reduction process and limit the interpretation of the results. Consequently, 
hydrogen was employed as the reducing medium in this investigation, and the 
reducing potential of the atmospheres controlled by varying additions of 
steam.
The method of hydrogen/steam atmosphere preparation described below 
was finally selected after others, namely hydrogen saturation in water 
baths, reacting of controlled hydrogen and oxygen volumes, and the metering 
of water had proved unsatisfactory. These latter techniques either had too 
limited ranges of hydrogen/steam ratios, or were inadequately sensitive to 
control of reducing potential.
The apparatus employed for producing gaseous mixtures of hydrogen,. 
steam and argon is shown diagrammatically in Figure 8 . This unit was
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designed to supply continuously reducing atmospheres of controlled 
composition to either the compression or sintering furnace tubes.
The hydrogen and argon were commercial grade products whose major 
impurities were water, oxygen, nitrogen and carbon dioxide. The former 
two impurities were removed in a catalytic deoxidising unit and magnesium 
perchlorate drying towers..
Both gases were metered at room temperature in standard rotameters, 
employing a constant input pressure of 5 lb./sq.in. The argon and 
hydrogen were subsequently mixed and passed through a coil contained in an 
electrically heated pierrite chamber, which was thermostatically controlled 
at 120°C.
The steam was generated in a coxoper boiler and superheated prior 
to metering.. The super heating was effected in two separate coils, one 
adjacent to the generator, and the other contained within the temperature 
controlled chamber. The second coil ensured a constant temperature steam 
supply to the flowmeter, which was also enclosed in the preheating chamber. 
This meter, which incorxoorated viton rubber seals and a high temperature 
needle valve, was calibrated by the manufacturers for dry steam at 120°C.
The steam flow rate could be observed through a narrow window in the front 
panel of the chamber, and adjusted externally.
A pressure release valve was fitted in the steam supply line to 
reduce fluctuations in flow rate caused by slight variations in steam
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pressure. This comprised a steam off-take pipe and flow valve between 
the two super-heater coils, which extended into a constant head of water. 
Fine adjustment of this valve enabled a constant flow meter input pressure 
to be maintained, independent of the generator pressure.
The hot gases and steam were mixed and admitted to the furnace 
through a stainless steel pipe brazed into the upper flange and extended 
12.5 cm. into the tube. The condensed steam and effluent gases were 
removed from the cold end of the tube through a water trap, which maintained 
a reaction pressure slightly in excess of atmospheric.
3*3«5. Thermo Gravimetric Balance
The apparatus employed for the determination of reduction rates is 
illustrated diagrammatically in Figure 9* The furnace was of the same 
basic design as the sintering furnace described in Section 3*3*2., having 
a vertically mounted 1.8.cm. diameter aluminous porcelain tube, The 
temperature control and calibration procedure described in Section 3*3*2. 
also apply to this furnace.
The hydrogen and argon were metered at room temperature and fed 
into the base of the reduction tube. The steam and excess gases were 
allowed to escape freely to the atmosphere via a small annular orifice 
between the top furnace flange and a stainless steel plug attached to the 
suspension wire. Both the 2 mm, diameter hole in the centre of this
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flange and the plug were ground conically* The positive pressure of the 
effluent gases lifted the plug from its seating on the flange, allowing the 
gases to escape freely to the atmosphere* With the high gas flow rates 
employed there was no evidence of back diffusion of air through this annulus* 
Weight changes were indicated on an automatic Oertling balance, capable of 
measuring to 0*1 mg. Because of its high sensitivity, the balance was 
installed on a slate base plate, which reduced mechanical vibrations to a 
minimum.
The specimen was suspended on a fine platinum wire attached to an 
extended yoke of the balance arm. The suspension wire could be detached 
from the balance and the furnace assembly retracted on guide rails. The 
latter enabled specimens to be changed and the furnace returned to the 
weighing position without need for realignment of the suspension wire,
, Fortunately, the design of this apparatus eliminated the
(1V7)complications that have been reported to arise as a result of
endothermic reactions• It was shown in preliminary tests that the heat 
capacity of the furnace was sufficient to compensate rapidly for any 
decrease in specimen temperature resulting from these reactions*
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3.^* . EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
3»^*% Preparation of specimens
Pressing and sintering
The materials for compacting contained equal weights of 76 to Sky, 
and minus kky, powders, all slag additions being present as the smaller 
fraction* These powders were mechanically mixed for a 12 hour period and 
subsequently pressed at 30 t.s.i. in the appropriate dies. Each batch of 
powder contained '\/k% of paraffin wax added in trichlorethylene solution as 
a die lubricant and temporary binder. The solvent was evaporated off from 
the compacted specimens at room temperature, and the wax distilled off 
between 300 and A00°0.
. . The green compacts were sintered at elevated temperatures for 
various times to obtain a porosity as close to 12*0$ as possible, and a 
uniform pore and grain size. During this sintering all specimens were 
placed on platinum foil in recrystallized alumina trays. The experimental 
details of the sintering conditions for all materials are quoted in Table 
17« and the porosity, pore and grain sizes of the corresponding specimens 
in Table 18*
b) Specimen dimensions
The preliminary compression tests were conducted on specimens 
produced in a 13.0 mm. diameter die, but the loads required to fracture
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these fell close to the maximum loading capacity of the hot compression 
machine. Consequently, the main investigation was conducted on smaller 
specimens produced in a 9,6 mm. diameter die.
The length of the green specimens was restricted to 11 mm, as this
represented the maximum length over which uniform density could be ensured
during compaction. The length to diameter ratio of the sintered specimens
was finally adjusted to 1.1, by accurately grinding the plane ends. This
(1A8)
ratio fell within the range recommended by the U.S. Bureau of Mines for
the compression testing of fine grained rocks of similar physical structure 
to these compacted oxides.
Grinding also ensured that the ends of the specimen were perfectly 
parallel and perpendicular to the long axis; an essential condition for 
good reproducibility.
The bend test specimens, which were produced in the rectangular 
die were also subjected to careful grinding. All four longitudinal faces 
were ground flat to produce a 5 .0 mm. square cross section.
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TABLE 17
Sintering conditions used in preparation 
of direct and slag bonded specimens.
Material SinteringTemperature
°C
Sintering
Time
Hours
Sintering
Atmosphere
Hematite 1400 *+0 Oxygen
Hematite + 5$ calcium 
silicate slag 1370 15 t!
Hematite + 15% calcium 
silicate slag 1280 10 !?
Hematite + 5% calcium 
monoferrite * 1360 20 II
Hematite + 15% calcium 
monoferrite * 1260 2 f!
Magnetite 1350 20 Commercial Argon
Magnetite 4- 5% olivine slag 1303 10 tt it
Magnetite + 15% olivine slag 1220 25 tt tt
Wustite 1050 20 Purified Argon
Wustite + 5% olivine slag 1090 12 tt it
Calcium silicate slag 1170 10 Oxygen
Calcium monoferrite 1165 33 tt
Olivine slag lO^ fO 10 Purified Argon
"‘Treated at 1150°C for 50 hours.
3.4.2. Density and porosity determinations
The specific gravity of each material investigated was determined i
in a standard pycnometer (B.S. 117)» employing the method described by 
(149)
Chesters • The powder used was the minus kk]L fraction, screened from 
pulverized specimens of the sintered materials* The mean values of three j i
determinations from each material are quoted in Table 18, all of which 
compare closely with values quoted in the literature, |
The apparent density.of the compacts was evaluated from the specimen 
weight and external dimensions.
The porosity of the compacts was then calculated in terms of the |
above two parameters, i.e. true and apparent density. These values are j
also quoted in Table 18. Although a considerable effort was made to
minimise porosity differences between specimens of the various materials, it
proved impracticable to achieve perfect standardization. However, it is
evident from Table 18, that the maximum variation was only 1.3$, which was
considered sufficiently small to allow direct comparison of the corresponding j
>  . : j §
experimental results for different materials.
The apparent volume changes, occurring as a result of reduction, 
were calculated directly from the external specimen dimensions. These | i  j
were measured with a micrometer before and after reduction. , ^
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TABLE 18
Physical properties of materials and specimens
Material SpecificGravity
Porosity % 
Green Sintered
Mean Pore 
Size mm.
Mean Grain 
Size mm.
Hematite 5.20 22.7 12.3 0.03 0.06
Hematite + 5% calcium 
silicate slag 5.14 22.4 12.1 0.04 0.0 6
Hematite + 1 5% calcium 
silicate slag 5.03 22.6 12.9 0.05 0.04
Hematite + 5% calcium 
monoferrite 5.19 21.7 12.3 0.04 0.05
Hematite + 15% calcium 
monoferrite 5.05 21.0 11.9 0.06 0.07
Magnetite 5.13 23.6 12.4 0.04 0.05
Magnetite + 5% olivine 
slag 5.06 26.6 12.0 0.05 0.05
Magnetite + 15% olivine 
slag 4.99 2 7.6 12.7 0.06 0.06
Wustite 5.5? 24.9 11.5 0.04 0.05
Wustite + 5% olivine 
slag 5.50 25-6 12.1 0.04 0.05
Calcium silicate slag 4.12 25.7 11.7 0.04 *
Calcium monoferrite 4.69 26.1 12.1 0.03 -
Olivine slag 4.09 25.4 13.0 0.03 •
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3*^*3* Metallographic techniques
a) Mounting: and polishing
(91 117)As reported by many earlier investigators * , difficulty can
be experienced in preparing iron oxides for microscopic examination! ..in 
particular, those resulting from the reduction of a higher oxide. Acceptable 
results were, however, achieved in this investigation by employing the 
following impregnating and polishing procedure.
-2The specimens were impregnated under a vacuum of 10 mm. of Hg* 
with a A/1 by weight mixture of Araldite AY103 epoxy resin and HY93^ 
hardener. A greater depth of penetration was achieved by maintaining the 
resin mixture at 33°C in a water bath during the impregnation period. The 
resin was cured at room temperature for 2k hours prior to sectioning on a 
diamond slitting wheel. This was followed by a prolonged polish on a 6p 
diamond lap and final polishing on 1p- and 1/Ap. laps. It proved essential 
to avoid preliminary polishing on coarse fixed abrasives, such as silicon 
carbide papers, as these tore grains away from the specimen surface, giving 
false impressions of the pore structure.
(62)
Hematite, being the hardest of the three oxides, proved most
difficult to polish, and required considerably longer polishing times than
either wustite or magnetite.
Wustite, although appearing to develop a highly polished surface 
rapidly, required a modified polishing technique as this surface revealed
9^.
heavy scratches when etched. This effect is attributed to the presence 
of a thin surface layer of flowed oxide which covered the main oxide surface#
i i
To overcome this difficulty, a polish attack technique was employed, using 
a 0,5^ solution of hydrofluoric acid.
The above mounting and polishing procedures were employed in the 
preparation of sintered,fully and partially reduced specimens for microscopic 
examination, to determine the structural changes incurred during reduction#
In addition, compression specimens were prepared and examined in the same 
way to reveal details of the fracture surfaces#
b) Identification of phases
Hematite and iron were readily distinguished from magnetite and 
wustite by their difference in optical reflectivity# However, wustite and 
magnetite could only be differentiated after chemical etching in either 5% 
aqueous solution of hydrofluoric acid or acidified stannous chloride#
The former etchant was also employed to reveal the grain structure of the 
sintered magnetite and wustite specimens.
Chemical etching proved impracticable for sintered hematite, and
therefore a vacuum thermal etching technique had to be employed to reveal
the grain structure. This involved a 1 hour treatment at 1000°C under a 
-5vacuum of 10 torr. This treatment enabled hematite, whose vapour 
pressure is high at these relatively low temperatures^0^, to evaporate
preferentially from the grain boundary regions.
The slag phases were of lower optical reflectivity than the iron 
oxides and could be readily distinguished without etching. However, 
dilute hydrochloric acid was used to distinguish between calcium monoferrite 
and calcium diferrite, as the latter etched more rapidly than the former#
Transmitted light microscopy was conducted on some of the specimens 
containing slag additions, to confirm the nature of the slag phases* This 
only proved useful in the case of 15% additions as the 5% additions were too 
small to permit clear phase identification#
c) Photomicroscopy
All photomicrographs at magnifications between 100 and 1500 were 
taken on a Bausch and Lomb research metallograph, employing a Wratten 7*f 
filter to improve phase contrast. Photomicrographs at magnifications above 
1500 were taken on a Vickers metallograph.
d) Pore and grain size determinations
The grain size was determined by point counting the number of grains 
across the specimen diameter with the aid of a micrometer stage fitted to a 
bench microscope. The pore size was determined in a similar manner, by 
measuring the size of each pore along a specimen diameter with a calibrated 
graticule. The values quoted in Tabl& 18 for both pore and grain sizes
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each represent the mean of six traverses.
X-ray analysis
X-ray analysis was carried out on both sintered and reduced 
materials to obtain confirmatory evidence of the phases produced*
Powder diffraction photographs were taken in a 15*0 cm. diameter 
Phillips camera, employing iron filtered cobalt radiation and exposure times 
of up to five hours. The ' d' values were calculated from these photographs 
and compared with the standard values quoted in literature for the 
respective phases.
The three iron oxides and most of the slag phases were identified 
by this method. However, there was insufficient material in those 
specimens containing 5% slag additions, to iDermit positive identification 
of the slag phases.
Electron micro-probe analysis
a) Instrument
The instrument employed throughout the investigation was a 
Microscan Mk IIA, manufactured by the Cambridge Instrument Co. Ltd.
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b) Experimental procedure
As the oxides were all poor electrical conductors, it was necessary
to coat the sample surface with a conducting film, to prevent a standing
charge building up causing instability of the electron beam* Originally,
a thin carbon film was employed which successfully stabilised the beam, but
resulted in inconsistent analysis# This sort of inconsistency, also
(151)reported by Pi dal et al. , was remedied by employing a vapour
deposited copper film about 150-200p. thick#. The coating procedure involved
evaporating a known weight of copper from a molybdenum boat on to the
-5specimen surface under a vacuum of 7.10 torr. To ensure uniform coatings 
were obtained, all specimens of any one series were coated at the same time 
together with the standard#
The instrument was operated with an electron beam voltage of 
20 Kv. and a specimen current of 50 millimicroamperes# As the latter was 
rather low, it was necessary to instal an ion trap between the Penning 
gauge and the specimen table, so that the accurate specimen current could be 
measured uninfluenced by the ionization gauge#
(151)An X-ray counting procedure, similar to that of Ridal and co­
workers, was employed, in which the spectrometer was scanned through the 
peak spectrum angle and the X-ray signal chart recorded. The mean peak 
value of a forward and reverse scan was taken as the representative count#
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It was, however, found that carbon contamination of the specimen 
surface after scanning periods in excess of half an hour substantially 
reduced the X-ray emission, particularly of the lighter elements (silicon 
and calcium). This was avoided by carrying out point counts consecutively 
on unscanned areas of the specimen surface, and calculating the mean from 
at least twelve counts. In each case the silicon and calcium emissions 
were counted prior to the iron.
The X-ray intensities recorded for each of these elements could
not be directly related to its concentration in the specimen, because of the
secondary effects such as absorbtion, which occurred within the target.
When necessary, the apparent results of both specimen and standard were
corrected for these effects by formulae originally compiled by Philibert^^3) 
(154 153)and Castaing * « These correction equations, which have been used
( 1  ^  *1 ^
successfully for similar oxide systems * , and the relevant calculations 
are incorporated in Appendix B.
3*4#6# Compressive strength determinations
a) Standardization
To permit comparison of the compressive strengths of each material* 
it was necessary to standardize certain specimen properties and test 
conditions. The specimen properties, which included size, porosity, pore 
and grain size, were controlled during preparation and have been discussed 
in Sections 3.4.1. and 3.4.2. The test conditions, which involved control
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of strain rate and establishing of strength criteria, are described below*
A strain rate suitable for testing sintered and reduced materials
at both high and low temperatures was determined during the preliminary
experiments. This rate of 2*9^ strain per minute represented a loading 
2
rate of 2*8 Kg/mm /minute for magnetite at 600°C, which compares well with
2
the maximum rate of 4.2 Kg/mm /minute recommended for testing fine grained
, (148)rocks •
Employing a constant strain rate will inevitably result in a change
in loading rate with temperature, according to the changes in the elastic
and plastic properties of the specimen# However, it is considered unlikely
that the strength deviation resulting from this will fall outside the limits
of experimental accuracy. This assumption is based on the U#S, Bureau of 
(1*+8)
Mines report, which stated that a four-fold change in the rate used
for testing rocks only caused a 6% change in the compressive strength.
The criterion of strength for materials fracturing before %  
deformation had occurred was taken as the maximum applied stress# On the 
other hand, when materials deformed without fracturing, the strength was 
reported as the stress necessary to induce 3% plastic deformation# 
Longitudinal deformations of this order were shown to cause less than 3% 
increase in area of the load bearing'faces and consequently the stress could 
be calculated on the original cross-sectional area of the specimen#
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k) Test procedure
The specimen was assembled between the pressure platens, inter­
spaced with platinum foil, and centralized with a jig* The furnace assembly 
was lowered and gas tight seals made between the bottom tube flange .and 
lower thrust assembly. The tube was then purged with the appropriate gas 
and the specimen raised to the test temperature at a rate of 7°C/min., then 
held at test temperature for 30 minutes prior to compression. The load 
applied was recorded continuously,until fracture, on the load cell indicator*
In the tests where fracture did not occur, the specimen deformation 
was measured continuously. This was represented by the vertical 
displacement of the upper thrust column, and was indicated on the micrometer 
vernier attached to the jack loading spindle* The extent of deformation 
was subsequently confirmed by micrometer measurements on the cooled specimen.
The same basic procedure was employed in the reduction strength 
tests, except that the specimens were subjected to a 6 hour reduction 
treatment at temperature,, prior to testing*
3*^.7. Transverse bend tests
The practical difficulties associated with uniaxial tensile test 
on brittle materials were avoided in this investigation by carrying out . 
transverse bend tests. The tensile strengths were then calculated from 
the specimen dimensions and the transverse fracture loads using the
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(155 156)
following relationship ^ which is applicable to brittle materials.
s = i i i   d )
2 b h2
where p » fracture load, L =s span length, b = specimen thickness, 
h = specimen height and S = maximum tensile stress*
The bend tests were performed at room temperature on a motorized 
Hounsfield Tensometer employing a three-point self-aligning jig, having a 
mm. span. The strain rate, although relatively unimportant in testing 
brittle materials, was maintained at 0.2 mm. per minute.
Similar tests were carried out on iron specimens produced by the 
complete reduction of magnetite at various temperatures. However, since 
these specimens deformed plastically prior to rupture, formula (1) could be 
used, and therefore the results were quoted as transverse rupture stresses. 
These tests were carried out to reveal more clearly the effect of certain 
structural changes occurring during reduction of magnetite.
3.^.8. Procedures in reduction strength and volume change determinations
Sintered specimens were isothermally reduced to successive lower 
oxides and to iron, at temperature intervals between *f00 and 1100°C, the 
same procedure being employed in both reduction strength and volume change 
determinations. This involved raising the specimen to the reduction 
temperature at 7°C/min. in an argon atmosphere and soaking at this temperature
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for 30 minutes. Subsequently the reducing atmosphere, comprising 
hydrogen, steam and argon, was admitted at the rate of JOOO cc/min. for the 
6 hour reduction period, after which the tube was purged with argon and 
the specimen either tested in compression or cooled to room temperature for 
volume measurement.
A constant reduction rate was employed in both strength and volume 
change determinations, as preliminary experiments indicated that the rate 
influenced the magnitude of the structural changes, i.e. a six-fold increase 
in rate during the reduction of hematite to magnetite at 525°C caused a 
change in apparent volume expansion from 25.6 to 28.6%. The reduction 
rate was chosen arbitrarily as that necessary to complete each reduction 
step of a 3*0 gram, specimen in 6 hours.
The appropriate ranges of hydrogen/steam ratios necessary to
achieve these reductions were obtained from the Fe-O-H equilibrium 
(12*0diagram , whereas the exact ratios required to maintain the constant
reduction rate were determined empirically for each material. During
these latter calibration experiments the extent of specimen reduction was
determined by weight change measurements and microscopic examination, and Ure
("1
reduction phases were positively identified by powder X-ray analysis • 
However, once the reducing conditions had been established, the 
reductions were only followed by weight change measurements and microscopic 
examination.
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A few reductions were carried out at slower and faster rates than 
those quoted above by appropriate adjustment of the hydrogen/steam ratios.
In order to avoid confusion in the following text, these special test 
conditions have been referred to specifically as slow and rapid reductions# 
The results of these tests hawsnot been considered in establishing 
quantitative relationships, but have been used purely as confirmatory 
evidence of the mechanisms postulated from the constant rate results#
3.^*9* Procedure in reduction rate determinations
The reduction rates of both direct and slag bonded specimens were 
determined isothermally at 550, 750 and 1000°C, which span the temperature 
range over which the major structural changes occurred#
The procedure involved raising the specimen to the test temperature 
at 7°0/min# in an argon atmosphere and, after reaching isothermal conditions, 
admitting a 1:10 by volume hydrogen/argon mixture at the rate of 1000 cc/min* 
The progress of reduction was then recorded at 5 minute intervals by the 
decrease in specimen weight. In the case of rapidly reduced materials, 
the tests were continued until more than 95$ reduction had been achieved. 
However, in the case of slower reductions they were terminated after A00 ^
minutes.
The degree of reduction was reported as the percentage of available 
oxygen removed, which was calculated from the weight change and the total
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oxygen associated with the iron in the specimen. The results of these 
determinations were treated mathematically to obtain an expression 
representing the progress of reduction, from which the reduction rates were 
calculated.
ANALYTIC EXAMINATION OF SPECIMENS IN THE SINTERED CONDITION
The main object of this examination was to determine the probable 
distribution and effect of the impurities in the sintered hematite and 
magnetite specimens. The main impurities are the oxides of silicon, 
titanium, manganese and aluminium, which were present in the original hematite 
concentrate, as quoted in Table 14. A secondary objective was to assess 
the mineralogical and chemical composition of the slag bond in the iron 
oxide specimens subsequent to sintering,
4.1. DISTRIBUTION OF IMPURITIES
Attempts were made to detect the four major impurities by microscopic 
and microprobe analysis. Interpretation of the results was based on 
information provided by the relevant equilibrium diagrams of the oxide 
systems.
4.1.1. Experimental results
a) Direct bonded hematite
Microscopic examination of the hematite at high magnifications 
revealed a few discrete grains of low reflectivity, uniformly distributed - 
throughout the specimen. These grains were examined with the electron- 
probe microanalyser for each of the impurity elements. The results of this 
analysis, which are quoted in Table 19, indicate that these grains contained
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a very high percentage of silicon and traces of iron, but no manganese, 
titanium or aluminium.
The electron image of a typical impurity grain is shown in Figure 
10,. as the grey phase, surrounded by white hematite grains and black pores. 
The corresponding X-ray images of this area are presented in Figures 11 and 
12, which illustrate the high silicon and low iron content of the impurity 
grain•
Microprobe analysis of the surrounding hematite only resulted in 
the identification of iron and titanium. The latter, although giving a 
weak X-ray signal (Table 19) was uniformly distributed throughout all the 
hematite grains. A similar distribution of titanium was detected in the 
slag bonded hematite specimens, the respective X-ray counts of which are 
quoted in Tables 20 and 21.
b) Hematite/calcium silicate slag mixtures
There was no microscopic evidence of the impurities in the calcium 
silicate bonded specimens, in which the slag formed the grain boundary 
phases* Microprobe analysis also failed to identify any of the impurity 
elements, although the silica may have been associated with the bonding slag. 
The calcium, iron and silicon X-ray imges of a small area within such a 
specimen are shown in Figures '13* 14,15 respectively. There is no evidence 
in these micrographs of the localized areas of high silicon content observed
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in the direct bonded hematite. Titanium was the only impurity element 
detected in the hematite grains.
c) Hematite/calcium monoferrite mixtures
Two distinct slag areas were observed microscopically in the 
specimens containing 3% additions of calcium monoferrite (Figure 72)#
Both were shown to be rich in silicon, one of which etched rapidly in water.
Microprobe examination of specimens containing 15$ calcium mono­
ferrite additions also revealed a silicon rich phase in the slag, but the 
major phase only contained traces of silicon. An electron image of this 
slag is shown in Figure 16', and the corresponding calcium and silicon X-ray 
images in Figures 17 and 18 respectively. These micrographs indicate that 
the interstitial dark grey areas (Figure 16), which correspond to the grey 
phase in Figure 73, were silicon rich and associated with more lime than 
the bulk slag phase. This dark phase etched readily in water, a character­
istic property of dicalcium silicate.
d) Direct bonded magnetite
A few isolated dark grains, similar to those present in the direct 
bonded hematite, were observed microscopically in the magnetite. Micros 
probe analysis confirmed their high silicon content but, in addition, 
indicated a low iron concentration. The X-ray signals obtained for these 
two elements are quoted in Table 19• 4s in the case of hematite, the
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titanium was uniformly distributed throughout the iron oxide grains. No 
other elements were detected.
e) Magnetite/olivine slag mixtures
There was no direct evidence of the impurity silica in these 
specimens, but it could have been masked by the silica of the slag addition* 
The only impurity successfully detected was the titanium.
f) Direct and slag bonded wustite
Since the wustite was synthesized from chemical grade oxides, the 
problem of impurities did not arise. However, as a precautionary measure, 
the absence of titanium, aluminium, manganese and silicon was confirmed by 
raicroprobe analysis•
4.1.2. Impurity distribution according to phase equilibrium diagrams and 
correlation with experimental results.
a) Oxides of aluminium and manganese
(158 )According to the equilibrium data for the Fe^O^ - A^O^ and
Fe^ .0_ - Mn 0 ^^apy systems, both oxide impurities form solid solutions
2 3 2 3
with hematite. Furthermore, the F e ^  - A l ^  solid solution is not
„ (160) 
affected by small amounts of silica
Similarly, manganese oxide (Mn^O^) is readily soluble in the 
magnetite lattice, forming high hausmannite solid solution . Alumina
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dissolves in magnetite as the spinel FeAl^O^1^ 2”^ ^ .
The inability to detect either aluminium or manganese during the 
microprobe analysis could be considered consistent with this equilibrium 
data, in view of the small traces of the oxides present. It is suggested 
that the solid solutions are formed during sintering, but are too dilute to 
loermit microprobe detection of the solute. This is particularly true in the 
case of alumina, where the metal atom emits extremely soft radiation*
It is not possible to predict the distribution of these impurities
in the slag bonded specimens, because of the lack of equilibrium data for
the multi-oxide systems concerned. There are, however, two possibilities :
1) the impurities may dissolve in the iron oxides as above, or 2) react with
the artificial slag additions. For example, alumina is soluble in hematite,
and has an affinity for the silica and lime. Consequently, in calcium
silicate bonded specimens, it may dissolve in the hematite or react to form
(16*0mullite, or dissolve in the wollastonite as anorthite • Similarly, in
the calcium ferrite bonded specimens, it may either dissolve in the
hematite or react to form CaQAlJX and dissolve in the calcium ferrite
d j
The failure to detect either of these impurities suggests that, 
the first alternative probably applies, since if they were contained in the 
slag, their concentration would have been sufficiently high to permit 
detection during the microprobe analysis.
i
b) Titanium oxide
The presence of titanium, at uniform concentration, throughout
the hematite and magnetite is in agreement with the most recent reports
concerning the solubility of titania in these oxide lattices.. Although
Karkhanavala and Momin^^^ failed to detect any solubility of titania in
hematite, subsequent and more detailed investigations by Webster and 
C *167}
Bright revealed measurable solubility at 1200°C and above, in accordance
(168) (167)
with the earlier observations of Ernst • Webster and Bright also
reported measurable solubility of titania in the magnetite lattice at 1200°C*
Evidently, these solubilities are not drastically affected by the 
presence of the artificial slags, since the same order of X-ray counts was 
obtained from the oxide grains, in both the direct and slag bonded materials# 
The relatively high concentration of titanium in the original hematite,
Table 1A, probably accounts for the detection of this element, in contrast 
with the failure to identify aluminium and manganese.
c) Silica
( “170 ^
Silica has been reported ’ to be insoluble in and
unreactive with hematite, up to 1^00°C, even in the presence of small
quantities of alumina^160-. This implies that the isolated silicon rich
grains, observed in the sintered hematite, are free silica* On the other
(169 170)
hand, silica does not dissolve in magnetite * , but it does react with
it, the temperature at which reaction starts depending on the oxygen
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potential of the sintering atmosphere. In the present investigation, the 
extent of this reaction appears to have been small, since the impurity 
grains contained little iron*
If, during the sintering of the calcium silicate-bearing hematite 
specimens, all of the impurity silica enters the liquid slag, the overall
•SiO^/Fe^O^ concentration 
t r i a n g l e T h e r e f o r e ,  this impurity silica should only result in an 
increase in the amount of free silica crystallizing out during cooling. The 
microxDrobe results, quoted in Table 20, appear to support this view, since 
the silicon content of the slag areas in the hematite specimens are higher 
than that of the standard* Furthermore, the maximum silicon X-ray signal 
was obtained from specimens containing the smaller slag additions, in which 
the impurity silica represents a higher percentage of the total slag compared 
to that in the specimens containing the larger additions.
It is probable that the silica behaved in a similar manner during 
the sintering of the olivine-bearing magnetite, since no localized silicon 
rich areas were detected* However, interpretation of the results in this 
system is complicated by the extensive departure of the slag from its 
original composition* The significance of this is discussed later.
The probable effect of silica in the calcium monoferrite~bearing
hematite can be predicted from the 1150°C isothermal section of the
Ca0/Feo0,/Si0o equilibrium d i a g r a m ( t h e  use of this section is 
2 3 2
melt composition will remain within the SiOVCaO
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justified as the specimens were treated for 50 hours at 1150°C after 
sintering)* According to this diagram^ three phases form if the 
silica impurity enters the slag, namely dicalcium silicate, calcium mono­
ferrite and hematite.
In practice., the compositions of the silicon-rich slag regions in 
the specimens containing 3% additions of calcium monoferrite (Figure 72),do 
not correspond to dicalcium silicate. The analysis quoted in Table 21 
suggests that they are complex iron calcium silicates.
On the other hand, the dark grey phase in specimens containing the
large addition (Figure 73) is believed to be dicalcium silicate. The
calcium X-ray signal from this phase is double that of light phase, the
balance being silicon, Table 21. Assuming that the light phase corresponds
to calcium monoferrite (about 26,6% CaO), then the lime content of the dark
phase approaches the theoretical content of dicalcium silicate (65.3$)*
The stability of these dicalcium silicate grains within the calcium mono-
(lZf6)
ferrite is in accordance with reports that silica exhibits only a
limited solubility in calcium ferrites.
Similar interaction of silica has been reported by other 
investigators in connection with lime-bearing pellets*
^.1.3, Probable significance of impurity oxides
It is apparent that the oxides of titanium, aluminium and
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manganese, if not originally dissolved in the hematite concentrate, enter
into solid solution with the iron oxides during sintering, and in the
amounts present are unlikely to have any significant effect on the strength.
Similarly, it is believed that when in solution, the impurities will have
negligible effect on the reduction behaviour of the iron oxides. Although 
(171)White has indicated that in the presence of alumina, iron oxides become
more difficult to reduce, the small concentration in the present material 
is considered to have an insignificant effect.
The silica is not dissolved in the oxides, and either remains as 
isolated grains in the sintered product or enters the artificial slag. In 
the former case, these grains are so few, that while they may influence the 
strength locally, the effect will be negligible over the entire specimen.
When distributed in the slag phases, the silica has a more 
detrimental effect, particularly in cases where the slag does not contain 
silica originally. The mineralogical changes in the slag composition 
caused by the silica are discussed in detail in the subsequent section.
It may, however, be stated at this stage, that while the presence of silica 
affects some of the results, it does not materially interfere with the main 
objectives of the investigation.
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TABLE 19o
Microprobe analysis of hematite and magnetite 
specimens
Material Investigated
X-Ray Count c»p 0S0
Si Fe Ti
Sintered Hematite
1) Hematite Grains 0 1010 3o0
2) Impurity phase 420 3o0 0
Sintered Magnetite
1) Magnetite Grains 0 943 4o0
2) Impurity phase 360 46 0
TABLE 20.
Microprobe analysis of specimens containing additions
of calcium silicate slag
M/ ........................ . " . ....... ........ .........
M a te ria l
X-Ray Count c • p • s •
S i Ca Fe T i
Calcium s i l ic a te  slag 
standard
1) S ilic a te  grains 202 256 172 0
2) Hematite grains 0 0 936 0
Hematite contain ing 3# 
a d d itio n  o f s lag
1) Slag phase 231 271 112 0
2) Hematite grains 0 0 9if0 3.3
Hematite conta in ing 13$ 
a d d itio n  o f slag
1) Slag phase 223 279 128 0
2) Hematite grains 0 0 993 3.0
— .
TABLE 21„
Microprobe analysis of specimens containing
additions of calcium monoferrite
M a te ria l Investiga ted
X-Ray counts c.p.s»
Si Ca Fe Ti
Calcium m onoferrite standard 0 318 763 0
Hematite contain ing 3$ add ition
o f slag -•
1) Dark slag regions 82 33** 72 0
2) L igh t slag regions l*f2 *♦09 90 0
3) Hematite grains 0 0 9**1 3
Hematite contain ing 13$
a d d itio n  o f slag
1) L igh t slag phase 9 29** 761 Q
2) Dark slag phase 56 623 — 9
3) Hematite gra ins 0 0 933 3
TABLE 21
Microprobe analysis of specimens containing
additions of calcium monoferrite
M a te ria l Investiga ted
X-Ray counts c .p .s .
Si Ca Fe Ti
Calcium m onoferrite standard 0 318 763 0
Hematite conta in ing 3% add ition
o f slag
1) Dark slag regions 82 35** 72 0
2) L igh t slag regions 1**2 *♦09 90 0
3) Hematite grains 0 0 9**1 3
Hematite contain ing 13$
ad d itio n  o f slag -
1) L igh t slag phase ~ 9 29** 761 Q
2) Dark slag phase 36 623 — 0
3) Hematite gra ins 0 0 953 3
TABLE 23.
Apparent and corrected electron probe analysis of bonding 
slag in specimens containing olivine slag additions.
Material
. . Corrected Apparent ~ ... 
n ... Composition Composition ^
Equilibrium 
phases corres- 
ponding to 
corrected 
compositionCaO Si°2 FeO CaO, SiO_2 FeO Total
Olivine
standard 9.8 16.5 54,0 11 .6 30.9 57.8 100.3
Olivine solid 
solution
Magnetite 
+ 3% slag 
addition 15.8 34.5 15.3 19,. 56 17 - 92
silica
wollastonite 
solid solution 
Olivine solid 
solution
Magnetite 
+ 15% slag 
addition 18 .3 32 .** 14.6 21 54 16 91 it
Wustite + 
5% slag 
addition 7.1 14.3 51.8 , 9 29 56 94
Olivine
solid
solution
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4.2. MINERA.LOGICAL NATURE OF THE BONDS IN SINTERED SPECIMENS
The mineralogical nature of the intergranulajr bonds in both the 
sintered oxide and oxide-plus-slag specimens was determined prior to studying 
the effects of reduction. The object was to ascertain whether the required 
direct and slag bonds had been formed. The slag in all cases was 
distributed as a uniform inteigranular network.
4.2.1. Experimental results
a) Hematite, magnetite and wustite
It was shown microscopically, and confirmed by microprobe analysis 
that each of the three iron oxide specimens were directly bonded. There 
was no evidence of intergranular phases, and the isolated silica-rich areas 
in the hematite and magnetite specimens were interstitial equiaxed grains, 
which had no direct effect on the intergranular bonding.
b) Hematite/calcium silicate slag mixtures
Microscopic and X-ray examinations of the specimens containing 1 %  
calcium silicate additions revealed that the bonding slag comprised 
wollastonite and cristobalite, and had none of the free hematite present in 
the original slag. Traces of glass were also observed.
The microprobe analysis of this slag, quoted in Table 20, confirms 
most of the microscopic observations. There are no iron—rich areas
corresponding to free hematite grains, and the calcium, iron and silicon
contents compare closely with those of the standard slag*
There was insufficient slag in the specimens containing 5$ additions 
to permit X-ray identification, but microscopic and microprobe analysis 
results indicate that it was not appreciably different from that of the 
above. The calcium,silicon and iron X-ray signals from this slag are 
quoted in Table 20,
c) Hematite/calcium monoferrite mixtures
As discussed in the previous section, the silica interacted with 
the calcium monoferrite in both of the calcium ferrite-bearing specimens*
The effect was most severe in those containing the small additions and 
resulted in a slag containing mainly crystalline silicate phases (Figure 
72,)♦ These silicate phases could not be identified, but were rich in 
calcium and silicon, and low in iron, as shown by the microprobe analysis 
results in Table 21. Only a trace of calcium ferrite remained after 
sintering.
On the other hand, the three phases - dicalcium silicate, hematite 
and calcium monoferrite - predicted from the ternary phases diagram, were 
identified in the hematite specimens containing the 15$ additions. The 
dicalcium silicate and the hematite were both interstitial precipitates 
within the main calcium ferrite phase. The latter could only be resolved
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at very high magnification. The calcium ferrite had optical and etching 
properties and a composition (Table 21 ) close to those of the calcium 
monoferrite standard. The X-ray diffraction lines were* however, slightly 
more diffuse than those obtained from the standard slag.
d) Magnetite/olivine slag mixtures
Although some olivine solid solution was detected microscopically 
in these specimens, the microprobe analysis quoted in Table 22 indicates an 
extensive departure of the slag composition from that of the original 
olivine. The latter shows a profound drop in the iron content during the 
sintering process, with a corresponding increase in the calcium and 
silicon. However, the calcium/silicon ratios in both the standard and 
bonding slags are approximately equal.
The constitution of this slag could not be determined’by X-ray
analysis, even on specimens containing the larger slag addition. This
difficulty resulted from the faint diffraction lines of the slag being
masked by the more dense magnetite lines. Similar difficulties have been
(172)
experienced by other investigators *
e) Wustite/olivine slag mixtures
The slag, bonding the wustite specimens,was similar both in micro­
structure and in composition to that of the original olivine slag. The 
calcium, iron and silicon X-ray emissions from this slag are quoted in
Table 22, and compare closely with those of the standard slag*
*U2.2. Differences between nominal and bonding slag
The only mineralogical change in the slag accompanying the sintering 
of the calcium silicate-bearing specimens appears to be the dissolution of 
the hematite contained in the original slag, and its subsequent precipitation 
on the primary hematite during cooling. The final bonding slag contains 
the same phases as the silica-rich regions of the original slag* Thus, 
the sintering of these mixtures achieved the desired structure, namely 
hematite grains bonded by a predominantly wollastonite slag of low iron 
content*
The more severe change in slag constitution of the hematite/calcium 
monoferrite mixtures during sintering can be entirely attributed to the 
interaction of the silica with the lime.
This interaction is so significant that only traces of free calcium 
ferrite remained after sintering of the specimens containing 5% slag 
additions. This is to be expected since if all the silica reacted to form 
dicalcium silicate, it would have been associated with more than 50% of 
the lime contained in the calcium monoferrite addition. In view of this
effect the experimental results obtained from this material were not considered5
of significant importance. |
In the specimens containing the larger calcium ferrite additions, j
the silica impurity appears to be isolated as small |l
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discrete dicalcium silicate grains, which do not constitute the bulk of the 
slag. The main slag phase is believed to be calcium raonoferrite, in which 
only a trace of silica has dissolved. The latter is held responsible for 
the slightly broader diffraction lines of this slag compared with the 
standard.
The precipitated hematite results from the transformation of the
calcium diferrite formed during sintering, to calcium monoferrite and 
("145)
hematite • This transformation was encouraged by the isothermal treat­
ment at 1150*C, since normal cooling from the sintering'temperature 
suppressed the transformation. This hematite accounts for the slightly 
higher iron content of the bonding slag compared with the standard calcium 
monoferrite. ,These specimens were considered highly satisfactory for 
the investigation into the effect of calcium monoferrite bonding on the 
reduction and strength of hematite, and have been studied in far greater 
detail than specimens containing the smaller addition. In the following 
text, this material is referred to as the calcium ferrite bonded hematite.
The apparent composition differences between the standard and 
bonding slag in the magnetite specimens was sufficiently large to justify 
correction of the microprobe results for absorption effects. Correction 
of the analysis enabled the equilibrium phases corresponding to the slag 
composition to be predicted. This was particularly necessary, since the 
slag constitution could not be determined by X-ray analysis.
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The calculations involved in the correction of these results are 
summarized in Appendix B, and the apparent and corrected compositions are 
quoted in Table 23* It is evident from this table that the appropriate 
correction raised from &y/o to over 90^ the amount of constituents accounted 
for in the analysis. This is due to the high absorption of silicon and 
calcium X-ray radiation by the iron in the slag. Even after correction, 
the analysis indicates a considerably lower iron content than the original 
olivine master slag. If the corrected analysis is assumed to be 
representative, then the bonding slag composition corresponds to an equili­
brium mixture of silica, wollastonite solid solution and olivine solid 
(144)solution ». Of these, only the olivine was positively identified.
The anomalous drop in iron content of the slag when sintered with 
magnetite is not understood, partly because little information is available 
relating to the quanternary FeO-Fe^O^ - CaO-SiO^ system.
The slag in the wustite specimens, on the other hand, showed little
departure from the nominal composition. The corrected microprohe analysis
of this slag quoted in Table 25, corresponds to a composition within the
(144)
olivine solid solution region of the CaO-FeO-SiO^ equilibrium diagram , 
which is in full agreement with the microscopic observations.
Since the same correction method was employed for the slag in both 
magnetite and wustite specimens and was based on the same standard, the 
discrepancies in the case of the magnetite cannot be attributed to
inadequate correction of the results,
 ^ SUMMARIZED CONCLUSIONS OF ANALYTICAL EXAMINATION
r '~'r "   i ,■ - ■ ■ ■ ,,......,,
1) Silica was the only impurity likely to affect the strength 
and reduction behaviour of direct or slag bonded oxides,
2) In the sintered oxide specimens the bonding was effected 
directly between oxide grains. The magnetite and hematite 
contained a few discrete silica grains,
3) In all slag-bearing specimens, the slag constituted the oxide 
grain bonding medium and was distributed uniformly around the 
grains. This slag appears to have contained the impurity 
silica.
A) The bond in hematite/calcium silicate slag mixtures was 
mainly wollastonite, but also contained cristobalite,
5) Most of the calcium monoferrite in the hematite specimens
containing the 3$ additions reacted with the impurity silica,
i
forming a multiphase slag, such that only traces of free 
calcium ferrite remained after sintering. The bonding slag 
in specimems containing the larger additions was predominantly 
calcium monoferrite, but also contained small grains of 
dicalcium silicate.
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6) The slag in the magnetite specimens was substantially lower 
in iron than the standard olivine slag. This slag contained 
olivine but is thought to also have contained wollastonite and 
silica.
7) The bonding slag in wustite specimens was an olivine solid 
solution, whose composition was close to that of the original 
slag.
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5. RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION INTO MECHANICAL AND REDUCTION PROPERTIES
The experimental results are presented in four main sections;
dimensional and microscopic changes associated with reduction, high
\
temperature strengths and reduction rates.
5*1. DIMENSIONAL CHANGES OCCURRING DURING REDUCTION
Each of the iron oxides studied underwent a volume change during 
reduction, the magnitude of which depended on the iron oxide concerned, 
the type of bonding, the reduction temperature and the reduction step.
The mean volume changes from three determinations, for the reduction of 
each oxide to lower oxides and iron, are quoted in Appendix D, Tables D.1 - 
9* These results, except for those relating to the reduction to iron, 
have been presented graphically as a function of reduction temperature in 
Figures 19 - 23.
In all cases the reduction of hematite to magnetite involved an 
expansion of the specimens which, in the case of the direct bonded material, 
was a minimum of about 16$ at 700 - 800°C (Figure 19)• The specimens 
bonded by calcium silicate, on the other hand, exhibited progressively 
larger expansions with increasing reduction temperature ranging from about 
10 - 23$ (Figure 20), whereas the expansion of the calcium ferrite bonded 
hematite decreased with rising reduction temperature reaching a constant 
value of about 6$ (Figure 21).
The volume expansions associated with reduction of hematite to 
wustite, also shown in Figures 19 - 21, were of similar magnitude to those
associated with the reduction to magnetite at the corresponding temperatures. 
It was only possible to determine these dimensional changes above 800°C, 
because below this temperature complete reduction to wustite could not be 
achieved in the specified six hour reduction period, even in atmospheres 
of the maximum reducing potential. It was not possible to make an accurate 
measurement of the dimensional changes of the calcium silicate bonded 
hematite, as after reduction the specimens were badly distorted and cracked, 
however, the volume did appear to increase substantially during this 
reduction step#.
The reduction of hematite to iron involved smaller expansions 
than the former steps, but the results have not been presented graphically 
because resintering was observed to occur during the reduction cycle.
The volume expansions of the magnetite specimens reduced to 
wustite (approx. 6$) were much smaller than those in the corresponding 
reduction of hematite. Also, contrary to the behaviour of hematite, the 
volume changes were independent of the reduction temperature (Figure 22), 
and not affected markedly by slag additions (Figure 23)* A large expansion 
was, however, observed in the specimens containing y/t> olivine slag 
additions at high reduction temperatures.
A specimen contraction resulted from the reduction of both direct 
bonded magnetite and wustite to iron. The magnitudes of these 
contractions are given in Appendix D, Tables. D.6 and D.9* Slag bonded 
magnetite exhibited negligible volume change during reduction at low 
temperatures, but a small apparent expansion at more elevated temperatures 
(Appendix B. Tables D.7 - 8).
TABLE Zk
Apparent Volume Change and Reduction Strength of Slags
Slag
Reduction Treatment and 
Temperature 
(reduction time 6 hours)
Apparent
Volume
Change
°/o
Compressive 
Strength at 
Reduction 
Temperature 
Kg./mm
Calcium
Silicate
1000°C Atmosphere used for
reduction to magnetite + 3.3. 14.9
it 750°C " " M 0 -
It 500°C " " " 0 -
i i 1000°C Atmosphere used for 
reduction to wustite + 2*9 11.8
Calcium
Monoferrite
1000°C Atmosphere used for
reduction to magnetite - 2.1
1! 900°C » M " - 23.2
I t 750°C " " M 0 -
I t 500° C " M " 0 -
If 1000°C Atmosphere used for 
reduction to wustite - 3.0 -4.7
It 1000°C Atmosphere used for 
reduction to iron - 4.6 1.7
Olivine 1000°G Atmosphere used for 
reduction to iron + 7.0 4.8
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A few determinations were made of the volume changes accompanying 
the reduction of pure slag specimens. These changes are summarized in 
Table 24, together with details of the reduction treatment involved.
The apparent specific gravities of some of the reduced oxides 
were determined after crushing the specimens to minus 44p, powder, and the 
true specific gravities after subsequent resintering and recrushing. The 
mean values of these determinations are quoted in Table 23•
TABLE 23
True and apparent specific gravities of iron oxides 
produced by reduction.
Material Treatment Specific
Gravity
Magnetite Reduced from hematite at 
525 °C 4.84 (apparent)
st Reduced from hematite at 
525°0 and sintered for 
20 hours at 1350°C 5.14 (true)
Wustite Reduced from magnetite 
at 800°C 5.56 (true)
it i? it 4.00 (apparent 
density)
5.2. MICROSTRUCTURAL CHANGES OCCURRING DURING REDUCTION
Except where otherwise stated, the raicrostructures presented in this 
section have been taken from polished specimen surfaces in the unetched condition-
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5.2.1. Direct bonded hematite
a) Sintered structure
The structure of a sintered hematite specimen is shown in 
Figures 24 and 25* in the unetched and etched condition respectively.
These photomicrographs indicate the equiaxed grain structure and a uniform 
pore distribution of these direct bonded specimens.
b) Structures after reduction to magnetite
The structures resulting from complete reduction of hematite to 
magnetite at temperatures between 500 and 1000°C are presented in Figures 
26 - 29. A comparison of these photomicrographs with that of the sintered 
hematite, shows that reduction was accompanied by considerable structural 
degradation, the nature and extent of which was dependent on the reduction 
temperature.
Reduction at 500°C resulted in a finely porous product containing 
numerous intergranular and transgranular cracks (Figure 26). At ?00°C the 
internal cracking was less extensive, but the micropores in the magnetite 
grains were larger and exhibited directional properties (Figure 27). The 
porosity in the grains decreased at higher reduction temperatures, such 
that the magnetite grains formed at 1000°C were practically free of pores 
(Figure 29). However reduction at these high temperatures still resulted 
in extensive intergranular and transgranular cracking*
In order to obtain a better understanding of the structural changes 
associated with this reduction, an extensive microscopic examination was
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carried out, at high magnifications, on partially reduced specimens# A 
typical series of structures observed during this examination is presented 
in Figures 30 - 49, which illustrate that the nature of the hematite/ 
magnetite interface, the reduction porosity and the mode of internal 
cracking are all closely related to the reduction temperature.
Nature of hematite/magnetite interface
From the shape of the hematite/magnetite interface in Figures 
30 - 331 it may be inferred that the morphology of the magnetite growth 
changes between 500 and 1000°C. Below 600°C, the interface is predominantly 
hemispherical, whereas above this temperature it becomes discontinuous and 
angular* It appears that 600°C is the transition temperature, since the 
structure shown in Figure 31 exhibits characteristics of both the low 
temperature and high temperature interfaces*
The three-dimensional form of these interfaces was determined 
by analysing a series of photomicrographs taken after removing layers 
approximately 10p. thick from the grain surface. The results confirmed that 
the low temperature interface was hemispherical as illustrated in Figure 30# 
On the other hand, the high temperature interface, which appears to be 
conical in Figure 33, was in fact lamellar and tapered conically away from 
an elliptical base at the grain surface. The three-dimensional shape of 
the magnetite lamellae formed at 1000°C is more clearly illustrated in 
Figure 34, which is a composite photograph of two faces of a partially 
reduced grain perpendicular to each other. The dimensions of these magnetite 
lamellae were measured, from which it was shown that the axial ratio of the
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elliptical section and the aspect ratio of the conical section both 
increased with reduction temperature above 700°C.
Occasionally the magnetite formed at high temperatures grew 
into two adjacent grains. An example of this is shown in Figure 35» in 
which a change in growth mode is apparent across the grain boundary.
Figures 36 and 37 show typical areas within a specimen reduced 
partially at 550°C and subsequently further reduced at 750°C, The magnetite 
formed during each step of the reduction can be distinguished by the change 
from spherical to elongated pores. It may be inferred from these two 
structures that the lamellar magnetite growth,which was always evident 
above 600°G, was independent of the magnetite nucleus. This is substantiated 
by the fact that the high temperature growth planes in each of these examples 
are orientated differently with respect to the low temperature hematite/ 
magnetite boundary. In Figure 36 they are inclined at approximately 45°C, 
whereas in Figure 37 they are normal to the boundary.
Figure 38, which shows the structure after partial reduction at 
1100°C and subsequent reduction at 550°C, reveals that at low temperatures 
the magnetite nucleated at the hematite grain boundaries in preference to 
growing from the existing high temperature magnetite#
Nature of pores formed during reduction
A further structural feature of the reduction process was the 
formation of micropores, the amount and character of which were dependent 
on the reduction temperature. The effect of temperature on this porosity 
is illustrated in Figures J>0 ~ kO.
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The micropores in the magnetite formed below 600°C were 
spherical and randomly distributed, as shown in Figures 30, 31, 42 - 44, 
whereas those formed at about 700°C were larger and aligned parallel to 
the magnetite growth planes. Although at low magnification the latter 
appeared as continuous voids extending across the entire grain (Figure 27), 
they were revealed to be discrete pores at high magnification (Figure 32). 
This observation was confirmed by examining the change in pore shape 
throughout the depth of a partially reduced grain. Examination at higher 
magnifications revealed that these pores were initially formed along the 
hematite/magnetite interface, as illustrated in Figure 39* The latter also 
reveals that as the reduction proceeded the pores grew and became encased 
between two adjacent magnetite lamellae.
Figure 33 confirms that the magnetite formed at 1000°C was free 
from raicroporosity. However, dense magnetite grains were only characteristic 
of the normal reduction rates employed in this investigation, since after 
rapid reduction at 1000°C, voids were developed along the hematite/magnetite 
interface, as shown in Figure 40. It was not possible to determine whether 
these voids were cracks or micropores.
It was shown that pore formation at intermediate temperatures was 
also affected by the reduction rate.. This was illustrated by carrying out 
the reduction to magnetite at a substantially lower rate than in the normal 
reductions* Microscopic examination revealed that the magnetite was 
relatively dense, as shown in Figure 41.
Mode of internal cracking
It was observed at high magnifications that several modes of 
cracking occurred during reduction.
The low temperatures cracking was both intergranular and 
transgranular, as shown in Figures 42 - 44. The intergranular crack surfaces 
were usually lined with magnetite * but occasionally one or other of the 
fracture surface were observed to be unreacted. An example of this is shown 
in Figure 42. The appropriate area has been enlarged in Figure 43. It is 
evident that magnetite has grown into one grain and has only remained coherent 
with the adjacent grain along part of the grain boundary.
Transgranular cracking occurred entirely in the magnetite, and never 
extended into the hematite. This was always evident as radial cracks 
propagating from the grain surface towards the unreduced core. A striking 
example of this mode of failure is shown in Figure 44, in which the hematite 
core is clearly free of cracks.
The cracks initiated during high temperature reduction were 
fundamentally different from those developed at low temperatures.
The intergranular cracks were concentrated entirely along the 
hematite section of the boundary, and never propagated through the magnetite. 
This is illustrated in Figure 46 and 47, in which the magnetite lamellae 
extend across the grain boundary cracks and are coherent with the adjacent 
hematite grain surfaces.
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Intergranular failure was observed after only a small amount 
of reduction. This is apparent from Figure 45, in which the cracking 
decreases from the specimen surface on the right hand side, towards the 
core on the left hand side. This effect is further illustrated in Figure 50, 
which shows a polished hematite surface after exposure to a weak hydrogen/ 
steam atmosphere for 30 seconds at /1000°C# Magnetite nucleation has occurred 
preferentially at the grain boundaries and along the pore edges. The 
reduction, which involved less than 10^ 6 of the surface being reacted, was 
sufficient to fracture the grain boundaries. By examination of the transverse 
section it was confirmed that the boundary cracks were not etching effects.
It was also apparent that the depth of crack propagation increased rapidly on 
further exposure to the reducing atmosphere.
A similar type of failure was observed within the hematite grains, 
two examples of which are shown in Figures 48 and 49# In the former of these 
photomicrographs the magnetite lamella is continuous across the crack, which 
is approximately normal to the magnetite growth planes. In the latter example, 
two of the lamellae are continuous across the crack whereas the smaller
lamellae appear to have grown from either side of the fracture surfaces,
subsequent to the failure.
c) Structures after reduction to wustite
The microstructure of the wustite formed from hematite was similar 
to that of the magnetite formed at corresponding temperatures# Some typical
structures are shown in Figures 51 - 52*.. The wustite produced at 800°C
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(Figure 51), contained directional pores similar to those in the magnetite 
of Figure 27, and was severely cracked along the grain boundaries. The 
porosity was less extensive at higher reduction temperatures, but contrary 
to the behaviour of magnetite formed at 1000°C, the wustite formed at this 
tetdpeiature contained some elongated voids. Numerous examples of these are 
Shown in Figure 52, the majority of which are continuous with the free 
grain surface.
There was no microscopic evidence to indicate that the internal 
cracking, accompanying this reduction, was more extensive than in the case 
of reduction to magnetite.
Evidence of the lamellar magnetite crystallites was observed in 
the partially reduced specimens, in which the wustite exhibited a cubic 
habit relationship with the magnetite, similar to that shown in Figure 88. 
It was, however, impracticable to photograph these effects in reduced 
hematite owing to the fine size of the wustite and the poor phase contrast 
at the high magnifications required. .
d) Structures after reduction to iron
The final stages of the complete reduction of hematite at 750°C 
appeared to occur predominantly from the surfaces of the elongated pores, 
which were formed during the initial reduction step.- This is illustrated 
in Figure 53,-in which the light iron phase adjacent to the pores is dense, 
and has encased layers of oxide within each grain.
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The iron formed at high reduction temperatures surrounded the 
oxide grains, as shown in Figure 54. However, unlike that formed at 
750°C, the iron was highly porous.
5*2.2. Calcium silicate bonded hematite
The maximum magnification used in the following examination was 
limited to 1000 times by the extremely low reflectivity of the slag, which 
prevented it being distinguished from the microcracks when an oil immersion 
lens was employed.
a) Sintered structures
The structures of the sintered hematite specimens containing 5 
and 15% additions of calcium silicate slag are shown in Figures 55 and 56 
respectively. In both cases the slag was distributed as a uniform grain 
boundary network and the hematite grain size was approximately equal to 
that of direct bonded hematite (Figure 25).
b) Structures after reduction, to magnetite
The magnetite resulting from the reduction of calcium silicate 
bonded hematite containing 5% slag additions, had a similar structure to 
that resulting from the reduction of the corresponding direct bonded material. 
A typical structure resulting from the low temperature reduction is shown in 
Figure 57,. which exhibits both intergranular and' transgranular cracking 
and microporisity, all of which resemble those in the reduction product 
of the direct bonded hematite shown in Figure 26.
Hematite containing 15% calcium silicate additions suffered 
substantially less microstructural damage during reduction than the direct 
bonded hematite, particularly at temperatures below about 800°C. Typical 
structures resulting from partial reduction of these slag bonded specimens 
are shown in Figures 5 8 - 63*
Reduction at low temperatures resulted in a limited amount of 
internal cracking (Figures 58 and 59), which was primarily concentrated in 
the grain boundary slag network. The local adhesion of the slag to the 
surfaces of the oxide grains after fracture, appeared to reduce the number 
of active reduction sites on the hematite grain surfaces, and consequently 
relatively few separate magnetite crystallites grew into each grain 
(Figure 58).
Calcium silicate bonding practically eliminated intergranular 
cracking during reduction at intermediate temperatures (Figures 60 and 61), 
and as a result the reduction proceeded as in a topochemical reaction. This 
was contrary to the behaviour of the corresponding direct bonded product, 
in which reduction occurred randomly from the fractured surfaces throughout 
the specimen (Figure 32)*
The lack of internal cracking at these temperatures also resulted 
in aa decrease in the amount of lamellar magnetite growth into hematite.
This mode of growth was only observed in those grains, in which the preferred 
growth planes were orientated approximately parallel to the main direction 
of mass flow. In Figure 61 all of the partially reduced grains along the
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reaction front have an unfavourable orientation, and consequently lamellar 
growth is not apparent*
It is also evident in Figures 60 and 61 that the microporosity
in the magnetite grains of the slag bonded hematite is less elongated
and more random than that in the magnetite grains of the direct bonded 
specimens (Figures 32 and 39)* The difference in porosity was associated 
with the change in mode of magnetite grwoth; since elongated pores were 
formed in those grains whose orientations were favourable for growth of 
lamellar magnetite.
Quite extensive intergranular cracking occurred during the reduction
of the calcium silicate bonded hematite at elevated temperatures (Figure 62)
and was of a comparable magnitude to that which occurred in the direct 
bonded hematite. The cracking allowed the magnetite to nucleate and grow 
randomly throughout the specimen along the preferred growth planes 
(Figure 63)* The isolated areas where lamellar growth was not observed 
were always associated with local adhesion of the slag to the oxide surface*
As in the case of the direct bonded material,the magnetite formed 
at elevated temperatures was free of microporosity (Figure 63).
o) Structures after reduction to wustite
The structural changes associated with the reduction of calcium
silicate bonded hematite to wustite were in most respects similar to those
resulting from the corresponding reduction of the direct bonded hematite.
However, the slag still maintained local bonding of the oxide grains even 
after complete reduction to wustite. This is illustrated in Figures 6^ + and 
66 for the 5 a*id 15% additions respectively. In the latter example there 
is clear evidence that the slag has also undergone partial reduction.
d) Structures after reduction to iron
The calcium silicate slag was still capable of retaining grain 
to grain bonding after complete reduction to iron at low and intermediate 
temperatures. The structure resulting from reduction to iron at 550°C is 
shown in Figure 67 indicating that the extent of intergranular cracking is 
comparable with that observed after the reduction to magnetite at the same 
temperature (Figure 59). Similarly, the structure shown in Figure 68 
indicates that negligible cracking occurred during reduction to iron at 
intermediate temperatures, corresponding with the absence of cracking at 
the magnetite stage (Figure 61), and also reveals that the reaction occurred 
primarily from the surfaces of the micropores.
Figure 69 illustrates that even after complete reduction to iron 
at 750°C the structure of specimens containing 5% calcium silicate additions 
was still comparatively compact. The efficiency of the slag bonding between 
two fully reduced grains in the former structure is well illustrated at a 
higher magnification in Figure 70.
The complete reduction of specimens containing both small and large 
additions of slag at temperatures above about 900°C, resulted in extensive 
intergranular failure and a highly porous iron product (Figure 7^)* There
was no evidence of retained slag bonding after complete reduction at these 
temperatures.
5.2.3* Calcium ferrite bonded hematite
a) Sintered structures
The structure of the specimens containing 5% slag additions, in 
the sintered condition, is shown in Figure 72 and reveals two distinct slag 
regions, neither of which possessed optical properties comparable with those 
of the original calcium monoferrite. As discussed in the previous sectiont 
the microprobe analysis confirms that both slag regions contained considerable 
amounts of silicon and calcium and small amounts of iron, which suggests 
that they are calcium iron silicates.
On the other hand,the specimens containing 15% slag additions 
contained a considerable amount of free calcium ferrite after sintering, 
as revealed by the light grey phase in Figure 73. The smaller dark grey 
regions in this photomicrograph exhibited optical and etching properties 
comparable with those of dicalcium silicate.
b) Structures after reduction to magnetite
The reduction structures presented in this section refer solely 
to the hematite specimens containing 15^ slag additions. The corresponding 
structures of the specimens containing %  additions have been omitted, 
since the bonding slag was a complex silicate and consequently not of direct 
concern in the investigation. However, the structures were similar to those
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of the hematite to which 5% additions of calcium silicate had been made.
Reduction of the calcium ferrite bonded hematite to magnetite at 
low temperatures resulted in less intergranular failure than that in the 
direct bonded hematite. Typical structures resulting from partial 
reduction at 500°C are shown in Figures 74 and 75 at low and high 
magnifications respectively. Figure 74 indicates the general extent of 
intergranular failure, whereas Figure 75 reveals that the cracks were 
entirely concentrated in the slag, similar to those observed in the 
corresponding reduction structure of the calcium silicate bpnded hematite 
(Figure 59).
Figures 74 and 75 also reveal that reduction at these low 
temperatures occurred uniformly into each grain from the entire grain 
boundary, as opposed to the localised reduction from several grain boundary, 
sources in the direct and calcium silicate bonded hematite (Figures 42 and 59)«
Complete reduction to magnetite at intermediate temperatures 
resulted in negligible internal cracking (Figure 76), compared with the 
reduction of the direct bonded hematite. However, the lack of cracking did 
not restrict the lamellar magnetite growth, since limited reduction occurred 
ahead of the main reduction front through the grain boundary slag. An example 
of this behaviour is shown in Figure 77, in which magnetite lamellae are 
growing into two adjacent grains from either side of a slag boundary.
Calcium ferrite bonding completely eliminated intergranular 
cracking during the reduction to magnetite, at temperatures above 800°C.
This is illustrated in Figures 78 and 79, which show typical structures 
resulting from partial reduction at 1000°C..
The absence of cracking at these temperatures required that the 
reduction proceeded by the advance of relatively uniform reaction boundary 
from the surface of the specimen towards the centre-, However, the reaction 
was not strictly topochemical since a limited amount of reduction occurred 
ahead of the main interface. Evidence of the latter is contained in 
Figure 78 and 79, in which a narrow layer of magnetite is visible, adjacent 
to the slag, on the opposite side of the grain to the main reduction front. 
These structures also illustrate the two modes of growth of the magnetite in 
reductions which involved negligible internal cracking. In Figure 79 the 
reduction has taken place at a plane interface, whereas in Figure 78 it has 
involved the growth of magnetite lamellae along preferred planes of the 
hematite•
c) Structures after reduction to wustite
As anticipated,no cracking occurred during the reduction of the 
calcium ferrite bonded hematite to wustite at temperatures between 800 and 
1050°G. This reduction purely resulted in an increase in the amount of 
porosity (Figure 80), the magnitude of which was independent of the 
reduction temperature.
The difference in extent of structural damage incurred during the 
reduction of this material compared with the direct bonded hematite, can be
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appreciated from a comparison of Figure 80 and 52, which show tne respective
structures after complete reduction to wustite at 1000°C.
d) Structures after reduction to iron
Reduction to iron at elevated temperatures resulted in a further 
increase in porosity, from that at the wustite stage (Figure 80) to that 
shown in Figure 81, but there was still no evidence of the internal cracking. 
Cracking was, however, observed in the slag regions after reduction to iron 
at low temperatures (Figure 82), but was comparable with that resulting from 
the reduction to magnetite at the corresponding temperature (Figure 74)*
The reduction to iron at intermediate temperatures involved 
negligible micro-eraeking, and as a result the iron formed mainly along the 
surfaces of the elongated pores (Figure 83)•
5*2.4. Direct Bonded Magnetite
a) Sintered structure
Figures 84 and 85 illustrate the uniform pore distribution and 
equiaxed grain structure of the magnetite in the sintered condition. It 
is evident from a comparison of these photographs with Figures 24 and 25 
that the porosity and grain size of the magnetite were similar to' those of the 
direct bonded hematite.
b) Structures after reduction to wustite
The only microstructural change., resulting from complete reduction 
of magnetite to wustite, was an enlargement of the pre-existing pores. ,
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This is apparent from Figures 84 and 86, which show the structures 
before and after complete reduction at 800°C respectively. The 
structural changes appeared to be independent of the reduction 
temperature between 800 and 1150°C, and did not involve internal 
cracking of the type occurring during the reduction of hematite.
Figure 87 shows the microstructure after partial reduction 
to wustite. Etching in acidified stannous chloride solution has revealed 
the wustite as a dark phase, formed along certain crystallographic axes 
of the magnetite grains. A more pronounced example of this growth 
pattern is shown in Figure 88, in which the parallel growth planes 
exhibit cubic symmetry. The wustite/magnetite interface was never 
observed to progress •■■uniformly, as in a topochemical reaction.
°) Structures after reduction to iron
The complete reduction of magnetite above 600°C resulted in 
the formation of a finely porous iron product, as shown in Figure 
89 and 90. The pores contained in this iron resembled those in the 
high temperature reduction product of hematite (Figure 54).
Whilst no internal cracking occurred during the high 
temperature reduction, extensive grain boundary failure was observed 
to occur during the early stages of reduction at temperatures between 
675 and 750°C. The cracks developed had extremely irregular fracture
surfaces (Figures 91 and 92)» as opposed to the smooth surfaces 
of the cracks formed during the hematite/magnetite transformation 
(Figures 46-48).
Examination of partially reduced magnetite revealed that 
the grain boundary failure was initiated during the reduction to 
wustite (Figure 91) 9 hut the cracks became enlarged during subsequent 
reduction to iron (Figure 92).
The iron formed by reduction below the eutectoid temperature 
of wustite was comparatively dense and contained no micro-cracks* At 
these temperatures reduction occurred directly to iron by the advance 
of a plane regular interface, as shown in Figure 93* The large crack 
visible in the magnetite regions of this photomicrograph is thought 
to have developed during metallographic preparation, since there is 
no evidence of iron nucleation along the fracture surfaces.
5*2.5* Slag Bonded Magnetite
a) Sintered structure
As in the case of the calcium silicate bonded hematite, the 
slag in the magnetite was distributed uniformly around the iron oxide 
grain boundaries. A typical example of the intergranular slag network 
is shown in Figure 94.
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b) Structures after reduction to wustite and iron
The structures of the slag bonded magnetite, after complete 
reduction to wustite, were in all respects similar to those of the 
corresponding direct bonded material. Therefore, only the structures 
resulting from reduction to iron have been presented.
At high temperatures the complete reduction of magnetite 
resulted in only partial reduction of the slag. This was observed 
microscopically as a fine dispersion of iron within the slag regions, 
as shown in Figure 95* The amount of iron formed and the size of 
precipitate in the slag increased with reduction temperature, but no 
iron was observed in specimens reduced below 900°C.
The slag decreased the extent of the grain boundary failure 
that occurred during reduction at intermediate temperatures, the effect 
being more marked with the larger slag addition. This is illustrated 
in Figure 96, in which failure appears to have occurred only along some 
of the oxide/slag boundaries.
5«2.6. Direct and slag bonded wustite
Sintered and reduced structures
The reduction of both direct and slag bonded wustite resulted 
in a finely porous iron product. The increase in porosity in the 
direct bonded specimens is evident from a comparison of Figures 97 snd 98*
which show the structures before and after reduction respectively.
The absence of cracking in the latter confirms that the intergranular 
failure observed to occur during the reduction of magnetite between 
675 snd 750°C did not occur during the corresponding reduction of 
wustite.
As happened with the slag in the magnetite specimens, the 
olivine in the wustite was partially reduced to iron at high 
temperatures. However, more iron was formed in the slag of the 
wustite (Figure 99) than in that of the magnetite (Figure 95)•
5.3- STRENGTH DETERMINATIONS
5.3.1, Compressive strengths
Before proceeding with the detailed study of high temperature 
and reduction strengths, the reproducibility of the compression-test 
results was assessed. The method used and the acceptability limits 
selected for the results are described in Appendix C,
The strength of each material before and after various reduction 
treatments at temperatures up to 1200°C are quoted in Appendix D, Tables 
D.10 - 32. Each of the values quoted represents the mean of three 
determinations. Also contained in these tables are qualitative details of 
the failure mode, and the amount of deformation preceding fracture.
Most of the above results have been presented graphically as a 
function of temperature in Figures 100 - 110, in which the continuous 
lines refer to fracture stresses, and the discontinuous lines to 
deformation stresses. In all the figures the uppermost curve refers 
to the variation in sintered strength with temperature. The lower curves 
illustrate the effect of processing temperature on the strength after 
reduction to a lower oxide or to iron.
a) Strength before reduction
With the exception of direct bonded hematite, the strength of all 
hematite and magnetite products remained fairly constant up to temperatures 
approaching 700°C. This is illustrated in Figures 101 - 107. The strength 
of the direct bonded hematite, however, decreased between room temperature
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and 240°G. This drop was shown, by the method described in Appendix C, s
to be of significance and could not be attributed to experimental error. |
The strengths of all the above materials decreased rapidly as the J
I
temperature was raised above 700°C. In the case of the slag bonded material 
the strength was negligible between 1100 and 1200°C, whilst the direct bonded j 
oxides still possessed significant strength at these temperatures. The 
high temperature strength of the direct bonded hematite (Figure 100) was 
superior to that of the direct bonded magnetite (Figure 105) •
j
Three of the materials studied, namely direct and slag bonded j
I
wustite, and calcium ferrite bonded hematite possessed sufficient plasticity j 
to require that their strengths be measured as 5% deformation stresses.
The rate of increase in plasticity of these materials with rising temperature j 
(Figures 10*1-, 108 and 109) is greater than the rate of strength decrease in 
the brittle materials. It is also apparent from Figure 108 and 10*f that 
wustite softens at a temperature approximately 200°C lower than calcium 
ferrite bonded hematite.
The effect of temperature on the strength of the pure slags is 
illustrated in Figure 110. The strengths of all three slags at low 
temperatures were higher than those of the hematite and magnetite, but 
lower at elevated temperatures.
The calcium silicate and olivine slags exhibited brittle behaviour 
up to temperatures approaching their melting points (1100 - 1200°C), 
indicating that negligible deformation preceded fracture. The calcium
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monoferrite, on the other hand, failed in a plastic manner above 1000°C.
At low temperatures, the strength of the calcium monoferrite exceeded the 
maximum loading capacity of the compression machine, and therefore could not 
be determined. However, this enabled accurate measurements to be made of 
deformation resulting from the maximum applied stress (A1.1 kg/mm ), These 
results are quoted in Appendix D, Table D.31,
1 b) Microstructures of fractured specimens
Some typical structures observed during the microscopic examination 
of fractured compression test specimens, in the unreduced state, are shown 
in Figures 111 - 120.
The failure mode of the direct bonded hematite was observed to 
change from a transgranular fracture at low temperatures to a completely 
intergranular fracture at high temperatures. This change is illustrated in 
Figures 111 and 112, which reveal typical fracture surfaces of specimens 
tested at room temperature and 1100°C respectively.
Close microscopic examination, under polarised light, revealed 
what are thought to be deformation twins along the fracture surfaces of 
specimens tested between 300 and 1150°C (Figure 113)* ^be twin density 
decreased rapidly away from the fracture surface, becoming almost zero at 
the base of the specimens (Figure 11 A) • Nothing comparable was observed 
along the fracture surfaces of specimens tested at room temperature.
The low temperature fracture of the calcium silicate bonded hematite 
followed a transgranular path, but was influenced by the slag boundaries, 
in the manner illustrated in Figure 115* At high temperatures the cracks
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propagated entirely through the slag. s
The calcium ferrite bonded hematite failed by transgranular j
I
fracture (Figure 116) at all temperatures up to the onset of plasticity. j
I
It was also observed that little or no twinning occurred in this material j
during compression at high temperatures. j
A transition, from transgranular fracture at low temperatures !
to intergranular fracture at elevated temperatures, was observed in the 
direct bonded magnetite, similar to that occurring in the hematite. Typical 
low and high temperature fracture surfaces of the magnetite are shown in •
Figures 11? and 118 respectively. This transition was not seriously affected j
|
by slag bonding, although the crack path at low temperatures was slightly :
I
influences by the slag (Figure 119). There was no microscopic evidence of j
j
twinning or slip in the fractured magnetite specimens, although more j
deformation preceded fracture at elevated temperatures than in the j
corresponding hematite products.
I
!
Wustite, on the other hand,could be deformed extensively at 
temperatures above 600°C, microscopic evidence of which is shown in Figure 
121. The addition of olivine slag to wustite decreased the deformability, 
such that cracking occurred preferentially in the slag during compression 
at temperatures around 700°C. This is illustrated in Figure 120.
c) Strength after reduction
The strength of the direct and calcium silicate bonded hematite J
after reduction to magnetite was a maximum at temperatures between 700 and I
800°C. The strength maxima , shown in Figures 100 and 102, correspond to 
1 1
approximately ■gand of the strength before reduction in the case of the 
direct and calcium silicate bonded materials respectively.
The reduction strength of hematite containing 5% calcium mono- 
ferrite addition (Figure 103), was similar to that of the direct bonded 
hematite (Figure 100), except that the maximum occurred at a lower 
temperature* On the other hand, the reduction strength of the hematite 
containing 15% calcium monoferrite addition was considerably higher, 
remaining at about \ the sintered strength between 550 and 930°C» These 
reduction strengths, which are shown in Figure 10^ f, were measured as 
fracture stresses up to 750°C» and as 5% deformation stresses at higher 
temperatures.*
The strength of hematite at the wustite stage of reduction, was 
substantially lower than that at the corresponding magnetite stage, and in 
all cases was measured as a 3% deformation stress. No strength measurements 
were made of the wustite produced by reduction of calcium silicate bonded 
hematite, because of the cracking and distortion which accompanied this 
reduction step*
The strength of the direct and slag bonded hematite after complete 
reduction to iron could only be measured at the lower temperatures, because 
at higher temperatures it fell below the lower limit of the testing 
equipment. The low temperature reduction strengths are quoted in Appendix D, 
Table D.11*
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The strength of the wustite produced from direct and slag bonded 
magnetite, shown in Figures 105 - 107, was substantially higher than that 
of the wustite resulting from hematite reduction.
The reduction strengths at temperatures below 800°C were determined 
on specimens reduced at 900°C and subsequently cooled back to the test 
temperature. This modified procedure proved to be necessary because complete 
reduction to wustite could not be achieved at the lower temperatures. The 
results of these modified tests were considered to be representative,since 
the structural changes incurred during this reduction were independent of 
reduction temperature.
The wustite produced by reduction from magnetite could be deformed 
under compressive loads at high temperatures, as evident from the elongated 
grains in Figure 121. At lower temperatures, however, approaching that of 
the eutectoid (570°C), the plasticity of the wustite was less marked and 
micro-cracks developed during the test* Typical cracks are shown in Figure 122, 
which appear to have propagated from the pore surfaces. The presence of slag 
impaired the plasticity of the wustite reduction product, such that the 15% 
addition raised the maximum temperature at which fracture occurred to about 
825°C (Figure 107).
The strength of iron formed by the reduction of magnetite was 
superior to that of the iron resulting from the reduction of hematite, and 
was sufficiently high to be included in Figures 105 - 107* It is also 
apparent from these figures that the slag had a measurable strengthening 
effect.
The reduction strength of the wustite specimens (Figure 108), was 
similar to that of the magnetite sifter complete reduction to iron*
5.3.2* Transverse bend strengths
The transverse bend strengths and calculated tensile strengths of 
direct bonded hematite and magnetite at room temperature are quoted in 
Table 26. These represent the mean of four determinations.
The transverse bend strengths of direct and slag bonded magnetite 
after complete reduction to iron are also quoted in Table 26,
TABLE 26
Transverse bend strengths at room temperature
Material Transverse 
rupture load
Kg
Tensile Strength 
Kg/mm^
Transverse
rupture
stress
Kg/mm^
Hematite 10.6 3.2 3.2
Magnetite 11.7 3-3 3*5
Magnetite reduced 
to iron at 900°C 17.7 - 5*6
Magnetite reduced 
to iron at 725 °C 2.7 - 0.9
Magnetite + 15$ 
olivine slag 
reduced to iron 
at 725°C 12.9 - *u3
5.k. REDUCTION RATE DETERMINATIONS 
5.^.1* Results
The results of the reduction rate determinations on direct and slag 
bonded oxides and on the pure slags are quoted in Appendix D, Tables D.33- 
^5 inclusive, and presented graphically in Figures 123-135*
5*^.2*. Mathematical treatment of reduction rate results
The results in the form shown in Figures 123-135 are unsuitable for 
the direct comparison of reduction rates, due to the change of rate with 
degree of reduction. It proved necessary, therefore, to measure the rate 
at constant time, for various degrees of reduction* Although this could 
have been achieved by the construction of tangents, it proved more 
convenient to represent the results by a mathematical expression and then 
calculate the required rates. This was accomplished by treating each set 
of results in an equation of the general form :
R » ktn + c where R s % of reduction ••#»••*.*(2)
t as time (mins) 
k and c = constants
for varying values of n.
The best fit between experimental and theoretical curves was 
afforded by the above expression, when n = -j?, for all the direct and. slag 
bonded oxides. However, this reduction/time relationship was only obeyed 
up to about 8^  reduction, beyond which the rate decreased rapidly with time.
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A
R » kt + c *•».,,..,(3)
It can be shown, by differentiating equation (3)* that the reduction
dR
rate (^ jr) is proportional to k and inversely proportional to the square root 
of time as shown in equation (4),
~  K (k)
2
Thus, at constant time, the rate is proportional to k, which in this 
context, has been designated the specific rate constant. As is evident from 
equation (3)j k represents the slope of the reduction/square root of time 
curve, and can be readily measured for each material obeying the relationship. 
Furthermore, it can be employed as a direct measure of reduction rate at 
constant time, and used in the direct comparison of reduction rates, For 
this reason, the specific rate constants for each of the direct and slag 
bonded oxides have been measured and are summarized in Table 27*
Some of the results have been presented with the degree of 
reduction as a function of the square root of time (Figures 136-138)... to 
illustrate the validity of the mathematical representation. The departure 
of the curves from linearity beyond about 85% reduction represents the state 
where the unreacted oxide volume become ; a rate controlling factor. Also, 
equation (3) was not obeyed during the first stages of reduction, when 
nucleation was occurring. x.
The positive intercepts on the time axes-could not be accurately 
determined, but represent- the sum of the time for gas flow from the meter to 
the specimen and the incubation period prior to nucleation.
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TABLE 27
Specific rate constants for direct and slag bonded iron oxides
JL
Specific Hate Constant (K) sec 2
Material
1000®C 750 °C 550 ®C
Hematite 0*115 0*067 .043
Hematite + 5% calcium mono­
ferrite 0*093 0*064 0*034
Hematite + 15% calcium mono­
ferrite 0*101 0*061 0*038
Hematite + 5% calcium 
silicate slag 0*112 0*066 0*044
Hematite + 15% calcium 
silicate slag 0*093 0*054 0,031
Magnetite 0*072 0*064 0*021
Magnetite + 5% olivine slag 0*082 0*029 0*018
Magnetite + 15% olivine slag 0*078 0*023 0*011
Wustite 0*081 0*055
Wustite + 5% olivine slag 0*080 0*045 <=*>
6. DISCUSSION
The macro and microstructural changes associated with the 
reduction of iron oxide compacts appear to depend on such factors as; 
the mechanical properties of the iron oxides and slags at the reduction 
temperature, the type of grain bonding, and the crystallographic 
transformations involved. The influence of these factors on the structural 
changes is discussed and correlated with the measured reduction strength 
and reducibility of each material.
Wherever possible, the present results are employed to explain 
certain reduction effects observed by other investigators, and tentative 
explanations are offered to account for the more significant discrepancies.
6.1. EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON THE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF IRON
OXIDES AND SLAGS
Hematite, which has the highest strength at elevated temperatures 
(Figure 100), failed in a brittle manner over the entire temperature range 
studied, whereas magnetite exhibited limited plasticity above 900°C and 
wustite marked plasticity at temperatures above 600°C, These observations 
confirm predictions made by Moore and Marlin on the basis of their 
investigation into the suitability of partially reduced ores for hot 
briquetting.
The brittle behaviour of hematite is not unexpected, since its 
lattice structure is hexagonal and hence will deform in an anisotropic
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manner, similar to that occurring in hexagonal metals e.g. beryllium.
The difficulty of normal plastic deformation in the hematite is 
emphasised by the appearance of what are thought to be deformation twins 
along the fracture surfaces of the compression specimens where the 
maximum stresses were developed (Figure 113). Although these twins 
indicate that the fracture involved plastic deformation, the extent of this 
would have been small, since twinning is only a secondary mode of deformation. 
The absence of twinning during the low temperature tests indicates that a 
temperature of about 300°C must be exceeded before twinning occurs at the 
strain rate concerned. It may be inferred therefore, that below 300°C 
hematite failed by cleavage fracture, that is without a shear component.
This difference in fracture mode above and below 300°C, could account for 
the observed strength decrease between room temperature and 300°C (Figure 100).
In view of the above mechanical properties it is reasonable to 
expect that if micro-strains are developed during the reduction of hematite 
they would result in high internal stresses, which could only be relieved 
by local failure. Furthermore, the hematite grain boundaries were weak 
relative to the grains at elevated temperatures, and it is therefore 
reasonable to suppose that the amount of strain necessary to cause grain 
boundary failure during reduction at high temperatures would have been 
small compared with that required for failure during low temperature 
reduction.
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Theoretically, magnetite and wustite should deform more readily 
than hematite, since more slip systems are available in their cubic 
lattices than in hexagonal hematite lattice. This is borne out by the 
observation that magnetite deformed plastically during the compression tests 
at high temperatures and wustite at even lower temperatures. Microscopic 
evidence of the marked plasticity of wustite is revealed in Figure 121, 
which shows how extensively wustite grains can be deformed without 
cracking.
The effect of temperature on the compressive stress necessary
to induce y/o plastic deformation of the wustite compacts is remarkably
similar to its effect on the hardness of wustite reported recently by
C1 ~*T?1
Vagnard and Manenc . These results are compared in Figure 139? in 
which both the 5% deformation stress and Vickers Hardness are presented 
as a function of temperature.
The high strength of the slags at low temperatures compared with 
the iron oxides, implies that they should strengthen the iron oxide compacts 
when present as bonding media, provided that there is good adhesion of the 
slag to the iron oxide grains. Since the latter appears to be the case, it- 
is to be expected that the internal stresses necessary to cause fracture 
during reduction will be higher in the slag bonded oxides than in the pure 
oxides. On the other hand, the slags are weaker at elevated temperatures 
and therefore the slag bonds are likely to fail preferentially to the iron 
oxides.
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Although the calcium monoferrite slag is relatively weak at high
temperatures, it is highly plastic and can therefore withstand a considerable
amount of deformation without fracturing (Figure 110). However, the ease
with which this slag can be deformed cannot be readily explained in terms
(173)of slip in its orthorhombic crystal lattice.
The addition of 15% calcium monoferrite to hematite imparted 
measurable plasticity to the compacts at elevated temperatures, euch 
that 5% deformation could be achieved during the compression test above 
1000°G, without causing cracking or twinning of the hematite grains. The 
corresponding tests on the direct or calcium silicate bonded hematite 
indicated that negligible deformation preceded fracture; consistent with 
the fact that both hematite and calcium silicate slag are brittle at the 
temperatures concerned and consequently not capable of stress relief by 
plastic flow.
The extremely high strength of the calcium monoferrite at room
temperature (Figure 110), appears to be in good agreement with the results
(17*f)of Kisin and Litvinova , who reported that this slag was stronger than 
either hematite or magnetite. However, these investigators do not appear 
to have exercised any control over the physical structures of the various 
materials tested, and therefore the strengths reported must be compared 
with caution.
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6.2. REDUCTION OF HEMATITE
The results indicate that the most significant structural and 
strength changes incurred during the reduction of hematite are associated 
with the hematite/magnetite transformation, the subsequent magnetite/ 
wustite and wustite/iron transformations involving relatively minor changes.
6.2.1. Reduction to magnetite
The hematite/magnetite transformation not only involves a change 
in crystallographic lattice and chemical composition, but also an expansion 
of the specimen, the formation of pores, internal cracking and an attendant 
decrease in strength.. The magnitudes of these latter changes are in the 
main related to the reduction temperature and the type of grain- bonding.
6.2.1.a) Dimensional changes of compacts
It is evident from Figure 19 that the swelling associated with 
the hematite/magnetite transformation was a minimum of 16.2$ at 825°C 
rising to 25.6 and 25.4$ at 525 and 1075°C respectively* Although there 
appears to be no reports in the literature of this significant temperature
effect, the orders of expansion observed are not unique to the experimental
. (91)conditions employed, since Edstrom reported that a similar expansion
(25$) resulted from the reduction of hematite crystals to magnetite at 
1000°G.
(109)According to Gruner the theoretical lattice densities of
hematite and magnetite are 5.257 and 5*345 respectively. From these
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densities it can be shown that the transformation of three molecules of 
hematite to two molecules of magnetite results in a volume decrease of 
4,9#* Therefore from a theoretical point of view, the gaseous reduction of 
hematite to magnetite should either involve a decrease in external volume 
of the specimen or the formation of pores in a specimen of constant 
volume#
In practice, however, large expansions were observed implying 
that more than the theoretical amount of porosity was developed# This is 
illustrated in Figures 26 - 29» which reveal the highly porous structures 
resulting from complete reduction to magnetite as opposed to the relatively 
dense structure of the original hematite (Figure 24)# Therefore, on the 
basis of the former theoretical considerations, these measured volume 
changes should be reported as 1 apparent expansions’, since there is a 
decrease in the actual volume of the oxide during the reduction.
The ’void space1 in the magnetite formed at 500°C shown in 
Figure 26, comprises the porosity of the original hematite (Figure 24), 
internal cracks and the micropores in the magnetite grains. Since the 
former of these was constant at 12.3$ (Table 18) it must follow that the 
cracks and micropores account for the difference between the expected 
volume contraction of 4.9# and the measured expansion of about 25#*
The volume occupied by the micropores in the magnetite formed 
at 525°C, has been calculated from the difference between th© apparent specific
gravity of the magnetite formed by the reduction of hematite and the 
true specific gravity of the magnetite. The former determinations were 
made on minus 44|A powder obtained by crushing the reduced specimens, and 
the latter on minus 44p powder of the same material after sintering at 
1350°C for 20 hours in argon. The results.- are quoted in Table 25 j in 
which each value represents the mean of four determinations. It was 
confirmed microscopically that the sintering treatment removed all traces 
of the micropores. From these results it can be shown that the micropores 
represent 5*8# of the volume of the magnetite grains. Since this is 
greater than the theoretical volume contraction, it can be inferred that 
the micropores cause each magnetite grain to occupy an external volume 
0.9# larger than that of the hematite from which it formed. It follows 
therefore that the difference between this expansion due to microporosity 
and the measured specimen expansion of 25*6# is contributed by the internal 
cracking. i*e. 24.7#.
The micropores in the magnetite formed at 700°C (Figure 27) are 
larger than those in the magnetite formed at 500°C (Figure 26), but the 
internal cracking is less extensive and consequently the overall structure 
is more compact* These microscopic observations are in agreement with the 
dimensional change results, which indicate a decrease in swelling tendency 
as the reduction temperature is raised from 500 to 700°C (Figure 19)*
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On the other hand, the magnetite ..formed at 1000°C (Figure 29) 
contains negligible microporosity, but the structure is more open 
textured than that shown in Figure 27# Therefore, the apparent volume 
expansion during reduction at 1000°C, which was larger than that at 
intermediate temperatures (Figure 19), must have resulted entirely from 
internal cracking.
These observations suggest that different mechanisms were 
responsible for the swelling during the reduction at low and high 
temperatures, although the magnitudes of the expansions were approximately 
the same.
Effect of Slag on the Dimensional Changes
In view of the factors contributing to the swelling of the 
direct bonded hematite compacts, it might be expected that the addition of 
slag could influence the volume change in one or more of the following ways:-
1) by modifying the stresses causing the cracking.
2) by strengthening the specimen and hence reduce the cracking.
3) by altering the amount and nature of the micropores formed.
4) by undergoing a volume change during reduction different from that of
hematite.
The results of the microscopic examination and the strength 
determinations indicate that the former two were mainly responsible- for the 
observed differences between the direct and slag bonded hematite, the
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magnitude of the effect depending on the reduction temperature and the 
properties of the slag concerned.
A volume change in the actual slag bond was, however, eliminated 
as a major effect on the basis of an investigation into the behaviour of 
the pure slags during reduction. The results of these determinations 
(Table 2k) indicate that a 6 hour treatment in a hydrogen/steam atmosphere 
at 500 and 750°C resulted in no change in dimensions of either the calcium 
silicate or calcium monoferrite slag compacts, although the same treatment 
at 1000°C caused a small.expansion of the former and slight contraction of 
the latter. These changes are considered to be sufficiently low to assume 
that these slags, when present as 3 or 15% additions in the hematite, would 
have contributed a negligible amount to the overall specimen expansion 
during reduction.
It is evident from a comparison of Figure 19 and 20, that both 
large and small additions of calcium silicate slag reduced the swelling 
associated with the hematite/magnetite reduction, at temperatures below 
800°C. At higher temperatures however, both the direct and slag bonded 
hematite specimens suffered progressively larger expansions of approximately 
the same magnitude. At all temperatures the 15% slag additions were 
consistently more effective in decreasing the swelling than the %  addition.
These results can be readily explained in terms of the micro- 
structural changes associated with the respective reductions, in particular 
the extent of the internal cracking.
Reduction of the slag bonded oxide between 550 and ?00°C caused 
only a limited amount of intergranular or transgranular cracking (Figures 
58 — 61), as opposed to the extensive cracking of both types in the direct 
bonded oxide (Figures 26 and 27)• This less extensive failure in the slag 
bonded material, which reduced that component of the expansion contributed 
by the cracks, is attributed to the superior low temperature strength 
(Figure 110) of the slag compared with that of the hematite (Figure 100) 
and hence its greater ability to withstand the transformation stresses.
At high temperatures, however, the calcium silicate slag is 
weaker than hematite though still brittle, and consequently it fractured 
readily under the transformation stresses during reduction, resulting in 
extensive swelling of the specimen. This is verified by the microscopic 
observation (Figures 62 and 63) that heavy cracking,similar to that observed 
in the direct bonded oxide, occurred during reduction of the calcium silicate
bonded hematite at 1000°C.
\
The volume changes associated with the reduction of the hematite 
specimens containing calcium monoferrite additions are shown in Figure 21, 
which indicates a substantial difference between the effect of 5 and 13$> 
additions.
In the case of 3% additions, the expansions resulting from the 
low temperature reduction were of the same order as those of the direct 
bonded hematite, whereas the expansions at high reduction temperatures were
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lower and showed less increase with temperature than the direct bonded 
oxide. The corresponding microstructures confirm that these effects are 
associated solely with the relative amounts of cracking, implying that the 
slag had negligible strengthening effect during low temperature reduction.
The swelling of the specimens containing 15% additions was 
considerably lower than that of the direct bonded oxide at all reduction 
temperatures. This is believed to be the combined effect of the superior 
low temperature strength of the calcium monoferrite and its marked plasticity 
at high temperatures.
It is clear from the microstructure shown in Figure 7^, that the 
calcium ferrite strengthened the grain boundaries at 550°C thereby reducing 
the extent of cracking and swelling (12%), similar to the effect of the 
calcium silicate slag during the corresponding reduction.
The gradual decrease in expansion of the calcium ferrite bonded 
specimens between 500 and 800°C corresponded to a decrease in the extent of 
intergranular cracking, which became practically negligible at about 700 - 
800°C (Figure 76). The abrupt change in the volume expansion versus reduction 
temperature curve (Figure 21) at about 800°C, coincided with a marked increase 
in plasticity of the reduced compacts, as evident from Figure 104 which shows 
that the plasticity was sufficient to measure the reduction strength as a 5% 
deformation stress.
The microstructures of the compacts reduced at all temperatures 
above 800°C, revealed that negligible microporosity formed during the reduction
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 ^ and that neither intergranular nor transgranular cracking occurred 
(Figures ?8 and 79).
It can be inferred from the results of these high temperature 
reduction tests that any stresses developed during the hematite/magnetite 
transformation were relieved by plastic flow of the bonding slag, thereby 
preventing the fracture stress of the grain boundary being exceeded. The 
brittle nature of the calcium silicate slag at high temperature, however, 
eliminated the possibility of stress relief during reduction, other than by 
fracture of the bonding slag.
The above inference provides a logical explanation for earlier 
reports that lime additions decreased the swelling tendency of 
Malmberget pellets during reduction. It is reasonable to assume that 
during the firing of these pellets the lime and hematite reacted to fora 
calcium ferrite, and since the reduction tests were conducted at 1000°C this 
slag would have been sufficiently plastic to relieve the reduction stresses 
and consequently prevent extensive cracking or swelling of the pellets.
( 'l p"3?}
Ross and Seth failed to detect any effect of lime on the
swelling of the hematite briquettes during reduction at high temperatures. 
These results, however, cannot be considered contrary to the proposed 
influence of calcium ferrites, since even the pure briquettes used by these 
investigators underwent negligible expansion during reduction* which appears 
to be a characteristic of the chemical grade ferric oxide employed.
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6.2.1.b) Characteristics of the growth of magnetite in hematite
A salient feature in the microstructures of the partially- 
reduced hematite specimens is the different grpwth characteristics of 
magnetite formed during low and high temperature reduction.
At about 500°C the magnetite grew into the hematite by the advance
of an interface which was approximately hemispherical. This type of growth
is well illustrated in Figure 30. At higher temperatures, however, the
magnetite grew as lamellae along parallel planes in the hematite grains
(Figures 31 and 32); this preferred growth becoming predominant at about
1000°C (Figure 33)• Since these magnetite lamellae only appear on one set
of parallel planes in each grain, the growth planes must represent the
(0001) hematite planes. It is possible that this preferred growth of
(179)magnetite is related to anisotropic oxygen diffusion in the hexagonal
hematite lattice.
It was shown that at low temperatures magnetite grew into the 
hematite approximately normal to the gas/solid interface, whereas at high 
temperatures it grew along the preferred planes irrespective of their 
orientation to the exposed surface at which the gas/solid reaction was 
occurring. Figures 36 and 37, which show hematite grains after partial 
reduction at 530°C and subsequent further reduction at 750°C, serve to 
illustrate this effect. The low temperature magnetite, which is characterized 
by the spherical micropores, has in both cases grown parallel to the fractured 
grain boundary, whereas during the reduction at 750°C it has grown along the/
preferred planes. In Figure 36 these planes are inclined to the boundary 
between the low and high temperature magnetite, whereas in Figure 37 
they are normal to it.
Even more significant differences between the low and high 
temperature magnetite are evident in Figure 38, which shows the structure 
after partial reduction at 1100°C and 550°C. In this case, the low 
temperature magnetite appears to have nucleated and grown from the hematite 
boundary in preference to growing from the high temperature magnetite 
lamella.
These microscopic observations suggest that the lattice orientation
relationships between magnetite and hematite are different during reduction
at high and low temperatures. This implication is even more probable in
(111)the light of the recent work by Keeling and Wick , who observed that 
the magnetite crystals formed by reduction on the basal plane of single 
hematite crystals were of two different orientations. Of these, the 
predominant orientation involved the (111)and jlioj of the magnetite 
being parallel to the (0001) and jliooj of the hematite, and this is 
thought to correspond to that between the magnetite and hematite resulting 
from partial reduction at high temperatures during the present investigation.
This double orientation can account for the marked difference in 
growth characteristics of the magnetite in the two adjacent hematite grains 
shown in Figure 35* It is suggested that the magnetite exhibiting the 
primary lattice relationship in the left hand hematite grain was correctly
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orientated relative to the right hand grain for the secondary lattice 
relationship to prevail. Consequently, the magnetite, which originally 
nucleated in the left hand grain during the course of the reduction grew 
coherently across the grain boundary into the right hand grain. Evidently, 
the secondary orientation was not favourable for preferred growth along 
the basal planes in the right hand hematite grain and therefore the 
hematite/magnetite interface took a more rounded form. The basal planes 
in the right hand grain are, however, evident in Figure 35 from the 
independent magnetite lamellae in this grain.
Although the above effect was observed in several instances, 
it was more common to find that the relative orientation of two adjacent 
hematite grains was unfavourable for the magnetite to grow into each grain 
from a common source. In these cases the magnetite grew in one grain . 
exhibiting the primary orientation, but growth ceased at the grain 
boundary due to the crystallographically incompatible interface. An 
example of this behaviour is shown in Figure 33» in which growth of the 
magnetite lamellae in the right hand grain has not progressed across the 
grain boundary into the left hand grain.
The above hypothesis has not been verified experimentally, because, 
the grain size of the hematite was too small to enable the hematite/ 
magnetite orientations to be determined, even by microbeam X-ray techniques.
The existence of two different growth forms of magnetite in 
hematite does not appear to have been reported by previous investigators,
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although lamellar magnetite growth is evident from some of the
(31)photomicrographs published by Edstrom The failure to detect these
features in other microscopic studies^^* is probably related
to the inadequate magnifications employed.
The effect of slag bonding on the growth of magnetite
The mode of growth of the magnetite into hematite was influenced
by both the calcium silicate and calcium monoferrite slags, but only at 
those temperatures where the slag bonding restricted intergranular fracture* 
These changes are believed to be purely mechanical effects associated with 
the prevention of intergranular failure and not related to chemical changes 
resulting from the presence of the slag.
In cases where cracking does not occur during reduction, the 
main direction of mass flow must remain approximately normal to the specimen 
surface. From this it follows that the reaction should proceed in a 
topochemical fashion, and at any instant the grains along the reduction 
boundary in a polycrystalline specimen would have a variety of orientations
with respect to the direction of mass flow. Some of these grains would be
favourably orientated for the magnetite to grow preferentially along the 
basal planes of the hematite, but the majority would be unfavourably 
orientated and consequently most of the magnetite would grow by the advance 
of a plane continuous interface.
This effect is illustrated in Figures 60 and 61, which show the 
structure of calcium silicate bonded hematite after partial reduction to
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magnetite at 750°C, It is evident that the reduction reaction has 
proceeded in a topochemical fashion (Figure 60), and the plane hematite/ 
magnetite interfaces in the partially reduced grains (Figure 61)indicate 
that all of these grains were orientated unfavourably to the mass flow 
direction for growth of lamellar magnetite.
Further examples of the effect of slag are shown in Figures 78 
and 79j which reveal two of the partially reduced hematite grains observed 
along the reduction boundary of a calcium ferrite bonded specimen. In 
the former of these photomicrographs, the basal planes are approximately 
parallel to the direction of mass flow, and consequently the magnetite 
present is in a lamellar form. In,the second structure the former 
favourable orientation does not prevail and therefore the reduction 
interface is more uniform, similar to that in Figure 61* These two 
structures also illustrate that at 1000°C, a limited amount of reduction 
occurred through the calcium ferrite slag from the opposite boundary to 
that at which the main reduction occurred. This is apparent from the 
thin layer of magnetite adjacent to the slag, which shows no evidence of 
preferred growth in either of the two examples.
Contrary to this behaviour, the cracking which occurred during 
the reduction of direct bonded hematite at all temperatures, facilitated 
random magnetite nucleation around the hematite grain surfaces and 
consequently lamellar magnetite grew into all grains irrespective of their 
orientation(Figure 32).
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6.2.1.c) Microporosity formed during reduction
Although many of the earlier investigators^^* 11^, 117 j 118)
associated pore formation with the hematite reduction processes, only a 
few reported any influence of reduction temperature. In this present 
investigation, however, the reduction temperature was observed to have 
a profound effect on both the character and amount of pores formed 
during the reduction to magnetite.
During low temperature reduction, fine spherical pores were 
formed (Figure Mf), whereas those formed during reduction at intermediate 
temperatures were larger and aligned parallel to the magnetite lamellae 
(Figure 32). The amount of microporosity diminished gradually as the 
reduction temperature was raised and was completely absent in the magnetite 
formed at 1000°C (Figure 33).
It has been established experimentally that this decrease in 
porosity with rising reduction temperaturew&s not associated with 
resintering of the reduction products. This has been inferred from the 
observation that the micropores in magnetite formed by the reduction of 
hematite at 700°C could not be diffused out of the grains even after a 
30 hour sintering treatment at 1100°C. On the basis of this result, it is 
reasonable to assume that negligible diffusion of the porosity could have 
occurred during the 6 hour reduction treatment at 10000C (Figure 33).
Furthermore, the observation of pores in the magnetite 
formed by reduction at 700°G, discounts the possibility that the 
absence and presence of pores in magnetite formed at 1000°C and 
500°C respectively is associated with the different orientation 
relationships believed to exist between the magnetite and hematite 
at these temperatures*
The causes of pore formation during reduction and the effect
of temperature appear to be explained adequately in terms of current
(176}
diffusion theories. It is generally accepted that pores form as
a result of a large deviation from the equilibrium density of lattice 
imperfections, either as a super concentration of vacancies or a 
subnormal concentration of interstitials. Furthermore, lattice defects 
generated during the course of a reaction can either migrate to the grain 
boundary where they are readily accommodated, collapse within the lattice, 
or be captured by a suitable nucleus.
If the latter of these possibilities occurs then the
concentration of defects will increase locally around the nucleus and
eventually condense as a void. These nuclei can take the form of
(177)inclusions, fine voids or stable configurations of dislocations •
C176")
Seitz has shown that, in the case of vacancies, condensation
can occur on a nucleus of about 1000 vacant lattice sites, when
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where = actual concentration of vacancies in the lattice.
Ng » equilibrium concentration of vacancies in the lattice.
Therefore, whether pores form or not,during a reaction which involves 
the generation of defects, will depend on the availability of suitable 
defect sinks, the equilibrium concentration of defects in the lattice 
at the temperature and composition concerned, the mobility and decay 
time of the defects, and the extent to which the lattice is super­
saturated*
It is proposed that lattice defects probably as vacancies, are 
generated in the transition lattice^^^ during the transformation from 
the hexagonal hematite lattice to the cubic magnetite lattice* This
suggestion is based on the fact that drastic atomic rearrangements are
(
.tion 
(107)
( A  A r y  A r y e  \
involved in the transformati * and are reported to be associated
with dislocation processes
At low temperatures the equilibrium concentration of vacancies
in the magnetite lattice is low, but this can be increased at elevated
temperatures by departure from stoichiometric composition • This
departure from stoichiometry requires an excess of oxygen, and has
(97)been shown by Verwey and Haayman to involve a replacement of some 
of the ferrous ions by ferric ions and vacancies.
C "176)Therefore, using Seitz hypothesis , at low temperatures 
a relatively small excess defect concentration will be required to > 
satisfy the conditions for pore formation in magnetite, whereas at 
high temperatures a far greater excess will be required, as a result 
of the non-stoichiometric composition.
Furthermore, the probability of re-evaporation of a defect 
from an inclusion or dislocation line will be greater at the elevated 
temperatures th&a at low temperatures. On the basis of this reasoning, 
it can be readily appreciated why pores formed during the reduction of 
hematite at low and intermediate temperatures but not during reduction 
at elevated temperatures.
One factor that has not been considered so far is the rate 
at which defects are formed relative to their average decay time in 
the magnetite lattice. In the normal reduction experiments of the 
present investigation, the reduction rate was standardized and it is 
therefore reasonable to assume that the rate of defect generation was - 
approximately constant at all temperatures. However, the rate of defect 
generation can be raised at any one temperature by increasing the 
reduction rate. Under these conditions it should be possible to increase 
the defect concentration in the non-stoichiometric magnetite lattice, and 
possibly exceed that necessary for pore formation during the reduction of 
hematite at the elevated temperatures#
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In practice a limited amount of porosity was formed in the 
magnetite at 1000°C during the rapid reduction tests, as shown in 
Figure *f0. However, the increased departure from stoichiometric 
composition at 1'100®C appears to have more than compensated for the 
increased rate of defect generation, since pores could not be formed 
at this temperature even at the most rapid reduction rates.
The converse of the above hypothesis; that is slower reduction 
discouraging pore formation, has also been substantiated experimentally. 
Normal reduction at 700°C resulted in extensive pore formation (Figure 39)» 
whereas extremely slow reduction resulted in negligible porosity. This 
is illustrated in Figure k'l which shows the dense magnetite formed at 
700°C by slow reduction.
The pores formed at the intermediate temperatures were observed 
to be concentrated along the hematite/magnetite interface, where it is 
to be expected that the most favourable defect sinks exist. Discrete 
pores along this interface are apparent in Figure 39 > yet towards the 
grain boundary the pores appear to have become enlarged into a common 
void between two adjacent magnetite lamellae. The latter probably occurred 
by shear on the plane of weakness along a line of separate pores, as a 
result of the transformation stresses developed. Alternatively, the 
pores could have grown into a large void during reduction by further 
condensation of vacancies.
In view of the observations made in the present investigation
and the theoretical explanations proposed, it seems reasonable to
attribute the inconsistent reports of other workers concerning the
nature and amount of porosity formed during the reduction of hematite
to two causes# Firstly, the difference in reduction rates used in the
separate investigations, and secondly the different density and size of
suitable defect sinks in the lattices of the various hematite products 
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studied* Seitz reported that differences in the type and number
of defect sinks were sufficient to cause considerable variation in the 
porosity formed by the Kirkendall effect in two separate samples of the 
same metal.
Effect of slag on the microporosity
The slag bonding appears to have- only affected the nature of the 
microporosity in those cases, where it changed the form of the hematite/ 
magnetite interface. This effect is evident in Figure 61, in which only a 
few of the fully reduced grains contain the directional pores normally 
associated with reduction at intermediate temperatures. The grains in 
which these directional pores are evident, are those in which magnetite 
grew along the preferred growth planes. In the other cases where preferred 
growth was not possible the pores were spherical, resembling those formed 
during the low temperature reduction (Figure 59)*
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6,2*1,(d) Internal cracking during reduction.
The internal cracking, which has been shown in the previous 
discussion to account for most of the observed expansion during reduction 
took the form of transgranular and intergranular fractures at both high 
and low temperatures. There is, however, a fundamental difference between 
the low temperature failures of the type shown in Figures 42 - 44 and the 
high temperature failures shown in Figures 43 - 49. At low temperatures, 
the transgranular fractures were restricted to the magnetite and the 
intergranular fractures to either the magnetite or hematite, whereas during 
the high temperature reduction^ both types of fracture occurred 
exclusively in the hematite.
The tensile strength of the hematite at room temperature has been 
calculated from the transverse bend strength (Table 26), and can be used 
to estimate the order of stress necessary to cause failure of the hematite 
during reduction. Assuming that the tensile/compressive strength ratio 
of hematite remains constant at temperatures up to 1000°C, then it can be 
shown from the results that stress necessary to fracture it in tension^at 
temperatures in the range 300 - 1000°C, would lie between 2.8 and 1.5 kg/mm . 
Since the tensile strength of a material is lower than either its shear 
or compressive strength, then these stresses must represent the minimum 
necessary to fracture the hematite during reduction at the appropriate 
temperature.
I8*f,
It is unlikely that the generation of steam within the specimen 
could have developed pressures of this order, since there is no gaseous 
volume expansion associated with the reduction of hematite in hydrogen, 
and the continuous porosity which developed in the magnetite would have 
allowed the steam to escape freely. Furthermore, if the steam could not 
escape it would have been thermodynamically impossible for reduction to 
continue, when pressures of the required magnitude were developed. These 
arguments are substantiated by the fact that cracking is evident in 
Figures h3 and 50, even though the small amount of reduction which has 
occurred is mainly associated with the free surface of the specimen.
Clearly, in these reductions the steam produced would have escaped 
freely from the exposed surface and therefore could not have developed 
the pressures necessary to fracture the hematite.
The stresses resulting from the anisotropic thermal expansions 
of hematite have also been eliminated as possible causes of the internal 
fracture, since repeated thermal cycling from room temperature to 1000°C 
in oxygen failed to induce either micro-cracking or a permanent expansion 
of the hematite specimens.
It is suggested, however, that dimensional changes are associated 
with the hematite/magnetite transformation and capable of developing 
sufficient stress in the polycrystalline specimens employed to cause extensive 
failure and swelling. The nature of these dimensional changes appears to 
change according to whether the reduction is carried out at low or high 
temperatures•
Cracking during low temperature reduction
The reduction of hematite to magnetite requires a theoretical 
contraction of 4.9%» If the magnetite formed is dense, the reduction 
may result in cracking due to this contraction, as the hematite is 
brittle at the reduction temperatures concerned. On the other hand, if 
micropores are formed during the reduction, which total 4.9%, then no 
volume change nor cracking will occur.
It has however been established that, the microporosity in the 
magnetite formed at 525°C is 5*8% (Table 25) and it therefore follows that 
an increase in the external dimensions of the grains must occur during low 
temperature reduction, It is suggested that this change of shape creates 
stresses across the boundary between any two adjacent grains, which increase 
during the process of reduction and eventually exceed the fracture stress 
of the brittle hematite, resulting in failure of the boundary.
The progress of this reduction at low temperatures is illustrated 
schematically in Figure 140. Initially, magnetite nucleates at the boundary 
between two differently orientated hematite grains (Figure 140a), and then 
proceeds to grow along the boundary plane and into the left hand grain by 
the advance of a hemispherical interface. This transformation which is 
accompanied by micropore formation causes a dilation, whose magnitude 
depends on the depth of reduction at the point concerned, as shown in 
Figure 143b. This dilation will develop a tensile stress across the
hematite boundary, and eventually cause failure of the boundary and a 
displacement of the right hand grain, as shown in Figure 140c. An 
actual example of this mode of intergranular failure is shown in 
Figure 43, in which the' magnetite has grown into one grain maintaining 
local contact with the adjacent grain, and causing failure of the 
remainder of the boundary.
The displacement resulting from the magnetite dilation shown 
in Figure 140c will develop shear stresses along the other boundary faces 
of the right hand grain. It may be anticipated that the failure resulting 
from this secondary shear effect, will cause a smaller separation from 
the adjacent grain than that occurring at the boundary failing in tension. 
The shear cracks will however, be sufficiently large to allow ingress of 
the hydrogen and consequently fresh nucleation sites will become operative 
on the fracture surfaces. Subsequent growth of these nuclei at numerous 
locations around the grain will then cause a widening of the intergranular 
crack. Although the dilation and displacement at each individual boundary 
will be small, the overall effect in a rigid polycrystalline body of 
randomly orientated grains would be far more extensive, and could feasibly 
account for the measured apparent expansions of the order of 25%.
The progress of reduction subsequent to failure of the grain 
boundaries is illustrated diagramatically in Figure 141 (a - d). The 
magnetite crystallites nucleate randomly around the hematite boundary 
and grow independently into the hematite until their advance is mutually
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terminated by contact of two adjacent growths. As shown in Figure 141(b),
this contact isolates hematite either side of the join. Subsequent
growth results in failure along the plane of contact (Figure 141c), 
numerous examples of which are evident in the microstructure of the 
partially reduced hematite specimen shown in Figure 42. Further reduction 
enables the other magnetite crystallites to grow and contact along their 
adjacent surfaces, isolating a core of unreduced hematite (Figure l4ld).
At this stage, multiple fracture will have occurred between the separate 
magnetite crystallites; the cracks extending radially away from the 
hematite core to the grain surface. These radial craoks are well 
illustrated in Figure 44.
It is suggested that the transgranular fracture results from 
shear stress along the pla&e of mutual contact, developed by the dilation 
of each individual crystallite towards the grain boundary.. Clearly, shear 
stress will be highest subsequent to the contact of adjacent magnetite 
crystallites growing into the hematite in radically different directions.
In addition the pores formed in the magnetite weaken it, rendering it more
susceptible to cracking under these stresses.
The hematite core, being surrounded by magnetite, is in a state 
of hydrostatic compression and hence unlikely to fracture.. This accounts 
for the microscopic observation that the transgranular cracks in specimens 
reduced at low temperatures never extended into the hematite, as for example 
in Figure 44.
The possibility that this radial cracking is due to the 
differential thermal contraction of.hematite and magnetite or to the 
anisotropic contraction of hematite during cooling from the reduction 
temperature, has been eliminated, since similar cracking was observed 
in specimens that had been fully reduced. For example, numerous 
transgranular cracks are evident in Figure 26, which shows the structure 
after complete reduction to magnetite at 500°C.
Cracking during high temperature reduction
The microporosity which caused the apparent expansion of the 
magnetite and consequently failure during reduction at low temperatures, 
cannot be held responsible for failure during reduction at elevated 
temperatures since the magnetite formed was completely dense (Figure 29)* 
However, there is clear microscopic evidence of a dilation of the magnetite 
parallel to its growth plane (Figures 46 - 49). Therefore, since the 
transformation requires an overall decrease in volume of the oxide (4.9%) 
then any longitudinal dilation of the magnetite must be accompanied by a 
lateral contraction. This contraction is believed to develop tensile stresses 
and eventually result in longitudinal cracks along the hematite/magnetite 
interface, of the type exhibited in Figure 47 and to less marked extent 
in Figures 46 and 49.
That an anisotropic change can occur seems reasonable in view 
of the Crystallography ©f the two oxides, bearing in mind that the
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hematite/magnetite orientation relationship prevailing during the
transformation involves the (111) magnetite plane being parallel to
(111)
the (0001) hematite plane .
In the magnetite lattice, the oxygen ions are in an approximately
close packed arrangement along the (111) planes, and if the lattice
o M 09)
parameter is taken to be 8 .3OA , then the distance between
©
oxygen ions is 2.92A and the interplanar distance between the close
o
packed oxygen layers is 2.40A. On the other hand, in the hematite
c
lattice considered as a hexagonal structure in which a= 3«0AA and
o
c « 13.72A, the distance between the oxygen ions on the basal plane
o o
is 2.32A and the interplanar distance is 2.29A.
It has been shown previously that the gaseous reduction of 
hematite to magnetite requires a decrease in volume of the oxide, due to 
the loss of oxygen. However, the above crystallographic data indicates 
that during the transformation the oxygen to oxygen distance on the 
close packed planes is increased by 13»9%» whereas the interplanar 
distance is increased by only k,8%. This variation of oxygen spacing 
in the related planes being large and the variation in the interplanar 
distance being smaller tends to support the hypothesis that the 
dimensional change is anisotropic.
The longitudinal strain involved in this proposed anisotropic 
volume change is believed to be responsible for the intergranular and 
part of the transgranular failure which occurred during the high
temperature reduction of hematite.. To illustrate the effect of the 
longitudinal dilation, various stages in the reduction of two adjacent 
hematite grains have been shown diagramatically in Figure 1^2, Initially, 
magnetite nucleates at the common grain boundary and grows in a lamellar 
form into the right hand grain, along the basal planes of the hematite 
(Figure 1^ f2a), After a relatively small amount of reduction, the 
longitudinal dilation of the magnetite towards the grain boundary causes 
tensile failure along the hematite section of the boundary (Figure 1*f2b). 
Continued growth of the magnetite lamella causes an even greater 
longitudinal dilation and consequently a larger displacement between 
the two grains (Figure 1*f2c).
This type of failure appears to occur early in the reduction 
process, since it was observed that less than 10% of a free hematite 
surface need be reacted at 1000°C to induce grain boundary failure 
(Figure 30). Similar evidence of extensive grain boundary cracking 
during the early stages of reduction is contained in Figure which 
shows the transverse section of a specimen after a comparatively small 
amount of reduction.
This proposed fracture model is supported by the microscopic 
observation that the magnetite lamellae can extend across large grain 
boundary cracks, as for example in Figures 40, A6, ^7. In these 
photomicrographs the hematite sections of the boundaries have failed,
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whereas the magnetite lamellae have remained coherent with both 
grains.. These observations are consistent with the requirement 
that the longitudinal dilation will cause tensile stresses in the 
hematite and compressive stresses along the magnetite lamellae* Clearly, 
under these conditions of stress, the hematite will fail preferentially 
to the magnetite.*
The anisotropic volume change can also cause tensile stresses 
to be developed within the hematite grains parallel to the magnetite 
lamellae, which at a more advanced stage of reduction result in trans­
granular fracture normal to the magnetite growth plane (Figure 1^2c)*
Numerous failures of this type were observed during the microscopic 
examination, two typical examples of which are shown in Figures A-8 and ^9*
In the former of these,the fracture has been restricted to the hematite 
and is normal to the magnetite lamella which extends continuously across 
the crack* In the latter example, one magnetite lamella appears to have 
developed the crack but further nucleation and growth of magnetite has 
occurred from either side of the fracture surfaces during the reduction 
subsequent to the failure, in a similar manner to that illustrated
diagramatically in Figure 1A2d. Whilst this transgranular failure was 
A
significant, it was less extensive than the intergranular failure discussed 
previously* This preferential intergranular failure can be attributed 
to two factors, firstly that magnetite nucleation occurred at the. hematite 
grain boundaries (Figure 30), and secondly that the hematite grain boundaries 
were weak relative to the hematite grains at the high reduction temperatures
concerned as may be appreciated from the intergranular compression 
failure shown in Figure 112,
The hypothesis that stresses, caused by growth strains,, were 
responsible for the cracking during reduction is supported by the 
limited amount of experimental evidence available concerning reduction 
at both higher and lower rates. For example, more extensive cracking 
and swelling occurred at higher reduction rates, but less at lower rates.
The latter is illustrated in Figure A1, which shows that a considerable 
amount of transformation occurred during slow reduction at 700°C without 
causing grain boundary fracture. Under these conditions, the strains 
were developed more slowly and thus capable of being dissipated more 
readily without causing fracture.
Whilst the longitudinal dilation of the magnetite in one Hematite 
grain can account for the intergranular and transgranular failure, it is 
reasonable to expect that the lateral contraction could compensate for 
some of the dilation occurring in a neighbouring grain. Whether or not 
this occurs in practice will depend on the relative orientation of the 
two adjacent hematite grains, and the length to width ratio of the magnetite 
growths in each grain.
As regards the former of these factors, it is probable that in a 
polycrystalline specimen relatively few adjacent grains will be orientated 
with the basal planes in one grain normal to those in the other grain.
Clearly, such an orientation would be required for maximum compensation of 
the longitudinal dilation in one grain by lateral contraction in the 
adjacent grain#
The effect of the second factor, concerning the length to width 
ratio of the magnetite lamellae, will depend on the reduction temperature#
As shown in Figures A6 and ^7, reduction at temperatures around 1000°C 
results relatively few magnetite nuclei growing into long lamellae, whereas 
at intermediate temperatures (700°C) magnetite nucleation is more general 
but its growth less extensive (Figure 32 and 39), From this it follows 
that, after a constant amount of reduction,, the longitudinal dilation of 
the magnetite formed at high temperatures would be greater and the 
lateral contraction smaller than that formed at intermediate temperatures.
Since similar dimensional changes will occur in each grain of a polycrystalline 
specimen, then the magnitude of the dilation in one grain relative to the 
contraction in an adjacent grain will control the extent to which the two 
grains are displaced.
The effect of temperature on the reduction of two adjacent hematite 
grains,orientated with their preferred growth planes at approximately 
right angles to each other, is illustrated diagramatically in Figure 1^3,
During the early stages of reduction at intermediate temperatures the 
stress at the hematite boundary is low, but after further reduction it is 
sufficient to fracture the boundary resulting in a small dilation. Part of 
this dilation is compensated for by lateral contraction of the lower grain
(Figure lA3b), such that, after complete reduction, the net displacement 
between the two grains is small (Figure 1A3c ). On the other hand, during 
reduction at high temperatures one or two magnetite lamellae grow j
ii
completely across the upper hematite gram before any significant amount j
of reduction has occurred in the adjacent grain (Figure lA3b). These !
magnetite lamellae cause fracture of the boundary and-maximum displacement j
j
between the grains, since only a small amount of lateral contraction has j
occurred in the lower grain. During further reduction each grain changes I
j
shape independent of the other, resulting in a wide intergranular separation 
after complete reduction (Figure 1A3c), Actual examples of this high 
temperature effect are shown in Figures A6 and A?*
The difference in intergranular separation after complete reduction 
at intermediate and high temperatures is evident from a comparison of 
Figures 27 and 29* Although the magnetite in the former contains 
microporosity, the grains are compacted more densely than those in the 
latter, implying that less specimen expansion has occurred. This is in 
line with the dimensional measurements (Figure 19).* which show an increase 
in apparent volume expansion as the reduction temperature is raised from 
800 to 1073°C.
The former implication that cracking and hence swelling at high 
temperatures was complete in the early stages of reduction,whereas that
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at intermediate temperatures was more gradual-, has been confirmed by 
measurements of the specimen diameter after progressively larger amounts 
of reduction. The results of these measurements, quoted in Table 28, 
show conclusively that the bulk of the swelling at 1000°C occurred during 
the first 15% of reduction whereas at 700°C about 50% reduction was required 
before half the swelling occurred.
Effect of slag on internal cracking
As discussed previously, slag bonding of hematite reduced the 
extent of both transgranular and intergranular cracking during reduction 
at temperatures below about 800°C. This effect, which was more pronounced 
in the case of 15% slag additions, is evident from a comparison of 
Figures 58 and 7A with the structures resulting from complete reduction 
of the direct bonded hematite shown in Figures 26 and 27. It is suggested 
that, as the slags are stronger than either the hematite or magnetite at 
these temperatures, they supply a strengthening network which constrains 
the dimensional changes of the grains during the reduction.
It is significant that the limited amount of cracking that did 
occur during low temperature reduction was confined to the slag regions 
(Figure 59), and although it facilitated gas access to the interior of the 
specimen it did not expose fresh hematite surfaces directly to the reducing 
gases. The adherence of the slag to the surface of the oxide grains 
reduced the number of separate magnetite nuclei that grew into the hematite
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TABLE 28
Increases in Specimen Diameter During the Reduction of Hematite
to Magnetite
% Reduction
% of total diameter increase
700°C 1000°C
7.4 - 27.2
9.6 11.2 -
14.9 - 57.3
21.0 23.3 -
37.1 39-7 -
37.8 - 79.9
45.8 48.7 -
60.1 - 89.6
63.3 68.0 -
Total diameter 
increase after 
complete reduction 
(m.m.). 0.55 0.39
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grains, resulting in less transgranular cracking of the type observed 
in the direct bonded hematite (Figure 44). This is evident from 
Figures 58 and 59*
As shown in Figures 62 and 63 the calcium silicate slag was 
ineffective in reducing the cracking during high temperature reduction, 
consistent with the weak and brittle nature of the slag at these 
temperatures. The stresses imposed during the hematite/magnetite 
transformation appear to have fractured the slag bond, just as readily 
as they fractured the hematite grain boundaries.
On the other hand the calcium monoferrite, although relatively 
weak at high temperatures, was plastic and hence capable of relieving 
the transformation stresses by plastic flow. It follows therefore,, that 
the anisotropic volume change of the oxide grains in the calcium ferrite 
bonded compacts during reduction must have taken place within a viscous 
matrix. Under these conditions, the dimensional changes would have 
caused negligible disruption of neighbouring grains, end no intergranular 
cracking. This is illustrated in the structures of the partially reduced 
specimens shown in Figures 78 and 79, and by the relatively small volume 
expansion (6%) that resulted from the complete reduction to magnetite 
(Figure 21).
These results, which indicate that when the slag bond was 
brittle cracking occurred and when plastic it did not, give support to
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the previous hypothesis that strains involved in the hematite/magnetite 
transformation were primarily responsible for the cracking incurred 
during the reduction.
6.2.1.e) Strength changes associated with reduction to magnetite
The strength decrease that resulted from the reduction of hematite 
to magnetite between 525 and 1075°C is indicated by the difference between 
the hematite and magnetite curves in Figure 100.. This drop in strength 
can be attributed to two separate effects:-
1) the change in physical structure of the specimen during reduction.
2) the inherent difference in strength of hematite and magnetite.
There is substantial experimental evidence to indicate that both of these 
effects were temperature dependent, and therefore their combined influence 
must account for the shape of the magnetite curve in Figure 100. The 
component of the strength decrease due solely to the structural damage is 
given by the difference between the strength of the sintered magnetite 
(Figure 105) and that of the magnetite produced by reduction of hematite 
(Figure 100) at the corresponding temperature. This representation
is permissible, since the physical structure of the sintered magnetite 
compacts was comparable in terms of grain and pore size and porosity 
to that of the original hematite compacts.
The strength decrease due to structural damage (6S) is presented 
in Table 29 as a percentage of the total drop (ST), for the entire range
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TABLE 29
Effect of Structural Damage on the strength of Magnetite Produced
by Reduction of Hematite
Reduction
Temperature
°C
as
Strength drop due to 
Structural Damage
Kg/mm^
6T
Total Strength 
Drop
Kg/mm^
as
bT
%
' 525 27.5 27.1 101.5
600 26.4 26.3 100.1
700 22.6 23.3 96,9
800 14.5 20.9 69.4
900 7.6 17.0 44.7
1000 4.6 . 15.5 34.6
1050 4.1 11,0 37.3
of reduction temperatures. These results indicate that the structural 
damage was entirely responsible for the strength decrease during reduction 
at temperatures below 600°C, whereas at high temperatures the intrinsic 
difference in strength of the hematite and magnetite accounted for part of 
the total decrease. It is also probable, that the slight plasticity of
magnetite above 900°C reduced the effect of the structural defects as 
sources of localized high stress, compared with their effect at low 
temperatures.
In Figure 1*44, both the apparent volume expansion associated 
with the hematite to magnetite reduction and the strength of the 
reduction product are presented as a function of the reduction temperature. 
It is evident that the maximum reduction strength coincides with the 
minimum apparent volume expansion at about 800°C, and the lower reduction 
strengths at both higher and lower temperatures correspond with larger 
apparent volume expansions. This approximately inverse relationship 
between the two reduction properties is in accordance with the microscopic 
observation that more severe internal cracking occurred during reduction 
at high and low temperatures (Figures 26 and 29) than at intermediate 
temperatures (Figure 27).
If the reduction strenth/temperature relationship shown in 
Figure 100 is applicable to carbon monoxide reduction, then the strength 
maximum could be employed to industrial advantage as a means of improving 
the strength of the burden in the blast furnace stack* This would require 
extensive operational modifications, such that the burden reached 
temperatures of the order of 750°C before undergoing any significant 
amount of reduction, but if achieved, would approximately double the 
strength of the burden compared with that resulting from reduction at 
about 500°C,
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The drastic decrease in compressive strength, which occurred 
during the early stages of the hematite reduction, is consistent with 
the reports indicating high breakdown of hematite ores during Linder
(25 «■* 27 ) (128 )
test . It is also in full agreement with Beeton*s
observation that most of the cracking of hematite ores and sinters 
during reduction occurred.before 15% reduction had been achieved,
(Hematite to magnetite represents 11.1% reduction).,*
- • The present results, however, are contrary to the observations 
(71)of Zorena et al, , who reported that the high temperature crushing 
strength of hematite pellets is unaffected by reducing atmospheres. It 
is possible that this discrepancy is associated with the test conditions 
employed by these investigators. Firstly, the heating rates were high 
and hence the time for gas/solid reaction was relatively low and probably 
inadequate for extensive reduction to have taken place. Secondly, the 
control tests were conducted under argon, and since very high temperatures 
were involved, the hematite may have undergone partial thermal dissociation 
to magnetite^^0) (jurpng the heating cycle. If the latter occurred, the 
pellets tested under neutral and reducing atmospheres would have both 
been in the reduced state, and a significant strength difference could not 
be expected.
Effect of slag on the strength changes
The addition of slag to hematite can improve the reduction strength 
in one or more of the following ways:-
1) by reducing the structural damage incurred.
2) by supplying a strengthening network for the reduced oxide grains.
3) by improving the strength of the magnetite by introducing Ca++ ions 
in solid solution.
As shown in the previous discussion, the former two of these were 
effective, the improvement achieved depending on the amount of slag 
added and the mechanical properties of the slag at the reduction 
temperature concerned.
Although strengthening by the dissolution of Ca ions has been 
shown to occur in other lime bearing agglomerates , it does not
appear to have been operative in the present investigation. This was 
established by microprobis analysis, which failed to detect any calcium 
in the magnetite grains of the slag bonded compacts after reduction.
Whilst this was to be expected in the case of the calcium silicate 
bonding, calcium dissolution could have been possible during the reduction 
of the calcium ferrite bonded hematite. The failure to detect calcium' 
suggests that the reduction times and temperatures employed were 
inadequate for measurable dissolution to have occurred during the reduction 
treatment.
It is evident from a comparison of the magnetite curves in 
Figures 101 and 102 with that in Figure 100, that the strengthening 
effect of both 3 suid- 15% additions of calcium silicate slag was most 
pronounced at intermediate temperatures. For example, it raised the peak
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reduction strength, from about 6 Kg/mm in the direct bonded material 
to 16 Kg/mm , the maximum occurring at a slightly lower reduction 
temperature* This temperature corresponds with that at which minimum 
internal cracking occurred as shown in Figures 60 and 61.
The rapid decrease in reduction strength of the calcium 
silicate bonded hematite at temperatures above 800°C was the result of 
more extensive cracking and swelling (Figures 62 and 63). The reduction 
strength of this material fell below that of the direct bonded hematite 
due to the lower strength of the slag at these temperatures. At 
temperatures below 650°G the network formed by the Jfo slag additions 
appears to have been inadequate to withstand the transformation stresses, 
and consequently this material had a far lower reduction strength 
(Figure 101) than that containing the 15$ addition (Figure 102), It is 
inferred from this that either the slag network in the former was not 
completely continuous, or the thickness of the slag bonds was too small 
to have any major effect.
It is apparent from Figure 103 that the addition of 3% calcium 
monoferrite to the hematite resulted in only a minor improvement of the 
reduction strength. This could be attributed to the inherent weakness 
of the slag bond in these materials which, as shown earlier, contained only 
traces of the original calcium ferrite. The inherently poor strength 
of this slag bond is evident from inferior low temperature strength of 
these compacts in the unreduced state (Figure 103) compared with direct
bonded hematite (Figure 100). However, since these specimens were 
not bonded with the desired slag, their reduction strength properties 
were not investigated further.
The reduction strength of the hematite containing 15$ calcium 
monoferrite additions (Figure 104) was superior to that of any of the 
other hematite products over the entire temperature range concerned.
As discussed previously, the good low temperature reduction strength, 
which was of the same order as that of the calcium silicate bonded 
material (Figure 102)tcan be directly related to the superior strength 
of the slag bond compared with that of the hematite.
On the other hand, the good high temperature reduction strength 
of the calcium ferrite bonded hematite must be associated with the ability 
of the slag to relieve the transformation stress by plastic flow,so as 
to prevent cracking and limit the swelling of the specimen. Although 
the reduction strength at elevated temperatures was high, it is still 
necessary to account for a strength decrease, for example from about 
32 to 16 Kg/mm^ as a result of the reduction at 900°C (Figure 10*0.
Since the strength difference between hematite and magnetite was relatively 
small at this temperature and only a small increase in porosity accompanied 
the reduction process, it must follow that a large component of the decrease 
was due to changes in the strength of the slag bond as a result of 
reduction. This was substantiated by strength tests on the pure slag 
compacts after reduction, the results of which are quoted in Table 2^ -.
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These results indicate that a 6 hour treatment of the slag at 900°C, 
in the hydrogen/steam atmosphere used for the hematite/magnetite reduction, 
caused a drop in strength from about 3^ to 23 Kg/mm • Clearly, this drop 
can account for most of the strength decrease of the calcium ferrite 
bonded hematite during the same reduction treatment, but a small part 
must be attributed to the slight increase in porosity of the specimen 
during the reduction*
The yel&tionship between the specimen swelling and the strength 
after the reduction to magnetite is shown in Figure It is evident
that the temperature at which the inflection occurs in the apparent 
volume expansion curve coincides with the temperature at which the 
compression failure changed from brittle to plastic* Comparison of these 
two curves with the corresponding curves of the direct bonded hematite 
(Figure 144), confirms that the improvement in reduction strength due 
to the calcium monoferrite was basically associated with decreased 
structural damage, manifest as a smaller specimen expansion.
The results relating to the reduction strength of pure calcium
(122)monoferrite, appear to contradict Watanabe's conclusion that the
strength of this material increases during reduction* However, Watanabefs 
results were obtained from room temperature tumble tests conducted on 
the material after various high temperature reduction treatments, and 
consequently it cannot be inferred that the reduction strength of the slag 
was actually higher at the processing temperature. It is probable that
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the slag suffered negligible cracking during the reduction, but when 
cooled back to room temperature was more plastic than the original 
calcium monoferrite and hence underwent less degradation under impact 
during the tumble test.
Similar reasoning can be employed to explain the low breakdown 
of self-fluxing sinters^^’ 7^^ ) anci .^ime bearing pellets^^
during tumble tests subsequent to reduction. These agglomerates 
probably contained calcium ferrites, which,by virtue of their plasticity* 
prevented extensive cracking during reduction at high temperatures, and 
their higher plasticity after reduction limited the breakdown occurring 
during room temperature tests.
6.2.2* Reduction to wustite
Whilst extensive structural degradation occurred during the 
reduction of hematite to magnetite, reduction beyond the magnetite stage 
to wustite or iron ‘involved only minor structural changes. The latter 
changes were invariably masked by the damage incurred during the first 
reduction step, and consequently it has been necessary to elucidate their 
true nature by comparison with the changes incurred during the reduction 
of the sintered magnetite and wustite specimens.
6*2.2. a) Structural changes associated with reduction to wustite.
Theoretically, the reduction of hematite to wustite should involve 
a substantial volume diminution, but in practice the compacts expanded 
slightly more than they did during the corresponding reduction to magnetite. 
This is illustrated in Figure 19, in-which the apparent expansion curves 
at both the magnetite and wustite stages are approximately parallel between 
800 and 1100°C. The similarity of these curves suggests that most of the 
swelling associated with the reduction to wustite was in fact incurred 
during the hematite/magnetite step, the subsequent magnetite/wustite step 
involving only a minor expansion. From this it follows that the 
temperature dependence of the swelling must have also been associated with 
that component of the apparent expansion incurred during the hematite/ 
magnetite transformation.
Similar deductions can be drawn from the results of the micro­
scopic examination. For example, the extent of cracking resulting from 
the reduction of hematite to wustite (Figures 51-52) was comparable with 
that resulting from the reduction to magnetite at similar temperatures 
(Figures 27-29)* This implies that most of the cracking incurred in the 
reduction to wustite took place during the hematite/magnetite step, whereas 
the subsequent magnetite/wustite step involved relatively little cracking 
and consequently contributed little to the overall expansion of the 
specimen..
There appears to be no readily evident explanation for the 
slightly larger apparent volume expansion resulting from the reduction to 
wustite, compared with that resulting from the corresponding reduction to 
magnetite (Figure 19)* It is possible., however, that the more rapid rate 
at which the hematite/magnetite transformation was completed during the 
reduction to wustite can account for at least part of this larger expansion.
The structures resulting from the complete reduction of hematite 
to wustite and magnetite differ in one respect; that is the.wustite 
grains contain short parallel cracks towards their surfaces (Figure 52), 
whereas the corresponding magnetite grains show no evidence of such cracks 
at low magnifications (Figure 29)* However, similar but smaller cracks 
are visible in the magnetite at high magnifications, as evident from the 
microstructures of the partially reduced specimens shown in Figures and 
*f7. It is suggested that these small cracks, which have been attributed 
to the lateral contraction of the magnetite, are enlarged during the 
magnetite/wustite reduction step,due to the decrease in oxide volume, to 
such an extent that they become visible at far lower magnifications 
(Figure 52).
A more complete discussion of the magnetite/wustite reduction step 
is given in section 6.5.1., where the results considered are not 
complicated by the effects of the hematite/magnetite transformation.
However, it may be stated at this stage that the deductions made so far are
well supported by the results obtained during the corresponding investigation 
on sintered magnetite specimens. For axamxole, the complete reduction of 
magnetite to wustite was not accompanied by internal cracking, and only 
involved a small apparent expansion of about 6% (Figure 22), which was 
independent of the temperature at which reduction was carried out.
The apparent expansion observed during the reduction of hematite 
to wustite (23)0 at 1000°C is lower than that reiuorted by Edstrom^^ (38%). 
This discrepancy may, however, be explained in part by the different
reducing gases and reduction rates used in the two investigations,
(91) (91,12*0Edstrom employed carbon monoxide, which is generally accepted
to result in larger expansions than hydrogen. This was confirmed by the
preliminary tests in the current investigation, which also indicated that
reduction rate had a measurable effect on the extent of swelling*
For similar reasons, it is difficult to compare the present results 
with those of Olsson^^^, who reported that an expansion of 20.7% 
resulted from the reduction of hematite briquettes to 83*0% FeO. It is 
interesting to note that Olsson's results (Table 3) indicate that the 
initial specimen compacting pressure influenced the swelling tendency*
This is presumably related to the effect of pressure on the porosity of 
the briquettes produced, and justifies the efforts made to standardize the 
porosity of the sintered compacts in the present investigation.
Effect of slag on structural changes
The effect of calcium silicate slag on the behaviour of hematite 
during reduction to wustite could only be studied microscopically, since 
the macro-cracking, which occurred during the reduction, distorted the 
specimens rendering them unsuitable for either dimensional change or 
strength measurements*
The microstructural changes associated with the reduction of this 
slag bonded hematite to wustite were similar to those associated with the 
reduction of the direct bonded hematite* This is evident from Figures 64- 
66, which reveal that extensive grain boundary failure occurred during the 
reduction, accompanied by the development of elongated pores, particularly 
at the lower temperatures. However, the slag bond between the oxide grains 
was retained locally even after complete reduction to wustite (Figure 66), 
and must therefore have had a certain strengthening effect.
Partial reduction of the slag occurred during the reduction to 
wustite at elevated temperatures(Figure 66), and although this reduction 
weakened the slag, it is considered to have been insufficient to account 
for the macro-cracking and distortion of these specimens* For example, a 
6 hour treatment at 1000°C in the atmosphere used for reduction to wustite, 
only resulted in a decrease in the strength of the pure slag compacts from 
about 13 to 12 kg/mm (Table 24). Clearly, at lower temperetures, where
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less reduction of the slag bond occurred, the weakening effect due to the 
slag would have been even less.
The calcium ferrite bonded specimens did not distort during 
reduction and were therefore suitable for volume change and strength 
measurements. In the case of the 5% additions both the volume change 
(Figure 21) and microstructural changes were similar to those incurred 
during the reduction of the direct bonded hematite. On the other hand, 
the hematite specimens containing 15% additions only underwent a 6% 
expansion during the reduction to either magnetite or wustite at 
temperatures between 800 and 1100°C (Figure 21). It may be inferred 
from these results that the magnetite/wustite step of the reduction 
involved no change in the volume of the specimen, and consequently the 
pores formed must account for the volume decrease due to the different 
specific volumes of magnetite and wustite. These pores are evident in 
Figure 80 which shows the structure after complete reduction to wustite 
at 1000°C..
Evidently, the calcium ferrite bond ,which restricted the structural 
damage during the hematite/magnetite step at high temperatures, remained 
sufficiently plastic during subsequent reduction to allow any minor 
structural readjustment to occur without causing a permanent volume change 
or cracking of the specimen.
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6.2.2.b) Strength changes associated with reduction to wustite
The strength of wustite produced by the reduction of direct 
bonded hematite (Figure 100) decreased to negligible values at temperatures 
approaching 1000°C. The strength decrease, from that of the original 
hematite at the reduction temperature to that of wustite reduction 
product, can be attributed to the structural damage incurred during the 
hematite/magnetite and magnetite/wustite transformations and to the 
inherent difference in strength between hematite and wustite. -The former 
effect has been discussed in connection with the reduction to magnetite, 
whereas the latter effect is evident from a comparison of the hematite 
curve in Figure 100 with the wustite curve in Figure 108. It is clear 
from the latter that the sintered wustite compacts were considerably 
weaker than the sintered hematite compacts at temperatures 'of about 
1000°C. Therefore, even if reduction could be conducted under conditions 
that prevented swelling or cracking during the hematite/magnetite step, 
no major improvement in strength of the final wustite product could be 
anticipated.
The plasticity of the wustite allowed the reduced hematite compacts 
to deform under the compressive loads during the reduction strength tests, 
as opposed to disintegrating as occurred at the magnetite stage (Figure 100). 
This difference in behaviour under compressive loads is of practical 
significance in connection with the type of degradation that is likely to 
occur in highly oxidised burdens at various stages during their passage
down the blast furnace stack. These results indicate that hematite/ 
magnetite reduction step will be the critical period during which the 
bulk of the fines are produced, and since these give rise to such major 
problems as high flue dust losses and poor gas distribution, any 
improvement in the plasticity or strength at the magnetite stage would 
be of considerable industrial advantage. Once the burden has been 
reduced to wustite the problem of fines will not be so acute, but plastic 
deformation of the wustite under the load of the burden may reduce the 
voidage, and consequently have an adverse effect on the permeability and 
the blast distribution in the stack.
The high plasticity of wustite could be held partially responsible
for the inferior softening properties of pre-reduced ores and sinters
compared with highly oxidized materials^^’ However, it is
(65)difficult to account for Grieve!s results concerning the effect of 
pre-reduction on the softening of Ouenza hematite ore (Table 3)» on the 
basis of the reduction strength of hematite at the magnetite and wustite 
stages as determined in the present investigation.
(65)According to Grieve , Ouenza ore exhibited a maximum softening 
rate at about 20% reduction which decreased to a minimum at about ^0% 
reduction (Figure 2). This implies that the ore was harder after complete 
reduction to wustite (33% reduction) than after partial reduction to 
wustite. The results of the current investigation, however, show that
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magnetite is harder than wustite and consequently the product after only 
20$ reduction should have been stronger than after A0$ reduction. A 
possible explanation of this discrepancy is that the first wustite produced 
in the Ouenza ore reacted with the impurities forming a low melting point 
slag, which gave rise to the softening rate peak at 20$ reduction.
During further reduction more wustite entered the slag causing an increase 
in refractoriness and a corresponding improvement in softening properties.
The present results indicate that a strength decrease from about 
2
19 to O.A Kg/mm resulted from the complete reduction of hematite to
( 1 ^51)
wustite at 970°C (Figure 100). According to Olsson , the reduction 
of hematite briquettes to 83.0$ FeO at the same temperature caused a 
strength decrease from kZQ to 20 Kg/briquette. Clearly, the orders'of 
decrease in strength in both sets of results are in remarkable agreement.
Effect of slag on strength changes
The addition of *j°/o calcium monoferrite to hematite improved the 
reduction strength at the wustite stage * as evident from a comparison of 
the wustite curves in Figures 100 and 103. This improvement is probably 
associated with the rigidity of the silicate bonding slag present in this 
material as opposed to the high plasticity of the wustite.
The addition of 15$ calcium monoferrite resulted in a less marked 
improvement in the reduction strength of hematite at the wustite stage 
than at the magnetite stage (Figure 10*0. Since the only structural change
incurred during magnetite/wustite step in the reduction of this material 
was an increase in porosity (Figure 21),.it seems reasonable to attribute 
the comparatively low reduction strength at the wustite stage to the 
poor strength of either the wustite or the slag bond. Of these the 
wustite strength appears to be the controlling factor, since the strength 
of the pure slag compacts after reduction under the appropriate conditions 
for wustite formation (Table 2A) was higher than that of the wustite at 
the corresponding temperature.
The strengths of wustite produced by reducing various direct 
and slag bonded specimens are summarized in Table 30, from which it is 
evident that the reduced calcium ferrite bonded hematite was stronger 
than the direct bonded magnetite after reduction to wustite. This 
observation has significant industrial implications, since it illustrates 
that hematite agglomerates can be produced having superior reduction 
strengths to those of magnetite agglomerates; a finding which could 
contribute to the further success of pellets as a blast furnace feed.
It is also evident from Table 30, that the slag bonded magnetite 
after reduction to wustite was stronger than the calcium ferrite bonded 
hematite after the same reduction. This difference emphasizes the 
importance of the behaviour of the slag bond during reduction on the 
reduction strength of an agglomerate. The slag in the magnetite was 
difficult to reduce (Figure 131) and consequently it was not weakened 
markedly during the reduction treatment, whereas the calcium monoferrite
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TABLE 30
The Compressive Strength of Wustite Produced by Seducing Various Materials
Temperature
°C
2
Mean Compressive Strength Kg/mm
Hematite Hematite + 15$ 
calcium ferrite
Magnetite Magnetite + 15$ 
olivine slag
850 1.5 A.2 3.0 7-5
900 0*8 2.5 2.4 5.3
950 0.5 1.9 4.1
1000 0.4 1.9 1.3 2*7
1050 0.3 1.2 1.0 1.8
was highly reducible (Figure 124) and suffered a measurable strength 
decrease during the same reduction treatment (Table 24).
6 .2*3 . Seduction to iro n
6.2*3*a) Structural changes associated with reduction to iron
The smaller apparent volume expansion resulting from the complete 
reduction of hematite, compared with that resulting from reduction to 
either magnetite or wustite (Appendix D. Table 1), can be partially 
accounted for by resintering of the iron during the reduction period. This 
resintering effect has been revealed experimentally, by measuring the
volume change of reduced hematite compacts resulting from a 6 hour 
sintering treatment at 900°C. The fully reduced specimens contracted 
by approximately 4$ during this isothermal treatment, whereas the 
specimens at the magnetite and wustite stages suffered no measurable 
volume change.
Although the iron reduction product did undergo resintering 
at the reduction temperatures employed, the magnitude of the effect was 
too small to account for the entire difference in swelling between the 
hematite/wustite and hematite/iron reductions (Appendix D, Table D.1),
It must therefore be inferred that the wustite/iron step in the complete 
reduction of hematite involved a contraction,which compensated for some 
of the swelling incurred during the preceding reduction steps. This 
inference is in complete agreement with the observation that the wustite 
compacts contracted during reduction to iron (Appendix D. Table D.9).
The structure of the iron formed during the complete reduction 
of hematite was influenced by the structural changes associated with the 
early reduction steps. For example, at 1000°C negligible microporosity 
but extensive intergranular cracking occurred during the reduction to 
magnetite and consequently the iron formed around the surface of each grain 
(Figure 54). However, the micropores, formed during the early reduction 
steps at intermediate temperatures, allowed the reducing gas to permeate 
the partially reduced grains resulting in nucleation and growth of iron
from the exposed surfaces. This is illustrated in Figure 53* which 
the iron, visible as the light phase, has separated numerous layers of 
oxide within each grain. . Under these conditions the contraction due to 
the difference in specific volume of iron and wustite was accounted for 
by an enlargement of the existing pores, rather than the development of 
new ones as occurred at higher temperatures.
Effect of slag on structural changes
The reduction of calcium silicate bonded hematite to iron 
resulted in similar structural changes to those incurred during the 
reduction to magnetite. For example, negligible cracking occurred during 
the reduction to either magnetite or iron at intermediate temperatures 
as evident from Figures 61 and 68. Even the 5% slag additions were 
sufficient to decrease the extent of intergranular cracking (Figure 69) 
at the intermediate temperatures. This is more clearly illustrated in 
Figure 70 in which the two grains are firmly bonded by the intergranular 
slag even after complete reduction to iron.
As discussed earlier, the calcium silicate slag was weak at 
high temperatures and failed during the hematite/magnetite reduction step. 
Thereforefit is inevitable that the product resulting from complete 
reduction to iron at these temperatures was heavily cracked (Figure 71)*
The plasticity of the slag in the calcium ferrite bonded material 
restricted failure during the hematite/magnetite and magnetite/wustite
steps, such that the complete reduction to iron only involved the 
development of pores(Figure 81). The porosity increase occurring during 
the wustite/iron step of this reduction is evident from a comparison of 
Figure 80 and 81, which show the structures after complete reduction to 
wustite and iron at 1000°C respectively.
6*2*3*b) Strength changes associated with reduction to iron
Accurate measurements of the reduction strength of hematite at 
the iron stage could not be made with the existing equipment, owing to 
the extremely low loads required. The extremely poor strength at this 
stage of reduction can be attributed to the combined effect of the 
extensive structural damage incurred during the hematite/magnetite
(178)transformation and the inherent softness of iron at elevated temperatures 
However, the strength of the iron could have been improved by carrying out 
the reductions in carbon monoxide,during which the iron Would have been ■ 
carburized. This latter effect is believed to occur in the blast furnace,
Effect of slag on strength changes
Whilst calcium monoferrite improved the reduction strength of 
hematite at the magnetite and wustite stages, it was relatively ineffective 
at the iron stage. This can be accounted for by the reduction of the 
bonding slag to iron and lime;.since the equivalent reduction treatment 
of pure slag compacts at 1000°C resulted in a strength decrease from 23.2 
to 1.7 kg/mm^ (Table 24).
These results,concerning the reduction strength of calcium 
monoferrite,further illustrate the inadequacy of the room temperature 
determinations of reduction strength carried out by earlier 
investigators^20’ 122\
6.2.4. Effect of structural changes on the reduction rate of hematite
Both micro-cracks and pores formed during the reduction of an 
oxide can improve the kinetics of the reaction in the following ways:-
1) by increasing the area available for gas/solid reaction,
2) by reducing the diffusion path through which reduction occurs,
3) by improving the permeability of the specimen.
Clearly, the structural damage incurred during the hematite/ 
magnetite transformation was effective in all three respects and 
consequently had a significant influence on the reducibility of hematite 
compacts.
The low temperature intergranular cracking (Figures 42, 43) and 
the high temperature intergranular and transgranular cracking (Figures 
45 - 49), exposed fresh hematite surfaces to the reducing gases, at which 
further nucleation and growth of magnetite could occur. However, the 
low temperature transgranular cracks (Figure 44) were restricted to the 
magnetite, and consequently only aided the■ hematite/magnetite reduction by 
reducing the diffusion distance and raising the permeability of the specimen.
The micropores formed during the low temperature reduction to 
magnetite were discrete (Figure 44), and consequently had negligible 
effect on the reduction rate of hematite. On the other hand, the pores 
formed at intermediate temperatures were initially discrete but became 
interconnected during the course of the reduction and as such were 
effective in enhancing the reduction .beyond the magnetite stage.
The behaviour of these pores in this respect is well illustrated in 
Figure 53? which reveals that reduction to iron occurred preferentially 
from the surface of the elongated pores. A similar effect was observed 
in the slag bonded hematite reduced at intermediate temperatures (Figure 68).
The combined effect of the cracking, pore formation and swelling
during the hematite/magnetite transformation can account for the high
reduction rates of hematite observed at all three test temperatures. The
specific rate constants quoted in Table 27 indicate that the hematite was
reduced more rapidly than either the direct bonded magnetite or wustite,
even though hematite has the highest oxygen content. This behaviour has
(91 122)been observed by other workers 1 , who have published reduction/time
curves similar to those shown in Figures 123 and 130#
To illustrate the close relationship between physical specimen 
structure and reduction rate,, on a strictly comparative basis, a series of 
reduction rate determinations were carried out on three magnetite specimens 
having different physical structures. The materials employed were 
magnetite formed by the reduction of hematite at 1000°C and 700°C designated
(a) and (b) respectively, and magnetite in the sintered condition 
designated (c). The corresponding microstructures of these specimens 
are shown in Figures 27, 29 and 84 respectively.
It is apparent from the results of these rate determinations, which 
are presented in Figure 129, that both specimens (a) and (b) were reduced 
more rapidly than specimen (c). This was to be expected in view of the 
major difference in their physical structures; the former two being 
heavily cracked (Figures 27 and 29) and the latter crack free (Figure-84).
A further important feature of these results is the intersection
of the curves for (a) and (b) at about 90$ reduction* This appears to
illustrate the relative effect of specimen permeability and gas/solid
reaction area on the reduction kinetics. Specimen (a) was initially more
permeable than specimen (b) by virtue of the more extensive swelling
incurred during its formation (Figure 19). Presumably, this high
permeability facilitated efficient removal of the gaseous reaction
products during the early stages of reduction, resulting in a more rapid
rate of reduction than (b), However, towards the end of the reduction the
(3A — 35)
rate was limited by the reaction at the wustite/iron interface ,
and consequently the surface area available for reaction became a controlling 
factor. The pores in the magnetite (b) effectively increased this area 
and - consequently enhanced the reduction rate towards the end of the process. 
The difference in surface area that was available for the gas/solid 
reaction in specimens (a) and (b) is evident from Figures 54 and 53 
respectively.
The above experiments confirm that the high reducibility of I
hematite was primarily associated with the physical changes incurred 
in the hematite to magnetite transformation, whereas the structural changes
i
incurred during the reduction beyond the magnetite stage had a relatively 
minor effect on the rate*
The slower reduction of the calcium silicate bonded hematite 03% 
additions)at low and intermediate temperatures is evident from the specific 
rate constants quoted in Table 27 • These low rates can be directly i .
attributed to the less extensive structural damage incurred during 
the hematite/magnetite transformation in the slag bonded material and to 
the inherently low reducibility of the calcium silicate slag. At these 
temperatures,the slag effectively decreased the extent of cracking and 
attendant swelling (Figures 58 - 61). Consequently, the reaction surface 
area and permeability of the specimen were less, and the diffusion 
distances involved larger, which together resulted in a substantial 
decrease in the reduction rate (Table 2.7). However, quite extensive j
i
j
cracking occurred during the reduction of this slag bonded hematite at J
1000°C (Figures 62 and 63)* and therefore the slightly slower reduction
■ i
i
of this material compared with the direct bonded hematite can’only be attributed j 
to the local adhesion of the slag to the surface of the oxide grains.
Contrary to the above, calcium ferrite bonding eliminated cracking 
during the high temperature reduction of hematite (Figures 78 and 79)* yet 
the specific rate constant at 1000°C was high, that is 0.101 sec. ^ compared
22^.
with 0,113 sec. 2for the direct bonded hematite. This rapid reduction 
of the slag bonded hematite can be attributed to the inherently high 
reducibility of the slag at these temperatures (Figure 12^ +). This is 
substantiated by the microscopic observation that reduction occurred 
ahead of the main reaction front through the calcium ferrite slag at 
the grain boundaries (Figures 78 and 79)* The high reducibility of this 
slag is in complete agreement with the results of other investigators •
The slightly slower reduction of the calcium ferrite bonded specimens 
at 750°C and 550°C, compared with direct bonded hematite, is consistent 
with the lower reducibility of the slag at these temperatures (Figure 12^). 
However, the reduction rate was higher than that of the corresponding 
calcium silicate bonded material, in accordance with the superior 
reducibility of the calcium ferrite.
The above results are of considerable commercial importance in 
connection with the advantages to be gained from the use of calcium 
ferrite bonded agglomerates in the blast furnace, i.e. lime bearing pellets.
It has been indicated in the earlier discussion that ferrite bonded 
agglomerates should have a superior reduction strength and suffer less 
swelling than direct bonded agglomerates during reduction, and according 
to these reduction rate results their reducibility should be only slightly 
lower than that of direct bonded agglomerates. Clearly, such materials 
would be ideal for high economic and operational efficiency of a blast 
furnace.
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6.3* REDUCTION OF MAGNETITE
6.3.T* Reduction to wustite
6.3.'l.a) Structural changes associated.with reduction to wustite
The most significant microstructural change associated with 
the reduction of magnetite to wustite was the increase in size of the 
pre-existing pores. This change is readily appreciated from a comparison 
of Figure 84 and 86, which show the pore structures of the original 
magnetite and the wustite reduction product respectively. It can be 
seen that the pores in the fully reduced material (Figure 86) are 
filled with the impregnating medium, whereas those in the magnetite 
are not (Figure 84), indicating that the enlargement of the pores was 
accompanied by an increase in the permeability of the specimen.
The magnitude of the porosity increase resulting from this 
reduction can be calculated from the apparent density of the reduced 
specimen and the true specific gravity of the wustite. The former of 
these parameters was determined from the weight and dimensions of the 
reduced specimen, while the latter was determined in a standard 
pycnometer on the same wustite after crushing to minus 44p powder.
The results of these measurements, which are quoted in Table 25, indicate 
that the wustite formed at 800°C had an apparent density of 4.00 and a 
true specific gravity of 5*56, which correspond to a total specimen 
porosity of 28.0^. Similar measurements of specimens reduced at 900 and 
1000°C indicated porosities of 27*9 and 27.7% respectively. This porosity 
must represent the total of the volume occupied by the original pores
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(12.4$), the volume change due to the difference in specific volume 
of the magnetite and wustite, and the volume change due to the 
swelling of the specimen during reduction (approx. 6$). Clearly, 
the fact that a constant porosity increase resulted from reduction 
at all temperatures between 800 and 1000°C is consistent with the 
observation that the apparent expansion of the specimen was independent 
of the reduction temperature (Figure 22).
The lower swelling tendency of the magnetite during reduction 
to wustite (Figure 22), compared with that of hematite (Figure 19), can be 
accounted for by the absence of internal cracking. This is evident 
from Figures 51 and 86, which show the structures resulting from the 
reduction of hematite and magnetite to wustite at 800°C. However, the 
cracking in the hematite has been shown to be associated entirely with 
the hematite/magnetite step of the overall reduction, the subsequent 
magnetite/wustite step only involving an enlargement of the pores and 
cracks.
This basic difference in the structural changes associated with 
the hematite/magnetite and magnetite/wustite transformations can be 
explained in terms of the crystallographic relationships between the 
two oxides involved in each transformation. It has been shown in the 
previous discussion that the transformation of the hexagonal hematite 
lattice to the cubic magnetite lattice requires a major atomic rearrangement 
and probably an anisotropic volume change, both of which contribute to the
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formation of a porous and cracked reduction product. On the other hand,
it has been shown by several investigators that the orientation relationship
(112 ”113)between magnetite and wustite ’ and the lattice dimensions
of these oxides are such that the two cubic lattices remain parallel 
during the reduction of magnetite to wustite. Furthermore, the geometric 
configurations of the oxygen ions are identical in the matching cube 
planes of the magnetite and wustite lattices, and the interatomic 
spacings agree to within about y/o . Frank and von der Merwe 
have shown, from a theoretical point of view, that transformations 
involving lattice misfits of this small order should result in non porous 
transformation products.
These fundamental crystallographic differences between the 
hematite/magnetite and magnetite/wustite transformations are borne out 
by certain microstructural features of the reduced hematite and magnetite 
specimens. For example, there is no microscopic evidence of an anisotropic 
volume change resulting from the reduction of magnetite to wustite 
(Figures 86 —  88), whereas there is in the case of the reduction of 
hematite to magnetite (Figures - ^9)# This is consistent with the
' S
fact that the former transformation occurs between two cubic lattices, as 
illustrated by the distinct cubic habit relationship between the magnetite 
and wustite shown in Figure 88, It is also apparent from Figure 88, that 
the wustite which has grown into magnetite is completely dense, whereas 
the magnetite which has grown into hematite at temperatures below 900°G, 
is porous (Figures 26 - 28), It is suggested that this difference in
pore forming tendencies of the two transformations is associated
with two factors. Firstly, fewer lattice defects are generated during
the magnetite/wustite transformation than during the hematite/magnetite
transformation, as a result of the simpler crystallographic changes
involved. Secondly, the wustite lattice, by virtue of its greater
departure from stoichiometric composition, has a higher equilibrium
(92)concentration of defects than the magnetite lattice • According
C * 1 7 6 )to Seitz*s theory , if defects are generated during the transformation 
then the latter conditions will favour the enlargement of pre-existing 
pores rather than the formation of new ones, in contrast to conditions 
prevailing during the hematite/magnetite transformation.
Although the marked difference in structural changes incurred 
in the above reductions appears to be adequately explained in terms of 
the crystallography of the transformations, it is possible that the 
relative deformabilities of the oxides involved may also have an influence. 
Both hematite and magnetite are brittle below 900°C and consequently any 
strain developed during the hematite/magnetite transformation will result 
in extremely high internal stress, which can only be relieved when it 
reaches the fracture stress of one or other of the oxides. On the other 
hand, if stresses are developed during the magnetite/wustite transformation, 
they can be relieved,, at least in part, by plastic deformation of the 
wustite. This plasticity, which is high at all temperatures above 600aC 
(Figure 108), appears to have been sufficient to accommodate the y/o atomic 
mismatch on the interfacial crystallographic plane between the magnetite
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and wustite, and to have allowed the G/o apparent volume expansion to 
occur without internal cracking. It is, however, possible that the 
lattice stresses involved in the transformation were sufficiently low 
that even in the absence of this plasticity the reduction j)roduct 
would have been free of pores and cracks.
Effect of slag on structural changes
The presence of an intergranular network of slag (Figure 9*0 
had negligible effect on the structural changes associated with the 
magnetite/wustite transformation. It is evident from Figure 23 that 
the reduction was generally characterized by a slight swelling of the 
specimen similar to that observed in the direct bonded magnetite (Figure 22). 
However, there was an exceptionally large expansion associated with the 
reduction of the magnetite containing y/o slag additions at temperatures 
above 1075°C. This anomalous behaviour is difficult to explain logically, 
since it was not observed in specimens containing 1 y/o additions of the 
same slag and was not associated with internal cracking. It is tentatively 
suggested, however, that it was associated with ’’bloating** of the specimen, 
since it occurred at temperatures approaching the melting point of the slag 
where the bond strength was low.
The slight swelling of the slag bonded magnetite specimens . 
during the reduction to wustite corresponded with an increase in the size 
of the original pores, the wustite grains remaining free of microporosity.
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These observations imply that the rigidity imparted by the slag network 
was insufficient to prevent local readjustment of the structure by plastic 
flow of the wustite* This is supported by the fact that deformation 
was still achieved in the reduced slag bonded specimens during the 
compression tests at temperatures above 800°C (Figure 107).
The--effect of slag on the reduction behaviour of magnetite was 
negligible compared with that of the slag on the behaviour of hematite.
This result was to be expected in view of the fact that the latter modified 
many structural features of the reduction process purely by decreasing 
the extent of the intergranular failure. Clearly, the lack of cracking 
in the reduction of magnetite eliminated the possibility of similar effects 
occurring.
6.3»1.b) Strength changes associated with reduction to wustite
It has been established in the earlier discussion that the 
decrease in strength resulting from the reduction of hematite to magnetite 
can be accounted for by the structural degradation incurred during the 
transformation and the intrinsic strength difference between the two 
oxides. Whilst the same two factors affect the reduction strength of 
magnetite, the magnitude of the strength decrease due to structural 
degradation is small compared with that involved in the reduction of 
hematite. This difference can be appreciated by comparing the micro- 
structural and dimensional changes associated with each of the reductions*
The influence of the structural changes incurred during this
reduction on the strength of the wustite depended on the testing
temperature, even though the magnitude and nature of these changes were
independent of the reduction temperature (Figure 22)* This behaviour is
attributed to the relative influence of structural defects, as sources of
local high stress and reduced load bearing area, on the strength of a
material in which the plasticity varies extensively with temperature.
The above effect is not readily apparent from the results (Figure 103)>
but can be more clearly appreciated by correcting the strengths of the
wustite reduction products for the decrease in load bearing area created by
the enlargement of the pores during the reduction. If it is assumed that
the pores in both the original magnetite and the reduction product were
spherical, then this correction can be effected by the application of
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a relationship proposed by Schiller in his theoretical treatment of 
the effect pores on the strength of gypsum.
(1811
According to Schiller , if N spherical pores of radius r 
are randomly distributed in a unit volume, then the effective cross 
sectional area A is given by:
A a 1 - 2 ^ r N •*.••••*•*.».*...»(6)
But the total porosity in the unit volume (P) is given by:
Therefore, by substituting for N, the effective cross sectional area 
can be expressed in terms of the porosity as:
A » (1 - 3/2 P) ............(8)
By substituting into equation 8, it can be shown that the increase in 
porosity during the reduction of magnetite to wustite from 12.k to 2S°/o 
decreased the load bearing area by 23.
The measured reduction strengths of magnetite have been corrected 
for this decreased area, and are quoted in Table 31* together with the 
strengths of the sintered wustite at the corresponding temperatures.
From a comparison of the corrected strengths with those of 
the sintered wustite, it can be seen that this correction for load 
bearing area accounts for most of the strength difference above 900°C, 
but becomes increasingly inadequate at lower temperatures. This is 
attributed to the greater effect of the pores as local stress raisers 
at the lower temperatures where the wustite was less plastic. This 
behaviour is well illustrated in Figures 121 and 122, which show the 
structure of wustite reduction product after compression at 900 and 580°C 
respectively. In Figure 121 the wustite grains are deformed but no cracks 
are evident, indicating that the local stresses developed in the neighbour­
hood of these pores must have been relieved by plastic flow* On the other 
hand, the deformability of the wustite at 380°C was insufficient to permit 
extensive plastic flow, and hence high local stresses around
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TABLE 31
Comparison of Measured and Corrected Strengths of Wustite 
Produced by Reduction of Magnetite
Temperature
°c
Wustite produced by reduction of magnetite Sintered
Wustite
Measured strength 
Kg/mm^
Corrected strength 
Kg/mm^
As measured 
strength 
2
Kg/mm
640 11.7 15.4 32.4
706 9.0 11.8 27.6
748 8.1 10.6 23.4
762 7.1 9.3 23.0
803 4*0 5*3 16.4
820 3# 4 4.5 13.4
900 2*4 3.2 4.6
925 2.2 2.9 3.2
1012 1.0 1.3 1.7
1110 0.7 0.9 1.0
the pores resulted in micro-cracking of the type shown in Figure 122.
In view of the fact that only minor structural changes were 
involved in the reduction of magnetite compared with those in the reduction
°f hematite, there are correspondingly fewer ways of improving the 
reduction strength of magnetite. In the case of hematite,the reduction 
strength can be improved significantly by either controlling the 
reduction temperature or making artificial slag additions such that the 
internal cracking during the hematite/magnetite transformation is reduced.
On the other hand, major improvements in the reduction strength of magnetite 
will require either an inherent increase in the strength of the wustite 
lattice, or the addition of an independent strengthening network,
C1 )
Nyquist has indicated that the strength of wustite can be
raised by lime dissolution, but this aspect was not of concern in the 
present investigation. However, the effect of slag additions has been 
studied and the results indicate a considerable improvement in the 
reduction strength of magnetite. This is evident from the wustite curves 
in Figures 105 - 107» which show that the larger the slag addition to the 
wustite the greater the improvement in strength. Since the slag did not 
modify the nature or extent of the structural changes, this improvement 
must be entirely attributed to the greater rigidity of the slag network 
compared with the wustite grains. Unfortunately, this improvement 
cannot be directly correlated with the high temperature strength of the 
olivine slag (Figure 110), because of the change in slag composition 
that appears to have accompanied the sintering process.
The strengthening effect of the slag was, however, sufficient 
to raise:the maximum temperature at which fracture preceded 3# deformation
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during the compression tests,from about 630°C in the direct bonded 
magnetite to 800°G in that containing the 13^ olivine addition* The 
effect of the slag in this respect is evident from the solid line sections 
of the reduction strength curves in Figures 103 - 107*
Although slag bonding appears to have been advantageous from 
the reduction strength point of view, it had a detrimental effect on 
the reducibility of the magnetite. This is illustrated in the reduction 
rate curves of the direct and slag bonded magnetite shown in Figures 130, 
132, 133. The practical implication of these results is that the relative 
merits of direct and slag bonded magnetite as a blast furnace feed, depend 
on whether inadequate strength in the stack or poor reducibility limit 
the furnace performance*
6*3.2. Reduction to iron
6 .3-2.a) Structural changes associated with reduction to iron
(91) (12A)In accordance with Edstrom and Wiberg , the present
results indicate that the reduction of magnetite to iron involves a
specimen contraction ( Appendix D, Table D.6). This contraction during
the complete reduction of magnetite,as opposed to the expansion during the
reduction to wustite (Figure 22), gives further support to Edstrom1 s^"5^
postulate that; a swelling tendency predominates during reduction
processes involving solid state diffusion and a contraction in those
involving a gaseous reaction. Therefore, since the magnetite/wustite
(12A _ 125)
reduction involves solid state diffusion and the wustite/iron
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reduction gaseous reaction, the contraction which occurred during the 
latter step of magnetite reduction must have been sufficiently large 
to more than compensate for the swelling in the former step and result 
in an overall contraction of the specimen. This reasoning is substantiated 
by the fact that reduction of sintered wustite specimens to iron involved a 
small contraction; (Appendix D, Table D.9)#
Since the measured contraction resulting from the complete
reduction of magnetite does not approach the theoretical contraction
(about 55%)1 the iron formed must have contained a considerable amount of
porosity, as shown in Figures 89 and 90* These structures resemble those
(125 175)observed previously by other investigators 1 in the reduction
products of natural magnetite crystals. The pores, which are also evident 
in the hematite reduction products (Figure 5^)> were developed during the 
wustite/iron step of the overall reduction. This is verified by the fact 
that similar pores were formed during the reduction of sintered wustite 
(Figure 98).
It is apparent from Figure 931 that the reduction of magnetite 
below the eutectoid temperature of wustite did not involve the formation 
of a porous iron product; consistent with the fact that the reduction at 
these temperatures proceeds direct to iron and not through an intermediate 
wustite stage* During these low temperature reductions, the volume 
contraction due to the difference in specific volume between magnetite 
and iron was partially accounted for by the enlargement of existing pores,
but mainly by a contraction of the specimen. Unfortunately, complete 
reduction could not be achieved at these temperatures and consequently 
the actual magnitude of the contraction could not be determined.
It is evident from Figures 90 and 93» that there are distinct 
differences between the reaction interfaces associated with the reduction 
above and below the eutectoid temperature. The irregular interface 
prevailing during high temperature reduction is believed to result from 
the increase in permeability of the specimen (Figure 86) during the 
magnetite/wustite step of the reduction, which facilitated the ingress of 
hydrogen and more or less random reduction from the pore surfaces 
(Figure 90). The absence of the magnetite/wustite transformation during 
the low temperature reduction however, prevented the permeability being 
increased and consequently the reaction was forced to proceed in a topo- 
chemical fashion (Figure 93)* Edstrora and Bitsianes^^ observed a similar 
continuous magnetite/iron interface in Malmberget magnetite reduced in 
hydrogen at k50°Cm
Reduction of magnetite to iron between 675 and 750°C resulted 
in intergranular failure of the oxide , even though only minor 
crystallographic changes were involved and the plasticity of the reduction 
products was high. Typical examples of this type of failure are shown in 
Figures 9T and 92.
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Whilst this cracking occurred during the complete reduction 
of magnetite to iron which involved the formation of wustite as an 
intermediate phase, it did not occur when the reduction of magnetite to 
wustite (Figure 8?) and the reduction of wustite/iron (Figure 98) were 
carried out separately. However, a thorough examination of the partially 
reduced regions of the magnetite specimens revealed that the cracking 
occurred after the grain boundary regions had been reduced to 
wustite, but before they had been reduced to iron. This is shown in 
Figure 9*1, in which no iron is evident along the irregular fractured 
boundaries# Subsequent to failure the reducing gases permeated the 
cracked regions, resulting in the nucleation and growth of iron along the 
fractured surfaces and a measurable enlargement of the intergranular 
cracks.
The overall effect of the cracking is illustrated in Figure 92, 
in which the cracks towards the centre of the specimen are associated with 
the slightly reduced grains in which only a small amount of iron has formed, 
whereas towards the surface of the specimen each grain has become more or 
less discrete and the unreduced core has been surrounded by a thick layer 
of porous iron.
It is suggested that this intergranular failure results from as 
tensile stress caused by the contraction of wustite onto the rigidly held 
magnetite grains. Although wustite is fairly plastic at temperatures
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between 675 and 750°C (Figure 108), it is possible that the thickness 
of the wustite layer and its rate of formation were such that negligible 
stress relief could have occurred by plastic deformation • . Consequently, 
as the wustite contracted onto the magnetite the tensile stresses on 
either side of a grain boundary increased and finally resulted in failure. 
Once the cracks were formed,any.further contraction associated with 
reduction of wustite to iron occurred freely, resulting in an increase 
in the separation between any two adjacent grains.
The absence of such cracking during the reduction direct to 
wustite (Figure 87) is explained by the fact that the rate of wustite 
formation in hydrogen/steam atmospheres was slower than that in the pure 
hydrogen used for the reduction to iron. On the other hand, the lack of 
cracking during high temperature reduction (Figure 90) can be attributed 
to the greater plasticity of the wustite at these temperatures#
The irregular surfaces of the cracks shown in Figures 91 and
92 are characteristic of tensile failure in a plastic material, as opposed
to failure in a brittle material such as hematite, in which the fracture
surfaces were smooth (Figure A6). The observation that the reduction of 
magnetite to iron, in the temperature range where cracking occurred, 
only involved a slight swelling of the specimen is consistent with the 
proposal that a local contraction rather than expansion was responsible 
for the failure#
The appearance of isolated oxide regions towards the surface 
of the specimen in Figure 92, is not unique to the present investigation 
The ease with which the main reduction has proceeded ahead of these isolated 
oxide cores is related to the restricted gaseous diffusion through the 
relatively thick iron layers around the partially reduced oxide grains.
It seems probable that a similar cracking phenomenum was
responsible for the extremely large increase in surface area that
(128)Beeton observed to occur during the reduction of Ermelo magnetite
at 750°C.
Effect of slag on structural changes
Both 5 and 15^ additions of olivine slag reduced the amount 
of contraction incurred during the reduction of magnetite to iron, and at 
high temperatures resulted in a slight swelling of the specimen (Appendix p. 
Table D 7 - 8). Since there was practically no differences between the 
microstructures of the reduced direct and slag bonded magnetite, it must 
be assumed that the smaller contraction of the slag bonded specimens was 
associated with the rigidity of the intergranular slag network.
It seems probable that the small dilation observed during
reduction at elevated temperatures resulted, at least in part, from the
reduction of the slag bond, which was observed to occur at temperatures 
above 800°C. This is supported by the fact that a 6 hour treatment of the 
pure olivine slag in hydrogen at 1000°C, resulted in a 7% expansion of the 
specimen (Table 2A).
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Microscopic evidence of reduction of the bonding slag is contained 
in Figure 95, which reveals small spherical grains of iron in the slag. 
These iron grains are remarkably similar to those observed in the olivine 
bonded wustite reduced at comparable temperatures (Figure 99), although 
the amount of iron is less than that in the slag of the wustite specimens. 
The latter is consistent with the microprobe analysis results (Tables 22 
and 23), which indicate a decrease in the iron content of the slag in the 
magnetite specimens during sintering, but not in the slag of the wustite*
Slag bonding reduced the susceptibility of magnetite to inter­
granular failure during reduction to iron between 675°C - 750°C. A 
limited improvement was achieved with 5% slag additions, but was more 
marked with 15?/o additions. The effect is illustrated in Figure 96, which 
reveals that the typical irregular cracking only occurred along isolated 
regions of the slag/oxide interface, as opposed to the more extensive and 
continuous cracking in the direct bonded magnetite (Figure 92)*
A close microscopic examination of the grains in the vicinity of 
the main reduction boundary revealed that reduction to wustite was impaired 
by the slag bond. Thus, instead of the wustite growing preferentially 
along the grain boundaries as was the case in the direct bonded magnetite 
(Figure 87), it advanced more uniformly into each grain in a direction 
parallel to that of the main mass flow. Consequently, more wustite was 
available to deform and relieve the tensile stresses resulting- from the 
decrease in volume during the transformation from magnetite to wustite.
In addition the adhesion of the slag to magnetite should have 
been good in this material, due to the extensive interdiffusion of iron 
that occurred during the sintering treatment. Therefore, the strength of 
the oxide/slag bond was probably superior to. that of the direct bond 
between two magnetite grains, and thus capable of withstanding more stress 
during reduction*
6.3*2.b) Strength changes associated with reduction to iron
The strength of the iron produced by the reduction of magnetite 
(Figure 105) was higher than that of the iron resulting from the reduction 
of hematite at corresponding temperatures, and was sufficient to be 
measured with the existing equipment at temperatures below 825°C. Since 
the inherent strength of the iron in both cases was the same, this difference 
must be attributed to the relative amounts of structural damage incurred 
during the two reductions.
It is evident from Figure 105 that there was no significant drop 
in strength of the iron formed between 6?5°C - 750°C, even though extensive 
intergranular cracking accompanied the reduction process.. On the other 
hand, the transverse rupture strengths of these reduction products, based 
on room temperature bend tests(Table 26), show that the iron formed at 
900°C was six times as strong as that formed at 725°C. It must therefore 
be inferred that the intergranular cracking did not affect the compressive 
strength owing to the high plasticity of the iron at the reduction 
temperature. For similar reasons, it is unlikely that this form of cracking
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in magnetite would cause any breakdown of the burden in the blast furnace, 
in which a compressive stress system exists. It would however, enhance 
the reducibility of the burden.
Effect of slag on strength changes
As anticipated from the results of the microscopic examination, 
the addition of slag to magnetite raised the reduction strength in the 
temperature range over which cracking occurred* This is illustrated 
in Table 26, by the improvement in the transverse rupture strength. It 
is also evident from Figures 106 and 107 that slag bonding raised the 
compressive strength after reduction to iron. This latter improvement can 
be attributed entirely to the rigidity of the slag network and its ability 
to support the soft iron grains contained in it.
6.3*3* Reduction rate of magnetite
It has been shown in the previous discussion that the reduction 
of hematite was accelerated by the development of cracks and pores during 
hematite/magnetite transformation. Conversely, the structural changes 
accompanying the reduction of magnetite had relatively little effect on 
the reduction kinetics, except at temperatures between 675°C - 750°C.
The lower reduction rate of magnetite at 1000 and 3t>0°C, compared 
with hematite, can be attributed to the smaller effective surface area 
within the partially reduced magnetite compacts at which the gas/solid 
reactions could occur. However, the pores in the iron formed during 
reduction of magnetite at high temperatures (Figure 90) improve the gaseous
diffusion processes and thus must have had a slightly favourable influence 
on the reduction rate*
On the other hand, the grain boundary cracks developed during 
the reduction at temperatures between 675°0 and 750°C increased the 
effective reaction area, as may be appreciated from the partially reduced 
structures shown in Figures 91 and 92. It is clear from the appropriate 
specific rate constants (Table 27) that this cracking improved the reduction 
kinetics of magnetite, such that the reduction rate at 750°C approached 
that of hematite at the corresponding temperature. However, the fact that 
it did not exceed the reduction rate of hematite indicates that the cracks 
developed were less effective sources of reduction than the combined 
effect of the cracks and pores developed during the hematite/magnetite 
transformation. This can be partially attributed to the fact that the 
structural damage in the hematite occurred more rapidly and at an earlier 
stage than that in the magnetite.
The olivine slag, by virtue of its poor reducibility (Figure 13/0 
had a detrimental effect on the reduction rate of magnetite at most 
temperatures* The more pronounced effect at 750°C, which resulted in a 
two-fold decrease in the specific rate constant (Table 27)» can be directly 
attributed to the fact that the slag bonding restricted the intergranular 
cracking and consequently reduced the area available for gas/solid reaction*
It is also evident from Table 27 that the specific rate constant 
of the magnetite containing 15% olivine addition at 750°C, was less than
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half that of the hematite containing 15$ calcium silicate addition, even 
though the former (Figure 96) suffered more extensive cracking during 
reduction than the latter (Figure 68). In this case, the higher 
reduction rate of the hematite must be attributed to the superior 
reducibility of the calcium silicate slag compared with the olivine and 
to the pores formed during the hematite/magnetite transformation. The 
effectiveness of the latter is illustrated in Figure 68, which shows that 
the reduction to iron at this temperature occurred primarily from the 
surfaces of the micropores.
6.*f. REDUCTION OF WUSTITE
The strength and structural changes associated with the reduction 
of wustite are of little technological importance. They were, however, 
determined in this investigation in order to aid the interpretation of 
results pertaining to the behaviour of hematite and magnetite during 
complete reduction*
6.^*1* Reduction to iron
6*^*1.a) Structural changes associated with reduction to iron
The reduction of direct bonded wustite involved a specimen 
contraction (Appendix D, Table D«9) as would be expsded from the 
observation that an overall contraction resulted from the complete 
reduction of magnetite to iron, even though the magnetite/wustite step 
of the reduction involved a 6$ expansion. The actual contraction of the
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wustite specimens was^however,considerably smaller than the theoretical 
contraction due to the differences in specific volume of wustite and iron, 
and consequently the reduction product was highly porous (Figure 98).
The smaller contraction of the slag bonded wustite specimens 
(Appendix D, Table D.9) is presumably related to that rigidity of the 
slag network at the reduction temperature. This rigidity appears to have 
been retained even after partial reduction of the slag to iron at the more 
elevated temperatures (Figure 99)•
6.*f.1.b) Strength changes associated with reduction to iron
The strength of direct bonded wustite after complete reduction 
to iron was low (Figure 108), but comparable to that of the corresponding 
magnetite reduction productv (Figure 105)• This similarity in reduction 
strength is consistent with the fact that only minor structural changes 
were incurred during the reduction of either material. Therefore the strength 
decrease,resulting from the reduction of these two oxides to iron,must be 
mainly associated with the inherent difference in strength between wustite 
and iron, and magnetite and iron at elevated temperatures. It follows 
that an improvement in the reduction strength of wustite will require the 
addition of a slag whose strength remains high during reduction at elevated 
temxoeratures. Whilst the olivine slag possesses such properties, it 
appears that it must be added in greater amounts than those employed in 
the present investigation, to have any marked effect (Figure 109).
6.^*2* Reduction rate of wustite
Wustite, by virtue of its lower oxygen content, was reduced 
more rapidly than magnetite at 1000°C; the specific rate constants being 
0*081 and 0.072 sec. 2 respectively. This reduction was, however, 
still slower than that of the hematite, which has the highest oxygen 
content of the three oxides. On the other hand, magnetite was reduced 
more rapidly than wustite at 750°C, as a result of the intergranular 
failure which occurred during the reduction of the magnetite at these 
temperatures (Figure 92).
The presence of olivine slag impaired the reducibility of wustite 
at 750°C, (Table 27), by restricting the diffusion processes involved 
in the reduction. This behaviour is a direct consequence of the poor 
reducibility of the olivine (Figure 131). These results confirm other 
reports^^*^^*^^^’^ ^^, that olivine slags are difficult to reduce, and 
substantiate the opinion that olivine bonded agglomerates are not 
conducive to blast furnace operation at low coke rates.
An interesting feature of the reduction-time-curves of wustite
*/
(Figures 13^ and 135) is the rate increase during the early stages of 
reduction at 750°C, Moreau et al. have reported a similar effect*
It is proposed that the interval over which rate acceleration 
occurred, represents the time during which reduction was initiated at 
active sites on the specimen surface. Once the entire accessible
surface had been reacted, the rate was a maximum, and subsequently
' ■ ■
decreased with increasing time according to the relationship described 
in Section 5*^*2. Similar nucleation processes must have occurred 
during the reduction of the two higher oxides, but in these cases a 
greater free energy change was involved and consequently nucleation was 
less difficult than in the wustite/iron reduction. Therefore, complete 
nucleation was achieved earlier and, in most cases, undetectable with the 
technique employed.
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7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
When considering the experimental results as a whole, it is evident 
that of the many steps involved in "the reduction of iron oxides, the hematite/ 
magnetite transformation is of special significance, in view of its influence 
on the subsequent reduction behaviour of the oxide. The structural changes 
occurring during this transformation have a profound effect on the reduction 
strength and reducibility of the compact, whereas the changes associated with 
the transformations of the lower oxides are of relatively minor importance in 
these respects,
741. PRACTICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF RESULTS
Although for reasons discussed earlier the investigational approach 
was directed towards a better understanding of the factors affecting the 
reduction strength of pellets, it is felt that many of the conclusions 
drawn from this work are applicable to iron ores and agglomerates generally.
It has been shown that the elevated temperature compression test is 
a convenient and effective method for measuring reduction strengths, and 
gives more representative data concerning the blast furnace properties of 
a material than can be obtained from room temperature tumble tests on the 
pre-reduced material. Furthermore, the technique could easily be adapted 
as a means of routine quality control for the blast furnace acceptability 
of such uniformly shaped agglomerates as pellets and briquettes*
The present investigation has been restricted to isothermal 
reduction in hydrogen/steam atmospheres, and consequently the test 
conditions do not correspond to thsse prevailing in the conventional blast
furnace* However, the results are believed to be more representative of 
the behaviour of ores and agglomerates in modem furnaces, in which the 
reduction efficiency has been raised by the use of steam and fuel injection, 
thus allowing a greater volume of hydrogen to participate in the reduction 
reactions^^^.
It has been established in the present work that hematite is 
most susceptible to disintegration during the hematite/magnetite reduction 
step, and it therefore follows that this must be the critical step during 
which highly oxidized agglomerates suffer the most extensive breakdown in 
the blast furnace stack. If the present results are basically representative 
of the behaviour of hematite agglomerates in the blast furnace, then the 
amount of fines formed and the attendant adverse affect on the efficiency 
of the furnace could be reduced in one of two ways, either by taking 
advantage of the reduction strength maximum between 700 and 800°C- (Fig. 100), 
or by bonding the hematite with calcium monoferrite. Neither of these 
treatments would impair the reducibility of the material. >'
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The former of these requires that the blast furnace operational j
procedure be modified, so that the burden is not reduced until the 
temperatures of about 700 - 800°C are reached. Clearly, this would entail 
considerable practical complications, but it should be feasible if hot |
charging practices are employed. Ideally ,this would require that the 
agglomerating plant is in close proximity to the blast furnace, so that 
there is minimum delay between the agglomerate discharge and its entering J
the furnace. Similar techniques have been employed previously as a means 
of eliminating the degradation associated with the handling and cooling 
of sinter, and the experience gained could prove to be of considerable 
advantage if the proposed modifications are to be implemented.
Raising the reduction strength by calcium ferrite bonding is, 
however, a far more practical proposition than the former, and is ideally 
suited to pelletizing and briquetting practices. These lime bearing hematite 
agglomerates would have superior reduction strength to the direct bonded 
products even at low temperatures, and consequently would not require the 
modified operating procedure described above. The sole requirements are 
that sufficient lime be added to the concentrate to ensure that during the 
firing treatment all impurities are fully fluxed, and that free calcium 
ferrites are formed. This extra lime could either be compensated for by 
reducing the amount of limestone charged into the furnace, or by adding 
siliceous sinter to the burden.
It appears unlikely that reduction of hematite agglomerates beyond 
the magnetite stage results in any significant increase in the amount of 
fines formed in the blast furnace. However, the high plasticity of the 
lower reduction products, particularly at high temperatures, probably 
contributes to poor blast distribution and hanging in the upper bosh regions 
by allowing the burden to deform under the compressive loads prevailing. 
Clearly, these problems will become more. <acute in the future as the coke 
rate is reduced further, causing an increase in the actual load on the burden.
Unfortunately the results of the present work indicate that there j
is no simple solution to this problem of plastic deformation, since it I
appears that the rigidity of the burden can generally only be improved at 
the expense of its reducibility. However, bonding with calcium ferrite i
slag achieves a minor improvement in the reduction strength at the wustite 
stage as well as a major improvement at the magnetite stage, thus justifying 
its use in commercial agglomerates.
7.2. CONCLUSIONS
1, Hematite and magnetite have similar compressive strengths j
(approximately J>0 Kg/mm^) up to temperatures approaching 700°C. At more j
elevated temperatures these strengths decrease, magnetite becoming weaker ;j
than hematite. The strength of wustite is considerably lower than that |
of either hematite or magnetite at elevated temperatures. Hematite exhibits |j
brittle properties up to 1200°C, whereas magnetite can be deformed plastically!
I
at temperatures above 900°C and wustite at temperatures in excess of 600°C.
2. Calcium silicate, olivine, and calcium monoferrite slags are
- P
stronger than either hematite or magnetite at low temperatures, but are |
O I'*
weaker than hematite at temperatures above about 1000 C. The calcium j i j
I
silicate and olivine slags are brittle up to temperatures approaching their |
O \ ^melting points (1100-1200 C) whereas calcium monoferrite is plastic and can ]!
be deformed readily at temperatures above 1000°C. |
All three slags exhibit similar properties when present as grain J
; . I!
bonding phases in iron oxide specimens. |
3>. . growth of magnetite from hematite grains during gaseous 
reduction in hydrogen/steam atmospheres, proceeds by the advance of an
A
approximately hemispherical interface at temperatures below 600 C. At’ 
higher reduction temperatures magnetite grows as lamellae along preferred 
planes in the hematite. There is substantial evidence that the lattice 
orientation relationship between hematite and magnetite varies according 
to the temperature of reduction.
Under the conditions employed in the present investigation, 
the reduction of hematite to magnetite involves a large apparent expansion.
This is primarily associated with internal cracking, and, to a lesser extent, 
with the formation of micropores, both of which occur during the transformation* 
The extent and mode of cracking, and the amount of porosity developed are 
influenced by the reduction temperature. Thus, the apparent volume expansion 
which is approximately 25% at 525°C reaches a minimum of 16% at 700-800°C 
and then rises again to around 25% at 1075°C.
5. It is suggested that the internal cracking results from strains 
developed during the transformation of hematite to magnetite, which give 
rise to high internal stresses in the oxide specimens. Since the hematite 
is brittle at the reduction temperatures of interest, these stresses can 
only be relieved by local fracture.
6. The microporosity developed during the reduction of hematite 
to magnetite at low temperatures occurs to a greater extent than could be
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predicted from theoretical considerations, and causes an unexpected 
expansion of the magnetite. This dilation in a rigid polycrystalline 
specimen results in tensile failure of the grain boundaries at which 
magnetite nucleates, and in shear failure of adjacent grain boundaries*
During subsequent reduction, nucleation and growth of magnetite takes 
place at the fractured hematite surfaces, causing an increase in size of 
the intergranular cracks*
At a more advanced stage of reduction transgranular failure 
occurs at the interface between two separate magnetite crystallites 
growing from different sources into the same hematite grain.
7* There is substantial evidence that an anisotropic volume 
change accompanies the transformation of hematite to magnetite at elevated 
temperatures, involving a dilation of the magnetite parallel to the preferred 
growth planes and a contraction at right angles to them* The longitudinal 
dilation of the magnetite lamellae develops tensile stresses at the grain 
boundary and within the hematite grain, resulting in intergranular failure 
during the early stages of reduction and transgranular failure at later 
stages. Hematite grain boundaries are inherently weak at elevated 
temperatures and their strength is further impaired by the growth of magnetite.
By virtue of their geometry ,the magnetite lamellae are in a state 
of longitudinal compression and consequently remain unfractured throughout 
the reduction*
8, Lattice defects are believed to be generated during the 
transformation of the hexagonal hematite lattice to the cubic magnetite 
lattice, as a result of the extensive atomic rearrangement involved.
At temperatures below 1000°C and under the normal reduction 
conditions these defects appear to condense at suitable defect sinks, 
forming micropores. During reduction at intermediate temperatures the 
pores form along the hematite/magnetite interface, aligned parallel to the 
magnetite lamellae, whereas at low temperatures they form randomly 
throughout the magnetite.
The departure of magnetite from stoichiometric composition is 
probably the reason why less porosity is observed during reduction at high 
temperatures, since there is a greater concentration of defects at 
equilibrium in the non-stoichiometric lattice. This hypothesis is 
consistent with Seitz's proposed relationship between the pore forming 
tendency and the ratio of excess to equilibrium defect concentration in 
the crystal lattice. Pore formation can be enhanced at 1000°C by raising 
the reduction rate, and suppressed at intermediate temperatures by slowing 
down the process.
9* The macroscopic and microscopic changes taking place during 
the reduction of hematite to wustite between 800 and 1100°C are comparable 
with those observed during the corresponding reduction to magnetite. The 
structural changes associated with the magnetite to wustite step of this 
reduction purely involve, a slight swelling and an enlargement of existing
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pores, which are independent of the reduction temx^erature. It has been 
established that the internal cracking and other temperature dependent 
changes result from the hematite/magnetite stexo of the overall reduction*
10* Less swelling accompanies the reduction of hematite to 
iron than its reduction to either magnetite or wustite. Whilst resintering 
does occur during the hematite to iron reduction, it does not account for 
the entire differences in the apparent expansions.
The iron formed during reduction at high temperatures is finely 
porous, whereas that formed at intermediate temxoeratures is dense and grows 
into the oxide from the surfaces of pores formed during the hematite/ 
magnetite transformation.
11. Calcium silicate bonding reduces the extent of internal 
cracking and swelling during the reduction of hematite to magnetite at 
temperatures up to about 800°C, but is less effective at higher temperatures. 
The reduced structural damage can be attributed to the superior strength 
of the slag at low temperatures compared with that of the hematite. The 
inhibited nucleation of magnetite at low temperatures due to efficient slag 
adhesion, results in reduction from fewer grain boundary sources and thereby 
reduces the extent of transgranular fracture.
12* Calcium monoferrite bonding of hematite results in a similar 
improvement in the structure resulting from low temperature reduction, but
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also eliminates cracking during high temperature reduction and reduces 
the apparent expansion to about 6%. This effect is related to the relief 
of transformation stresses by plastic flow of the calcium monoferrite at 
the hematite boundaries.
13* Only minor structural changes are incurred during the 
reduction*to wustite or iron, of both calcium silicate and calcium ferrite- 
bonded hematite, at those temperatures where cracking is inhibited during 
the hematite/magnetite transformation.
The reduction of hematite to magnetite normally occurs 
randomly from the exposed hematite surface throughout the specimen, but, 
at temperatures where the slag bonding substantially reduces the extent of 
cracking, the reduction reaction proceeds in a topochemical fashion. Under 
these conditions the lamellar growth of magnetite is restricted by 
unfavourable orientations of the hematite grains at the plane reaction 
interface. The change in mode of magnetite growth causes more random 
spherical pores to be produced than elongated directional pores during 
reduction.
15. The reduction of hematite to the lower oxides and to iron 
results in a substantial decrease in compressive strength at all processing 
temperatures.. The structural damage incurred during the reduction to 
magnetite at low temperatures accounts entirely for the decrease in strength, 
whereas at high reduction temperatures the inherent difference in strength 
of hematite and magnetite contributes to the lower strength level.
The even lower strengths after reduction to wustite and iron are 
the result of the high plasticity of these products at the reduction 
temperatures.
16. Calcium silicate and calcium ferrite bonding raise the low 
and intermediate temperature reduction strength of hematite at the magnetite 
stage, resulting in an approximately three fold increase in the peak 
reduction strength between 700 and 800°C. Calcium ferrite bonding also 
improves the strength after reduction to magnetite at temperatures between 
700 and 1050°C, and, to a lesser extent, after the reduction to wustite and 
iron. The less efficient strengthening at higher degrees of reduction is 
probably due to the reduction of the felag .
17* The reduction of magnetite to wustite involves a small apparent
expansion (approximately 6%) and an enlargement of pre-existing pores, both
■ . . ■ . . ■ -■ | 
of which are independent of the reduction temperature. It is suggested that I]
the lattice stresses developed during this reduction are low, since the
transformation involves a simple crystallographic change between two similar
cubic lattices, one of which is capable of extensive plastic deformation [
at the reduction temperatures concerned. These conditions are not likely f
to favour the formation of lattice defects or the initiation of cracks.
. .  ■ - - ■ -  i
18. With the exception of reductions carried out between 675 and ;
750°C, the reduction of magnetite to iron is accompanied by relatively 
minor structural changes, which comprise a slight contraction of the specimen 
and the formation of fine pores in the iron.
Intergranular failure occurs during the magnetite to wustite step j | !
of the overall reduction to iron between 675 - 750°C. This failure is 5;j
r: 1
not accompanied by a swelling of the specimen, and appears to result from |:|
tensile stresses caused by contraction of the narrow wustite regions at ;l
the magnetite grain boundaries*
19* The addition of olivine slag to magnetite reduces the extent [;|
of intergranular failure, but in all other respects has negligible effect H
on the structural changes incurred during the reduction to either wustite j;j
■ j :  |
or iron. j j ;
\'
20. The reduction strength of magnetite is superior to that of j !
; j j
hematite at the corresponding reduction stage and tenperature, as would J
be expected from the less extensive structural change incurred during the 
reduction of magnetite. The strength decrease resulting from the reduction |j
of magnetite at high temperatures is primarily associated with the inherent 
weakness of wustite, but, at low temperatures, the enlarged pores become |!l
operative as local stress raisers and, therefore, contribute to the H|j
weakening. pj|
' c i
: I;
21* By virtue of its low reducibility, the strength of the olivine | j ;
■ ■ ' ' I!
slag remains fairly high under reducing conditions, and consequently can be j!
!;h
made to improve the reduction strength of magnetite at both the wustite j|
il
and iron stages. The slag causes a marked increase in rigidity of the j
reduction productsj this effect is proportional to the amount of slag 
introduced.
22, The reduction of both direct and slag bonded wustite at 
temperatures between 600 and 1100°C results in a small specimen contraction 
and in a finely porous iron product. The strength of the final product is 
comparable to that of iron formed by reduction of magnetite and can be 
improved by slag bonding.
23* The rate of reduction of direct and slag bonded iron oxides 
in hydrogen at 550, 750 and 1000°C can be expressed by:- 
R ss Kt2 + c where R = % reduction
t = time (min)
K and c = constants
24, The reduction of hematite in hydrogen is faster than that 
of either magnetite or wustite. This difference in reducibility is due 
to the structural damage incurred in hematite reduction, which increases 
the effective surface of reaction and the permeability of the specimen, 
and reduces the diffusion distances, involved. The micropores formed at 
intermediate temperatures have a particularly favourable effect on the 
reduction kinetics.
25. Slag bonding of iron oxides invariably retards the rate of 
reduction by either preventing internal cracking or restricting the 
diffusion processes involved in the reduction. Calcium silicate and 
olivine slags lower the reducibility of hematite and magnetite agglomerates 
in this manner; the effect is greater at lower temperatures*
Because of its high reducibility calcium monoferrite does not 
generally retard the diffusion processes involved in the reduction of 
hematite agglomerates. Consequently, even though it reduces the extent 
of cracking, it has no adverse effect on the reducibility of hematite.
7.3* RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
The present research was confined to reduction in hydrogen/steam 
atmospheres in order to eliminate some of the complications associated 
with reduction in carbon monoxide, such as carbon deposition and carburizationi. 
Preliminary experiments,however, have indicated that the basic nature of 
the micro-structural changes is the same with both reductants, but more 
extensive swelling occurs during the reduction of hematite in carbon 
monoxide. It was not established whether this difference was the result 
of the secondary effects, or related to more fundamental causes. It 
should be possible, with the results of hydrogen reduction as a reference, 
to study the effect of carbon monoxide reduction and elucidate any 
fundamental differences between this and hydrogen reduction. In addition, 
the results of this proposed investigation would represent more closely 
the behaviour of ores in the blast furnace than the present results*
In order to obtain even closer correlation with the behaviour 
of ores in commercial processes, future work could incorporate an 
investigation based on athermal tests. The poor correlation observed 
previously between the results of isothermal reducibility tests and blast
furnace performance data, emphasizes the need for this information*
Athermal compressive strength tests could be effected in 
practice with the existing apparatus, but certain complications might 
arise in controlling the reaction kinetics and the equilibrium atmospheres 
under rising temperature conditions. However, the hydrogen/steam and 
carbon monoxide/carbon dioxide ratios in equilibrium with magnetite appear 
to be extensive enough to permit adequate control of the hematite/ 
magnetite reduction under athermal conditions.
If these proposed tests are carried out,it would be of considerable 
advantage to compare the results with those of Linder tests on the same 
material. Such a comparison would indicate the relative amounts of chemical, 
and mechanical damage incurred in the Linder test.
The reduction rate in the present investigation was standardized 
for all quantitative tests,, in order to reduce the number of experimental 
variables. However, from the preliminary and qualitative tests, there 
was substantial evidence that reduction rate had a marked influence on 
the hematite/magnetite transformation. Since the structural changes 
incurred during this transformation control the subsequent reduction 
behaviour, it would be of considerable commercial advantage to know the 
optimum reduction rate consistent with high reduction strength. From the 
point of view of direct reduction processes this investigation should be 
extended to higher reduction rates*
It is anticipated that a wider range of reduction rates would j
clarify the nature of the mechanism responsible for pore formation* j|
With regard to the crystaliographic aspects of the hematite/ 
magnetite transformation, a knowledge of the lattice orientation 
relationships prevailing during low and high temperature reduction could jj
provide confirmation of the proposed fracture models. In the present 
investigation these could not be determined, even by micro-beam X-ray |
techniques, because of the small grain size. Grain growth of the present |!l
material by sintering treatments was limited by the onset of thermal j[
' {: i
dissociation. However, these determinations'should be feasible on the 
large grains present in certain high purity hematite ores.
It has been established that the physical as well as the -chemical 
properties of slags are of fundamental importance in the reduction behaviour I 
of slag bonded iron oxides, particularly in hematite. It would therefore 
be advisable to study a greater variety of slags of the more complex type 
present in commercial agglomerates. It is suggested that, initially, ]W
this research should take the form of a detailed study of the mechanical 
properties of alumina, magnesia and titania bearing slags, under the 
influence of temperature and reduction. The results of this work should 
reveal the most suitable slag systems for further work on oxide/slag 
mixtures. It would be particularly interesting to know the effect of 
another plastic slag on the reduction behaviour of hematite, and the effect 
of a coarser slag distribution.
Finally, in view of the discrepancies in the results of various 
investigators with regard to the reduction of hematite, it is suggested 
that a detailed microscopic investigation is required on several hematite j 
products, prepared and reduced under identical conditions. It is believed 
that some of these discrepancies could be rationalized by examining chemical j 
grade oxide as well as high purity concentrates from different sources*
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A P P E N D I X  k
The chemical compositions of some typical concentrates employed 
in iron ore pelletizing have been summarized in Table A.1., and those of 
fired pellets in Table A,2.
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TABLE A.1
Chemical Composition of Concentrates used in Pelletizing
Chemical Composition
%
Concentrate
•nFe Total
Fe Fe2°3
Si02 AX2°3 CaO MgO Total 
Gangue 
(Appr.)
%
Malmberget ^
(57).Sierra Leone
20.2 71.8
66.0 94.0
. 16 
4.0
I
0.6
1
Mesabi(52’55)
Magnetite 19.0 63.2 8.84 1.45 0.08 0.57 11
East era 
Magnetite 23.9 71.3 0.52 1
W#African
Specularite 1.5 67.4 5.51 >4
Mesabi 
Limonite 0.3 57.4 8.5 >9
Jaspilite^^ 19.7 64.3 9.0 0.6 10
Wabush Lake^^ 65.5 3.7 0.32 4
Specular
Hematite
flotation
concentrate 61.9 7.32 1.93 .27 .5 10
Natural
Magnetite 60.3 8.98 4.42 0.3 0.29 14
Natural
Magnetite 67.7
4.60 0.23 0.32 0.41 6
Magnetite 
from Iron 
Sulphide 67.2 3.54 1.13 0.45 0.5 6
\
TABLE A.1 (Cont'd.)
Concentrate
Chemical Composition
%
4*+
Fe Total
Fe Fe2°3
Si02 Alo0* 2 5 CaO MgO
Total 
Gangue 
(Appr.)
°/o
Pennsyl-^'^
vania
Magnetite 23.86 71.3^ 0.52 1
(79)Taconite 6^.5 9.0 0.55 0.53 0.67 11
Specular
Hematite 0.82 61 85 10 11
(A9)
Magnetite 65.5 7.8 0.5 0.5 0.6 10
^  (107)Magnetite 60. k 15.2 16
(71)Magnetite 7.86
Hematite 63.6 7.96
ir w ,  ( lZf0> Kachkanar 18.3 59.9 ^•35 k.kk 1.55 2.30 16
Sokolovka
Sarbai 19.^ 67.9 3.5 0.6 1.0 5
TABLE A.2.
Chemical Composition of Commercial Pellets
s Chemical Composition
%
Type of 
Pellet
Tp + +Fe TotalFe Fe 02 3
SiO^ Alo0„ CaO MgO
Total
Gangue
(appr.)
%
M T V .(186)Malmberget / .QpN 0.41 68.6 96.0 0.59 0.35 0.48 0.30 3
Caro1-Lake 0 63.0 92.9 5.3 0.3 0.62 0,65 7
Kiruna 67.0 1.9 0.45
Marcona 68.0
to
70.0
0.5
to
1.5
0 .2
to
0.7
0.35 0.5 3
( 49 j 80 ) Reserve 1
vr 4-V, a. (86)Northants
Sand
Ironstone
0.37
12.4
63.3
33.2
8 .0
11.5
0.5 
■ 7.5
0,4
6.9
0.6 10
>25
Wabush(5°^
Lake
65*0 3.62 0.32
Taconite
0 iSpecular
Hematite
63*2 7.5 O’. 17
1) fired 
1320°C 0.3 61.1 10v8 1.01 0,15 12
2) fired 
i4oo°c 3.1 61.1 10,7 0.99 0.13 12
Jaspilite^^ 2.3 63.0 8.8 0 .6 0.1 0.1
" +T/> 
Ca(0H) 2 3*7 62. ^ 8.8 0 .6 1.0 0.1 11
» +1% 
Ca(0H) 2
" +Wo
| CaCO
i - 5
0.8 55 9.1 0.8 10.3 0.4- 21
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A P P E N D I X  B
METHOD USED FOR CORRECTION OF MICROPROBE ANALYSIS
In this investigation, the microprobe analysis of the olivine slag 
standard and the slag in sintered magnetite specimens containing olivine 
additions were corrected for inter-element effects, by an application of 
Philibert's method^*^. This entailed treating the slag as a binary 
system A-B, in which the component A represented the element being determined 
and B the total of all other elements present* The true concentration of 
A was designated and the apparent concentration
Then, according to Philibert's notation :
C'A = C'A
F(X)A
F(X)B
- C i - c A )
in which the functions E(X). and F(X)„ are the correction factors for A andA 15
B respectively.
These factors incorporate the inter-element absorption effect and 
the atomic number effect, the latter being represented in the form of a 
parameter h given by :
1.2A • • • * * * 4» • • (2)
where A is the mean atomic weight and Z the mean atomic number of the
specimen. The combined correction factor may be expressed in the form :
F (X) (1 + _ > (1 + h (1 + 1 >
cr cr
in which cr is the modified Lenard coefficient for the accelerating voltage 
concerned, and X is a parameter, defined as ;
X = p. cosec Q  ***»**#•* (^ 0
r
where is the mass absorption coefficient of the target for the measured 
P
X-ray line and 0  is the off-take angle of the spectrometer.
In this investigation the modified Lenard coefficient for an 
accelerating voltage of 20 Kv. was taken from a table published by
( "1 R? ^
Philibert • , The off-take angle of the spectrometer employed was 20°C.
The apparent concentrations of the silicon, calcium and iron in the 
olivine standard were calculated employing equations 1-^ f, the true 
concentration of each element being given by the chemical analysis, quoted 
in Table 15* These apparent concentrations were directly proportional to 
the measured X-ray intensities of the respective elements.
By direct comparison with these X-ray intensities of the standard 
slag, the apparent concentrations of each element in the slag of the 
magnetite specimens were determined. For example, the true concentration 
of silicon in the standard was wt#$ and the calculated apparent
composition was 7.7 wt.$, the latter corresponding to a silicon X-ray
emission of 127 counts per second. . Consequently, -the X-ray emission of 
250 c.p.s. from the magnetite specimen represented an apparent silicon 
concentration of ;
7.7 x 250 percent
127
These experimental apparent compositions of the slag bond were subsequently 
compared with a table of theoretical versus real compositions, to obtain 
the corrected slag analysis. This table of theoretical values, obtained 
by the application of the Philibert correction to the entire FeO/CaO/SiO^ 
system at y/o composition intervals, was compiled with the aid of an I.C.T. 
computer.
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A P P E N D I X  C
DETERMINATION OF REPRODUCIBILITY OF COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH MEASUREMENTS
Prior to starting the systematic determination of high temperature 
compressive strength and reduction strength , a preliminary investigation 
was conducted to establish the order of reproducibility of the results.
This entailed carrying out a series of at least six strength determinations 
on both magnetite and hematite specimens at temperatures increasing by 
steps to 600°C, The percentage standard deviation of the results from the 
respective mean was then calculated using the following standard 
relationship :
where n = number of measurements
a = mean
x ss result
O' ss standard deviation
The results of these evaluations are quoted in Table C.1., from 
which it was concluded that the accuracy of the tests was high compared with
(1 ^ i 'iQn’N
that of other investigations * c , in which similar testing techniques 
were used.
In addition, the standard deviations were determined f'rpm .six room 
temperature tests on each of the slag bonded oxides before carrying out a 
detailed study of the material. The results of these determinations
confirmed that the sensitivity of the equipment and reproducibility of the 
results did not vary measurably during the whole period of the project.
(1)
On the basis of the standard deviations determined, it was
decided to consider as significant all results that fell within 10$ of the
(148)mean. This limit was practically equivalent to that proposed by Olbert , 
according to whom all results deviating from the mean by more than three 
times the standard deviation should be rejected* If the mean standard 
deviations quoted in Table C,1* were employed in Olbert*s criterion, then the 
acceptance range would be approximately 8$.
The standard deviations were also employed to establish whether the 
room temperature strength difference of any two materials was significant 
or not, in view of the reproducibility of the technique*
(148)According to Tchehycheff’s theorem , the difference between the 
means of two sets of results is significant if it is greater than three 
times the sum of their standard deviations* Employing this criterion, it
was shown that the difference in room temperature strength of direct bonded 
hematite and magnetite was negligible, whereas the differences between 
direct bonded hematite and that containing 3% calcium ferrite or 13$ calcium 
silicate were significant* Furthermore, the measured strength decrease 
of hematite between room temperature and 240°C was significant and could 
not be attributed to experimental error.
TABLE C.1.
The percentage standard deviation from the 
mean compressive strength»
% Standard Deviation from the Mean
Material
20*0 240*0 340*0 438*0 506*0 575*0 640®0
Hematite lo7 Go7 3.5 2o5 2 o0
Hematite + 3% 
silicate slag 3*6
Hematite + 13% 
silicate slag 1.9
Hematite + 3% 
ferrite slag ■ 2ok
Hematite + 13% 
ferrite, slag 3ol
Magnetite 1.5 - 2.2 3.2 3.9 _
Magnetite + 3% 
olivine slag 2.4
Magnetite + 13% 
olivine slag 3*4
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A P P E N D I X  D
TABLES OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experimental results relating to the apparent volume changes, 
the compressive strengths and the reduction rate determinations are 
presented in the accompanying Tables
TABLE D,1,
Apparent Volume Changes- associated with the reduction
of Hematite.--
Apparent Volume Change %
Reduction 
Temperature 
•C ,
Reduction to 
Magnetite
Reduction to 
Wustite
Reduction to
Iron
525 + 25o6 <=■:
625 + 23 <.6 + 13 <>5
7^0 + 17.3 . . - .
825 + l6 • 2 + 18,0 V  13*5.
875 + 18 e8 - ■=■
903 + 19.8 + 12 • h
925 . + 23o2
955 + 21,0 ■ -
975 ■ 'v + 23o9 + 11 ©.9
1025 + 23,1 + 2*f„9
1075 ; +25,4 s + 27.1 - . / c= ,
TABLE Do2o 28.81
Apparent Volume changes associated with reduction of Hematite
containing 5$ addition of Calcium Silicate Slag
Reduction
Temperature
•c
Apparent Volume Chang© %
Reduction to Magnetite
550 + 15©2
600 + 16<,1
695 + 17 08
750 + 20 <t 1
80 k + 20 0 5
920 + 22 <*0
1010 + 2 f^©6
TABLE Do3<>
Apparent Volume changes associated with the reduction of 
Hematite containing 15$ addition of Calcium Silicate Slag
Reduction
Temperature
•C
Apparent Volume Change %
Reduction to Magnetite
550 + 10 o0
630 + 10*8
700 + 13 ©3
825 + 14*1
905 + 17 ©3
1010 + 19 ©9
; 1025 + 21«1
28.9 ►
TABLE D.4.
Apparent Volume changes associated with reduction of
Hematite containing 3% addition ©f Calcium Monoferrite
ft.
Reduction
Temperature
•c
Apparent Volume Change %
Reduction to Magnetite Reduction to Wustite
550 + 22,5
635 + l8 e6 -
730 + 17ol -
; 860 + l8o3
882 + 17*3 «n
904 - + 19*0
930 - + 19,8
994 + i8a + 20 o3
1060
tUl_'___—.....—
+ 17*4
290-
TABLE D„5o :
Apparent volume changes associated with the reduction of
Hematite containing 15% addition of Calcium Monoferrite
Reduction
Temperature
:*C-
Apparent Volume Change %
Reduction to Magnetite Reduction to Wustite
550 + 12 o 2
6k3 + 10.3 - ■' '
700 t 9*3 -
750 + 9*^ -
' 790 + 9 *6
825 + 6o3.-
900 + 6,2 ' ■ ■ c
9^5 + 6*0 + 6 .2 :•••
1000 :. V v V-V; • V+-: 6.8 + 6ol
. y  ; S ■
1055 + ■ 6.5 + 6.5
(
!
i
I
!
i
i
i
i
291-
TABLE D060
Apparent volume changes associated with reduction
of Magnetite
Reduction
Temperature
•C
Apparent Volume Change %
Reduction to Wustite Reduction. t@ Iron
725 - 3 ,6
815 + 5o2 «=• 606
900 + 6*0 - 3*5
1020 + 6*5 - 3*1
1125 + 6*3 -
1150 + 6o3 -
292-
TABLE Dc?o
Apparent volume changes associated with reduction of
magnetite with 5% addition of olivine slago
Reduction 
Temperature 
% '
Apparent Volume Change %
.Reduction to Wustite Reduction to Iron
725 - lol
750 - 0
805 - 0
910 ■ 5«>V :
oo0o+
960 + 6 »2 + 2o0
1000 + 5*2 “
1060 + 6.3 + 3*9 :
1080 + 9*9 -
1112 - + 3*0
1160 + 10.1 +  ^o 2
TABLE D.8.
Apparent volume changes associated with reduction ©if
magnetite with VJ/o addition of olivine slago
Seduction
Temperature
%
Apparent Volume Change %
Reduction to Wustite Reduction to Iron
806 0
900 “ + lo3
970 + 6,0 + 4,0
1005 + 5*4 + 4*3
1060 = + 3o9
1084 + 6o5 =
1100 + 6 oO -
1160 + ^ 6,9 -
— ______
29k:
TABLE Do9«
Apparent volume changes associated with reduction of wustite
and wustite containing 3% addition of olivine slago
Reduction
Temperature
%
Apparent Volume Change %
Wustite Wustite + 3% olivine slag
6oo - 0o6*
723 0 0*
800 - 1.8 - 0.4*
902 - -  3*9
925 - 7*4
950 - - 4 . 1
* Greater than 6 hours reduction time<>
TABLE D,10* 295-
Effect of temperature on the compressive
strength of hematite*
i Temperature
•c
Mean Compressive 
Strength Kg/mm^
Nature of Failure
20 33o8 Brittle failure
2k0 30o2 fi
3kQ 29 0 9 ti
506 28o9 it
SbO 30 *0 h
728 29o2 i»
759 26 o7 11
780 2606 it
863 22o 7 ti
888 23.8 it
910 22.1 it
9^ 20*9 ti
98A 18.6 11
1007
10^7
15o8 ,
12 08
ti
1052 . 12.2 Fracture preceded by
1092 10.k s - slight deformation (<5$)
1103 9«1 11
11^5 8 .1 it
1193 6 .8 11
1237 6 .2 it
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TABLE Do11o
Effect of reduction on the compressive strength
of hematiteo
a) Reduction of hematite to magnetite.
Reduction
Temperature
•c
Mean Compressive 
Strength Kg/mm^ Nature of Failure
530 2 o 9 Brittle failure => 
specimen powdered
627 4.2 U
720 4.8 11
773 5 o 7 «
832 5 o 5 m
917 4.8 Fracture preceded by- 
moderate deformation
1016 10 6 (<5%)» Specimen did
not powder.
1067 ; 1.2 i fl
TABLE Do11oi
297.
Effect of reduction on the compressive strength
of hematite®
b) Reduction of hematite to wustite.
Reduction
Temperature
•c
Mean Compressive 
Strength Kg/mm^ Nature of Failure
825 1.9 3% plastic deformation
900 0 .8 tt
960 0.4 n '
I 1045 0 .3 11
TABLE D011o
c) Reduction of hematite to iron
Reduction 
; Temperature 
•C
Mean Compressive 
Strength Kg/mm^ Nature of Failure
550 1.1 , y/o plastic deformation
625 0.7 11
900 0 it
TABLE Do 12
Effect of temperature on the compressive strength, of hematite
containing 3$ addition of calcium silicate slag®
Temperature
•c
Mean Compressive 
Strength
Nature of Failure
20 30o6 Brittle failure
289 30*6 tt
348 32o0 tt
333 32»2 tt
610 30*1 tt
703 30o3 »t
748 28 o7 if
793 22o9 Fracture preceded by 
slight deformation
895 15.1 «5%)
975 10*4 t»
1030 6*7 ft
IO83 4*1 **
1164 0*9 tt
1223 0*1 tt
299-
TABLE Do 13.
Effect of reduction on the compressive strength ©f hematite
containing 3$ addition of calcium silicate slag*
Reduction o f hematite to  magnetite
Reduction
Temperature
•c
Strength Kg/mm^
Nature o f F a ilu re
543 6*5 B r i t t le  fa i lu re  -  
specimen powdered
600 9.1 tt
705 15.1 tt
750 10*3 tt
800 4.6 Fracture preceded 
by moderate deform­
894 4.3 a tio n  (<3%). 
Specimen d id  not
1008 0.7 powder.
1030 0.3 tt
300.
TABLE D„14o
Effect of temperature on the compressive strength of hematite
containing 13# addition of calcium silicate slago
Temperature
•c
Mean Compressive 
Strength Kg/mm^
Nature o f F a ilu re
20 39 08 B r i t t le  F a ilu re
323 37*6 tt
534 38.0 it
740 35.8 tt
830 30*6 tt
923 22*8 it
943 19.1 tt
990 16*3 Fracture preceded 
by s l ig h t  deform-
1020 12*6 a tio n  (<5#)
1070 6.2 tt
1100 2*1 it
1133 1.5 tt
1180 0*2 it
301 ^
TABLE Do15o
Effect of reduction on the compressive strength of hematite
containing 13# addition of calcium silicate slag*
Reduction o f hematite to  magnetite.
Reduction
Temperature
®C
Mean Compressive 
Strength
Nature o f F a ilu re
550 l4o5 B r i t t le  fa i lu re  •»
specimen d id not
630 14*9 powder0
705 16o7 w
812 12.8 tt
905 4o7 Fracture preceded
by moderate deform^
1008 1.4 a tio n  (<5# ) .
Specimen d id  not
1025 10 2 , powder*
302.-
TABLE D o16 o
Effect of temperature on the compressive strength of hematite
containing 3% addition of calcium mon©ferrit®o
-*
Temperature
1
Mean Compressive 
Strength Kg/mm^
Nature o f F a ilu re
20
:1
29o6 B r i t t le  fa i lu re
312 29ol H
308 26.if It
603 29.8 It
697 30.0 n
743 29.2 ti
773 2606 11
812 23 0 4
'
F racture preceded 
by s lig h t  deform-^
883 17o9 a tio ii i<3%)
980 17 o3 11
1028 12o8 ii
1084 9 °7 Fracture preceded 
by moderate deform^
1125 60I a tio a  (<3$)0 
Specimen d id  not
1170 104 d is in te g ra te 0
TABLE Do1?o
305.-
Effect of reduction on the compressive strength of hematite
containing y/a addition of calcium monoferrite o
a) Reduction o f hematite to magnetite®
Reduction
Temperature
•c
Mean Compressive 
Strength Kg/mm^
Nature o f  F a ilu re
550 3.7 B r i t t le  fa i lu re  -
specimen powdered®
6ky 5o6 tt
70S 5o2 tt
760 ^ 3 tt
820 3.9 Fracture preceded by 
moderate deformation
900 2o3 Specimen d id  
not powder®
1005 201 tt
1060 3.5 3% p la s t ic  deformation®
b) Reduction o f hematite to wustite®
Reduction Mean Compressive Nature o f F a ilu re
Temperature
•c
Strength Kg/mm^
820 2o l 3% p la s t ic  deformation
932 loO tt
1005 0.9 tt
1090 0®*f tt
TABLE D0I80
Effect of temperature on the compressive strength ©f
hematite containing 13% addition of calcium monoferriteo
Temperature
•c
Mean Compressive 
Strength Kg/mm^
Nature o f F a ilu re
20 3 2 . 9 B r i t t le  fa i lw ®
320 31d tt
4 7 3 3 0 o 9  . N
625 3 1 0 7 «
7 9 9 3 2 „ 0
If
8 9 9  ' 2 9 o 7 Fracture preceded by 
moderate deformation
9 4 4 32o2 «3%)
1002 29o4 3% p la s t ic  deformation
, 1060 2 5 o 3 n
1 1 0 5 20o6 tt
1 1 4 6 13.7 s ii
1196 6 ® 7 rt
1210 1 0 4 if
TABLE D019o'
305-
Effect of reduction on the ©ompressiY® strength of hematite
containing l^P/o addition of calcium mono ferrite <>
a.) Reduction o f hematite to  magnetit®o
Reduction
Temperature
•c
Strength Kg/mss^
Natur® o f F a ilu re
561 *■14.9' B r i t t le - fa i lu r e  -  
specimen?powdered.
595 15*7
660 15 «5 n
705 l4 05 Fracture preceded by 
m odera te .d iftrm ation
750 13o0 (<5% )i-Specimen d id
not powdere
821 16a 5$ p la s t ic  deformation
900 ■15*9 it
946 •. - 15*1 . tt
1005 12 0 2 . M .
1050 9o9 It
b) Reduction o f hematite to  wustit®»
Reduction
Temperature
•c
Mean Compress!y@ 
S trength Kg/mm2
Nature o f F a ilu re
848 4*2 5% p la s t ic  deform ation0
904 2o5 tt
1000 ; 1*9 tt
1052 lo2 it -
306-
TABLE D«20«
Effect of temperature on the compressive strength
of magnetiteo
Temperature
•c...
Mean Compressive 
Strength Kg/mm^
Nature of Failure
. \ 20 : 32 0 7 Brittle failure
337 31o4 it
438 3io3 M
573 30 o2 II
666 29 08 It
731 24o3 II
813 20o6 tt
824 I606 It
880 12 0 7 t?
909 13.0 Fracture preceded by 
moderate deformation
920 6.8 {<5%)
1003 7o2 tt
1037 5o5 u
1098 3o7 11
1140 3»3 tt
1202 2.2 11
TABLE Do21o
Effect of reduction on the compressive strength of magnetite
a.) Reduction of magnetite to wustite
r"----------------------
Reduction
Temperature
•C
Testing
Temperature
•c
Mean Compressive 
Strength Kg/mm^
Nature of Failure
925 20 7o3 Brittle Failure
925 580 13® 8 Fracture preceded 
by moderate 
deformation (<5$>)
925 64o 11®? 3% plastic deform­
ation
925 706 9®0 it
925 748 80I tt
925 762 7.1 t!
925 805 4o0 »
820 820 3*4 It
925 925 . 2*2 ■ tt
1012 1012 1.0 tt
1110 1110 > 0.7 tt
1168 1168 Ooll tt
b) Reduction of Magnetite to Iron
Reduction
Temperature
•c
Mean Compressive 
Strength Kg/mm^
Nature of Failure
640 0*8 5% plastic deformation
725 0«4
tt
. 830 0o2 tt
TABLE Do22o 308^
Effect of temperature 0x1 the compressive strength of
magnetite containing 3% addition of olivine slago
Temperature
•G
Mean Compressive 
Strength Kg/rara^
Nature of Failure
20 33*3 Brittle failure
220 31o0 it
328 31o4 tt
403 310 2 n
324 31o3 ft
610 32<>4 tt
703 30*4 tt
743 30o8 Slight yield of
fracture load
813 25o2 tt .
838 17 06 tt
903 13o3 it
948 9ol Fracture preceded
by slight deform­
1019 3o9 ation (<5%)
1038 2o3 «
1138 0 o2 tt
TABLE Da23o
309.
Effect of reduction on the compressive strength of magnetite
containing 3% addition of olivine slag.
a) Reduction of magnetite to wustite0
Reduction
Temperature
®C
Testing
Temperature
®C
Mean Compressive 
Strength Kg/ram^
Nature of Failure
9 2 3 20 1 3  o O Brittle failure
- 9 2 3 603 16 Fracture preceded 
by moderate 
deformation (<3%)
9 2 3 6 3 5 1 6 „ 4
tt
9 2 3 7 2 9 1 2 o 9 3% plastic deform­
ation^
9 2 5 7 9 2 9 o 3
tt
9 2 3 8 5 7 4e7 tt
9 3 5 9 3 5 2 © 9
t i
9 7 0 9 7 0 2 a 3
tt
1 0 1 3 1013 1 . 3 IS
1 0 7 3 1 0 7 3 0o6 tt
1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 0 o 3
b) Reduction of magnetite to iron
r 1 .......
Reduction
Temperature
•c
Mean Compressive 
Strength Kg/mm^
Nature of Failure
5 5 5 1*2 * 3% plastic deformation
660 loO * tt
7 2 5 0 * 3
tt
810 0 , 3 tt
900 0 tt
1010 0 tt
* Reduction time longer than 6 hours
310..
TABLE D.24.
Effect of temperature on the compressive strength of
magnetite containing 13% addition of olivine slag.
Temperature
•C
Mean Compressive 
Strength Kg/mm^
Nature of Failure
20 35.* Brittle failure
330 32.9 »
412 33.1 *»
495 32.* II
703 30.7 H
748 29.1 If
803 27.3 ft
855 18.7 Slight yield of 
fracture load
900 12.6 n
938 11.3 Fracture preceded 
by moderate deforms
1025 4.2 ation (<3&)
1070 1 .2 ti
TABLE Do25o
311 ►
Effect of reduction on the compressive strength of
magnetite containing 15% addition of olivine slag.
a) Reduction of magnetite to wustite*
Reduction 
Temperature .
®c
Testing
Temperature
Mean Compressive 
Strength Kg/mrn^
Nature of 
Failure
970 635 14*4 Fracture preceded 
by moderate 
deformation (<5%)
970 695; l40X 3% plastic deform- 
at ion
970 802 12 ©X »»
970 828 XloO it
970 885 6*0 n
970 9361 5o5 tt
970 970 4*7 ' 18
1009 1009 2*8 tt
1034 1034 1*6 tt
1088 1088 0*7 tt
b) Reduction of magnetite to iron.
Reduction
Temperature
®c
Testing
Temperature
®c
Mean Compressive 
Strength Kg/mm^
Nature of 
Failure
800 * 714 2*6 3% plastic deform- 
at ion
803 * 803 1©4
896 896 0®7 tt .
1000 1000 0*3 tt
* Reduction time longer than 6 hours.
312-
TABLE D„26o
Effect of temperature on the compressive strength
of wustite
Temperature
•c
Mean Compressive 
Strength Kg/nan^
Nature of Failure
20 39,0 Brittle failure
581 >36*0 3% plastic deform­
ation
653 32 el tt
722 27,5 tt
760 23-0 tt
800 16*4 tt
823 13*4 tt
879 6*3 it
895 4*9 tt
933 3*0 tt
943 2*6 tt
1008 3.09 tt
1025 1,3 tt
1054 1*2 tt
313-
TABLE Do27<>
Effect of reduction on the compressive strength
of wustite
Reduction to iron
Reduction
Temperature
•c
Mean Compressive 
Strength Kg/mm^
Nature of Failure
650 0.9  * plastic deformation
733 0.6 * tt
811 0.2 tt
905 0 tt
* Reduction time longer than 6 hoars
TABLE Do280 314,.
Effect of temperature on the compressive strength 
of wustite containing 3% addition of olivine slag©
Temperature
•c -
Mean Compressive 
Strength Kg/mm2
Nature of Failure
20 37.0 Brittle failure
590 39.5 Fracture preceded 
by moderate deform­
ation (<3$>)
755 27.4 3% plastic deform­
ation
798 23.8 tt
828 19.5 If
886 9 A ft
9*f8 k<>2 ft
1001 2©1 «
1032 1„0 ft
TABLE D0 29
Effect of reduction on the compressive strength 
of wustite containing 3% addition of olivine slag©
Reduction to iron©
Reduction.
Temperature
•c
Mean Compressive 
Strength Kg/mm^
Nature of Failure
693 1.5 * 3# plastic deform­
ation
787 l o l  * tt
883 0©7 it
950 0 it
* Reduction time longer than 6 hours
TABLE Do30o 315*
Effect of temperature on the compressive strength
of calcium silicate slag.
Temperature
•c
Mean Compressive 
Strength Kg/mm^
Nature of Failure
20 40.7 Brittle failure
320 39.9 tt
715 39.1. M
843 29.8 tt
980 17 o4 it
1050
1200
8.3
1.5
Fracture preceded by- 
slight. deformation 
«%) *
TABLE D.31. .
Effect of temperature on the compressive strength 
of calcium monoferrite.
Temperature
•c
Mean Compressive 
Strength Kg/mm^
Nature of Failure
20 >41.1 0 .10$ plastic deform­
312 >41.1
ation at 4l.l Kg/mm2
503 >41.1
tt
794 >37.6 0.31$ plastic deform­
ation at 37.6 Kg/mm^
926 34.2 \ 5$ plastic deformation
965 2 8 .1
tt
1006 23.0 tt
1095 11.0
tt
1116 ! 7.2 tt
1145 i 3.4 it
316..
TABLE D„32
Effect of temperature on the compressive strength
of olivine slag.
Temperature
•c
Mean Compressive 
strength Kg/mm2
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -— *,
Mature ©f Failure
20 3 9 o 5 Brittle failure
488 40.0 tt
692 37oO ii
763 34.9 it
848 26 .1 ti
934 17*2 Fracture preceded by- 
slight deformationit
1006 4.2 Fracture preceded by 
moderate deformation
1049 0.6 {<%)
317.
TABLE D„ 33*
Reduction ©f Hematite
Time (min„)
% Redueti@m
1000*0 730 °C 530®C
10 ' 12.0 7.6 1,0
20 27o0 16 ,0 ■4.3
30 38o2 20,4 9.1
4o 48.0 23.3 11,7
30 37 oO 30,8 14,3
; 60 64.5 33.6 17.6
70 71.6 40,1 20.2
80 76.6 44,1 22.2
90 81.3 47.9 25.1
100 83.1 51.4 27.7
110 88o9 54,9 28,6
120 91.3 57.7 32.1
130 93.6 60 »6 3 ^ . 2 .
i4o 93.4 62,3 36.6
130 96.7 66,0 38.3
160 97.4 67.O 39.9
170 97.7 70,3 42.0
180 97.9 72.5 43.9
190 98 .0 74,7 45.4
200 76.3 46*2
210 78.1 48.3
220 _ 79.9 49.0
230 s 81,6 51.3
240 82,9 52.9
230 - 84,3 54.1
260 83.3 56.0
280 — 87.7 57.8
300 89,6 60.1
320 — 90,6 62.1
318.
TABLE D.34.
Reduction ©f Hematite containing 3% addition
of calcium silicate slag.
Time (min.)
% Reddctiea
1000*0 750*0 550*0
10 16.9 8.3 1.2
20 30.7 16.9 4.5
30 42.1 21.0 7.4
4o 52.1 26.2 9.9
50 61.1 30.9 12*6
60 69.1 35.2 l6 .1
70 . 75.2 39.0 18*1
80 80.9 43.3 20.7
90 85.5 47.4 13.7
100 89.4 50.4 25.6
110 92.5 53.6 28.2
120 94.8 56.9 30.6
130 95.7 59.8 32.9
140 96,1 61.6 35.2
130 97.5 64.6 38.3
160 97.2 67.2 39.9
170 97.2 69.5 42.0
180 97.3 72.0 44.0
190 97.4 76.0 45.6
200 97.5 76.0 47.7
210 - 77.6 49.2
220 - 79.2 50.6
230 - 81.0 52.8
240 — 82.4 53.6
250 - . 84.1 55.6
260 - 85.2 57.0
280 — 87.7 59.8
300 - 89.5 62.3
320 — 91.4 64.5
I
/319.
TABLE Do35.
Reduction of Hematite containing 13$ additiem
of calcium silicate slag.
Time (min*)
% Redmctiem
1000*0 750*0 550*0
10 llo9 5.2 ■ 0.3
20 23o9 9.6 1*0
30 36.4 13.6 2*6
-4o 43.5 17.5 4*7
30 51.3 21*0 6*9
60 58.5 24*2 9.3
70 65.0 27.7 11*3
80 70.5 30.8 13.3
90 75.4 33.6 15.2
100 79.8 36*6 17.1
110 83.5 39.2 18*4
120 86*3 41.9 20.9
130 89.2 44*4 22*4
140 91.2 46.6 24*0
150 92*4 48*8 25*6
160 94.0 51.2 27.2
170 94o6 53.1 28*6
180 95.3 54.8 30.1
190 96.0 57.0 31.5
200 96.3 59.4 33.1
210 - 60*5 34*1
220 - 62*6 35.2
230 - 65.1 35.9
240 - 66*7 37.5
260 - 70.1 39.9
280 — 73.0 42*1
300 — 75.9 43*8
320 - 78.0 45*6
340 - 80*2 46 *4
360 - 82.1 49.1
380 - 84.0 50*1
400 - 85.2 51.9
TABLE D»36t
Reduction of Hematite containing 5$ addition
©f calcium ferrite slag.
Time (min.)
% Reductiea
1000°C 750°C 550®G
10 .16.2 8.3 ‘'’2.2 ' :
20 2*4.1 15«0 7*6
30 35.5 22.1 10.7
*K> *43.3 25*3 12.7
50 50.*4 30.6 1*4.6
60 56.9 36.0 16*8
70 62,1 *40.3 18.3
80 67.*4 *4*4.9 20.0
90 69.9 *48.9 21.6
100 75 0*4 32.6 23 o2
110 79.9 56.5 2*4.8
120 82.1 60.0 26.3
130 8*4,2 62.7 27.9
1*40 86.7 63.9 29*5
150 89.O 68.3 31*0,
160 90.7 71*1 ■32. &
170 91.1 73*2 33**4
180 91.9 75.2 3*4.8
190 92.*4 77*1 35*3
200 92.9 78.3 36.6
210 93.2 80**4 38.1
220 93**4 81.9 *40.0
230 93.6 85*3 . *40.*4
2*f0 9*4.1 8*4.8 *41.7
230 9*4.*4 83*6 *43*2
260 95.0 86.3 *43*7
270 95.2 87*5 *45*1
280 95.*4 • *46.3
290 - *48.0
300 - - *48.9
320 - 50.3
3*40 - - 32.6
360 - -» 5*4.0
380 — 56.0
321.
TABLE D.37.
Reduction ©£ Hematite containing 15% addition
of calcium ferrite slag.
■ ...... — -.. . ... — --------- -----
Time (min.)
% Reduction
1000*0
■
750*0 550*0
10 11.5 7.6 1*6
20 2*4.2 1*4.0 3.9
30 36.7 19.6 S:
*40 *46.5 25.0 ■ 18*0
50 55.3 29.5 11.1
60 62.0 3*4.0 12.8
70 67.0 38.1 15.9
80 7*4.6 *41.9 18.1
90 75.6 *45.6 20.3
100 78.5 *48.6 22.0
110 81.1 52.0 2*4.3
120 83.O 56.8 26.0
130 85.0 . 57.0 29.*4
1*40 86.5 59.8 29.9
150 87.6 62.3 31*2
160 89.O 6*4.6 32.9
170 89.1 66.3 3*4.2
180 89.6 68.*4 35.6
190 90.2 70.2 37*0
200 90.6 71.9 38.X
210 90.9 7*4.1 39.5
220 - 75.1 *40.*4
230 - 77.2 *41.9
2*40 - 78.0 *43.1
5 250 - . 79.5 *4*4.2
260 — 80.6 *45.1
280 - . *47.2
300 - - *48.6
320 - - 51.0
3*40 - - 52.*4
360 — - 53.8 '
380 mm 55.5
TABLE D.38.
Reduction of Magnetite
Time (min«)
% Reduction
1000*0 750*0 550*0
10 6.5 2 .0 -2.*4
20 15.8 6.3 .5 .8
30 23.1 10.9 -6.7
*40 30.3 15 .8 8.7
50 37.2 18.8 10.7
60 *42.0 2*4.8 11.8
70 *46.8 29.*4 12.3
80 51 .6 33.8 1*4.6
90 55.2 38 .0 15.9
100 59.0 *41.8 17.0
110 62.0 *4*4.1 18.7
120 65 .6 *47.*4 19.3
130 68.5 50.8 20 .2
1*40 71.3 53.8 21.3
150 7*4.0 57.1 22.0
160 76.5 58.5 22.8
170 78.5 63.3 23.6
180 80.6 63.8 26 .8
190 82.5 66 .1 25.1
200 8*4.1 68 .1 . 26 .1
210 85 .9 70.1 26.9
220 87 .3 7 2 .2 27.5
230 88.7 7*4.1 . 2 8 .1
2*40 90 .1 76.1 28.9
230 91.2 76.8 29.*4
260 92 .2 79.5 30 .0
280 9*4.0 82 .1 30.7
300 95.2 8*4.5 31 .8
320 - 87.1 32.5
3*40 - 89 .2 33.8
360 - 90.9 3*4.8
380 - 92.9 35.9
*400 - 93.2 36.7
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TABLE D.39.
Reduction ©f Magnetite containing 3 %  addition
©f Olivine Slag
Time (m in .)
% Reducti©n
1000*0 750*0 550*0
10 *4.7 0.9 0 .1
20 10.1 2*3 0.7
30 1*4.3 3e*4 1 .2
*40 18.6 *4.6 1 .8
30 22.7 5.8 2.7
60 26.3 6.9 3.6
70 31.6 8 .2 *4.5
80 36 .2 9.8 5.5
90 *40.0 11 .2 6.3
100 *f5.3 12.5 7.2
110 *49.0 13.7 80I
120 53.*4 15.0 8.7
130 59.3 16 .2 9.*4
1*40 61 .2 17 .6 10 .2
150 66.0 18.7 10.9
160 68.8 19.9 11.6
> 170 72 .0 21 .*f 12.*4
180 75.1 22 .2 13«2
190 77.5 23.7 13.9
200 79.7 26*5 1*4.5
210 82 .3 25 .2 15.5
220 8*4.5 26.6 16.3
230 85.8 27.1 l 6 .8
2*40 87 .6 28 .2 17.6
250 88.7 29.3 18.*4
260 89.9 30 .2 1808
280 91.3 32.3 20 .0
300 92 .1 3*4.2 21 .1
320 - 3 6 .0 22 .1
3*40 - 3 8 '® v;' ' 23o2
360 - 39.8 2*4.1
380 *43.0 25.0
*400 — *43.6 25.9
TABLE Do40.
324.
Reduction ©f Magnetite containing 15$ addition
@f Olivine Slag
Time (m in .)
% Redmotiem
1000*0 750*0 350*0
10 0.7 1 .2 0.4
20 4.1 2,7 1.1
30 7,4 4,1 1.9
40 10.2 5.0 2.7
50 15.3 ,6,3 3.6
60 20 .1 7,1 4.3
70 25.3 8 .1 4.7
80 29.4 9.0 5.5
90 33,8 10 ,2 5.9
100 3808 12.0 6 .2
110 43.5 12.3 7.1
120 46.6 13.9 7.5
130 50.5 14.2 8 .1
140 53.7 15*7 8.5
150 57,0 16 .2 9.0
160 60.6 17.1 9.2
170 64.0 18.3 9.9
180 66.6 19.4 10 .2
190 69,4 20.4 10.5
200 72 ,1 21 .2 110 2
210 74,2 22.0 11,9
220 76 .6 22.9 12.3
230 78.4 24.0 12.6
240 80.4 24.9 12.9
250 8 2 .2 23,8 13 ©X
260 84.1 26.7 13.4
280 86.8 28 .2 14.3
300 89,4 29.8 15.0
320 91,2 31.4 15.5
340 92.9 32.9 16.4
360 93,5 34.6 17.1
380 - 33 06 17.5
400 — 37.2 18.0
325 -
TABLE D.41„
Reduction ©f Wustit®
% Reduction
j..
Time (min*) I
I
I 1000*C
I
750 ®C
10 7*9
20 17*5 1*3
30 26 oO 2.3
40 33*7 3*9
50 40*5 6*0
6o 47*1 8 .9
70 52*0 11*8
80 57*4 15*3
90 61*9 18 *0
100 65*9 20*7
110 69*6 23*6
120 73*1 26*2
130 76.2 29 oO
140 79*1 31*7
150 81*9 34*6
160 84.1 3606
170 86.4 39*1
180 88 .5 42*0
190 90*1 43*5
200 92.4 45*4
210 93*1 47*3
220 94.9 • 49*2:
230 96*2 50*1
240 97.0 52*7
250 - 54*9
260 - 5606
280 - 59 *6
300 - 62*9
320 - 65*6
340 - 68*0
360 - 69*7
38O 72*1
326.,
TABLE D„ 42.
Reduction ©f Wustite containing jj$> addition
©f Olivine Slag
Time (min.)
% Reduction
1000*0 750*0
10 5o5 0.3
20 11.6 1.0
30 -  17*3 1.4
40 19*4 4.0
50 30.3 4.3
60 35.6 7.1
70 40o8 9.0
80 46.4 10.8
90 51.1 13.1
100 56.2 15.0
110 60.1 17.2
120 64.4 19 *0
130 68.3 21.1
140 72 oO 22.9
150 75.2 24.9
160 78 ol 2608
170 80.3 29.8
180 82.7 30.7
190 84.7 32.3
200 86.6 34.1
210 88.1 35.7
220 89.6 37.8
230 90.7 39.5
240 92.0 4l.l
250 93.4 43.0
260 94.2 45.1^-
280 - 47.2
300 50.3
320 - 53.3
340 55.7
360 - 58.4
380 60.7
327
TABLE VA3°
Reduction of Calcium Silicate Base Slag
■ ■
. '
Time (min0)
% Redueties
1000*C 730®C 330®G
10
1 . .•
18 oO 7o6
•«r
loO
20 2806 10ol 2 ol
30 36o2 14*2 3©2
4o 42 oO 18 o7 ■ 401
30 47 <>7 21o0 3o2
60 53*3 23 ©2 6©0
70 37.0 23©6 6o9
80 6I 0O 28*9 7©7
90 6404 31©0 8o9
100 67o7 34oO 9©7
110 70 o3 33 ©7 10o6
120 77<>8 380O U 06
130 73 ol 39 ©6 12©1
140 77 ol 4 l 0? 13 ©o
150 80 oO 42 ©8 l 4 o0
160 8I 06 45 ©2 14o9
170 83o2 46 e l 13 ©8
180 84ol 47 08 160 4
190 84o6 30©4 17ol
200 86<>0 30©9 17 ©6
210 88 ol 52 ©1 18 o3
220 88 o3 33 © 5 19 ©0
230 88o9 33 ©0 19 ©6
240 89o3 36©4 20 ©I
230 90o2 37©2 20 08
260 90 06 39 ©0 21o4
280 9 1 d 61 ©7 22o3
300 - 6401 23©3
320 - 66 ©2 24g8
340 68©4 25©6
360 - 70o9 26 «7
380 73©X 27 ©5
— j
328.
TABLE D.44.
Reducti©n @f Cal@ium Ferrite Slag
% Reducti@m
Time (min.)
1000*0 750*0 550 ®C
10 v 17 c 3 10® 4 ' lo4
20 27 oO 17*1 ■•■'3.5
30 36 a 3 23 oO 5o6
40 42.9 27*7 ■Sol
50 46.9* 31 «7 10 .1
60 32.9 33.3 . 116 9
70 37-0 37.4 13 06
80 61.6 42.0 15 ©I
90 64.3 42® 9 16-06
100 67 08 46«4 17 08
110 70.6 48.0 19rfi
120 73*6 50.3 20.4
130 75*8 52o7 21.5
140 77*7 54.5 22.7
150 80.0 56*5 23*9
160 81.7 ....... 5 7 o 7 .- 25 0O
170 83*1 59 oO 25 o?
180 85*0 60.7 26.7
190 86.1 61.9 27 o5
200 88.3 63*0 28.3
210 88.9 64.4 29 oO
220 90.1 65*2 3O0O
230 91*3 66.8 30.8
240 92.1 s 67o5 31o6
250 22.9 68.6 37 *5
260 93*9 69 o5 33o0
280 95*1 71ol 34.1
300 - 77 «5 35® 4
320 - 73*3 36.6
340 - 74.2 38 oO
360 ” 75ol 39a
380 ! — 76.1 40.2
329.
TABLE Do 45.
Reduction ®f OXivim® Slag
Time (mine)
% Reduction
1000°c 750®G 550 ®c
10 2o8 0 N® measurable
20 4o6 reductien
30 6.4
40 8.2 ■ —
50 8.9 0.5 **
60 10.2 =.
70 11.9 —
80 13.4 CO
90 16.1 — tt
100 17.1 1.8 ,
110 17.6 <=»
120 19.0
130 20.3 =. tt
140 22.2
150 23.0
160 24.1 ■ «=
170 25.6 ft
180 27.1 ■=
190 28.0
200 29.4 -
210 30.3 «=> tt
220 31.9
230 32.8 *=»
240 33*9
250 35.1 4.9 tt
260 36.2 =»
280 38.0
■ 300 39.6
320 41.7 => fi .
340 43.0
360 44.7 =
380 46.6 - tt
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Structural changes accompanying the reduction 
of polycrystalline haematite
H. Brill-Edwards, Dip. Tech., B. L. Daniell, Ph.D., F.I.M., and 
R. L. Samuel, Ing.Chim., F.I.M., M .I.M .M ., MJnst.W.
IN T R O D U C T IO N
i n  a d d i t i o n  to the well established lattice changes accom­
panying the reduction of iron oxides,1-5 many investiga­
tors1*6-10 have reported significant structural changes on 
both macroscopic and microscopic scales. The results of 
these investigations indicate clearly that the observed 
changes, mainly in apparent volume and porosity, are a 
function of the original oxide, the reducing medium and the 
reduction step involved. In certain materials the changes 
are of sufficient magnitude to cause a significant decrease 
in the strength of the oxide during reduction.
Reliable data is now available concerning such structural 
changes in pure haematite and magnetite crystals, as a 
result of the extensive work carried out by Edstrom.1*6 The 
work of Olsson7 and Uggla and Ilmoni8 has thrown some 
fight on some of the changes occurring in natural ores and 
pellets. However, little information appears to exist relating 
to similar reductions in pure poly crystalline oxides of iron, 
in which it may be assumed that the results of the above 
investigations are modified by the direct bonding of haema­
tite grains and the absence of slag phases.
Although the full investigation will involve a study of the 
strength and structural changes accompanying the reduc­
tion of the three stable oxides of iron with and without 
slag phases present, only results relating to the structural 
changes of haematite pellets are quoted in this paper. 
However, the results of the full investigation will be re­
quired before the relative merits of each oxide for use under 
specific blast furnace conditions can be assessed. The recent 
introduction of high-purity pellets into blast furnace prac­
tice has increased the need for comparative data of this 
sort, and was largely responsible for this investigation 
being undertaken.
E X P E R IM E N T A L  
Production of sp ec im en s
Natural ferric oxide, the analysis of which is shown in 
Table I, was used for the preparation of specimens. X-ray 
analysis results indicated that this oxide was the hexagonal 
a modification of haematite, and confirmed that no erystal- 
lographic changes accompanied the sintering process.
The results of preliminary experiments indicated that 
equal weight percentages of 200-240 and —350 mesh 
powder, and a compacting pressure of 30 tons/in2, produced 
specimens having maximum green and sintered densities. 
The green pellets were produced in a fin  diameter double- 
acting die, and subsequently sintered in oxygen at 1400°C 
for 40 h to establish a stable grain size and a reduction in 
porosity from 22-7% to 12-3%.
M anuscrip t received 12 A ugust 1964.
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S Y N O P S I S
The structural changes accompanying the isothermal reduction 
of haematite pellets have been studied in the temperature range 
400-1100°C. Reduction has been conducted in hydrogen/steam 
atmospheres on dense polycrystalline specimens produced by 
sintering a fine powder of the natural oxide. Both quantitative 
and qualitative results are quoted, relating to the changes in 
apparent volume, porosity, and microstructure occurring 
during the reduction to magnetite and wiistite. Mechanisms 
have been proposed to explain the temperature dependence of 
these changes, with particular reference to the haematite/ 
magnetite reduction. 2489
The pore and grain size of the sintered specimens were 
measured microscopically and are quoted in Table II. The 
true and apparent specific gravities, also quotedinTable II, 
were determined in a pycrometer (B.S.733) employing ^SSO 
mesh powder. The apparent densities and porosities of the 
specimens were calculated from these specific gravity values 
and the specimen dimensions measured with a micrometer 
on the uniformly ground specimens.
Preparation of sp ec im en s for m icroscop ic exam ination
As reported by many earlier investigators, h 11*12 difficulty 
can be experienced in preparing iron oxides for microscopic 
examination; in particular those produced by the reduction 
of higher oxides. Acceptable results can, however, be 
achieved, providing that the specimens are vacuum impreg­
nated with an epoxy resin, slit on a diamond wheel, and 
subsequently polished on 6 pm, 1 pm, and J pm diamond 
laps. It proved essential to omit polishing on coarse fixed 
abrasives such as silicon carbide papers, since these tore 
grains from the surface, giving a false impression of the 
pore structure.
Haematite, magnetite, and iron were readily identified 
in the polished sections because of their marked difference 
in reflectivity. However, wiistite and magnetite could only 
be distinguished after chemically etching in either 5% 
aqueous hydrofluoric acid, or 5% acidified stannous chloride 
solution.
Chemical etching of sintered ferric oxide proved imprac­
ticable, and consequently vacuum thermal etching had to 
be employed to reveal the grain network. The high vapour 
pressure of this oxide at low temperatures enabled the grain 
structure to be seen after holding the specimen at 1000°C 
in a vacuum of 10-5 torr for 1 h.
Reduction apparatus and procedure
Reduction was carried out in a horizontal tube furnace, 
heated by silicon carbide elements and automatically 
temperature controlled by an electronic regulator. The
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T A B L E  I C hem ical an a lysis o f ferric ox id e
wt-%
S'©2®3 98-95
Fe 69-3
A120 8 0-20
SiOa 0-30
T i0 2 0-28
MnO 0-17
IV h , 0-011
N a 20 0-08
K aO 0-01
BaO, CaO, PbO , NiO , CuO, MgO 
Zno, CoO N il
T A B L E  II Pore and grain s iz e  o f sintered sp ec im en s
P ro p e rty
Specific
g rav ity
G rain and  
P orosity , P ore  size, partic le  size, 
% m m  m m
Before sin tering 5-20 22-7 .. .  50% =  0-076-0-060 
6 0 % = - 0 - 0 4
A fter sin tering 5-21 12-3 0-030 0-060
specimen temperature was measured by a separate Pt-13%  
Rh/Pt thermocouple placed in the reduction tube adjacent 
to the specimen.
The hydrogen and steam required for a particular reduc­
tion step1*13 were diluted with argon and introduced at one 
end of the reduction tube, while the excess gases and steam 
were removed from the other end so as to maintain a con­
stant reduction pressure of one atmosphere. The hydrogen 
and argon were metered independently at room temperature 
and then preheated to 120°C before entering the tube, 
whereas the steam was preheated before metering to avoid 
condensation in the flowmeter. The overall gas flowrate was 
maintained at 3000 cm3/min by adjustment of the argon 
flow.
As preliminary results indicated that the rate of reduction 
influenced the magnitude of the structural changes, a con­
stant rate was employed for those experiments in which 
quantitative results were being determined. An arbitrary 
time of 6 h for complete reduction of a 3-0 g specimen was 
selected and employed for both the reduction to magnetite 
and wiistite at all temperatures. This constant rate was 
estabhshed by adjustment of the hydrogen/steam ratios 
within the permissible range for the step concerned. Some 
specimens were partially reduced at more rapid rates by 
employing higher hydrogen/steam ratios than those in the 
constant rate experiments. However, the results of this 
series of experiments have not been used in establishing 
quantitative relationships. The former tests are referred to
1 Sintered haematite in vacuum thermal etched condition
X 120
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2 Haematite fully reduced to magnetite at 500°C X 120
below as the slow reduction experiments and the latter as 
the rapid reductions.
The reduction cycle involved heating the specimen to the 
reduction temperature in air at 10 degC/min, and holding 
at this temperature for 30 min before introducing the re­
ducing gases. After the reduction period, the tube was 
purged and furnace cooled in an argon atmosphere.
Subsequent to reduction, the specimens were weighed 
and subjected to X-ray analysis and microscopic examina­
tion, to confirm whether the correct degree of reduction 
had been achieved*. The latter method proved most reliable 
as it enabled minute traces of unreduced oxide to be de­
tected, and the entire specimen cross-section to be examined.
R E S U L T S
Figure 1 shows the sintered ferric oxide in the 'etched con^- 
dition. The structures resulting from complete and partial 
reduction to magnetite are shown in Figs.2-16 and those 
resulting from reduction to wiistite in Figs. 17-18. The 
apparent volume changes associated with the reduction of 
haematite to magnetite and wiistite are quoted in Tables 
III and IV respectively and shown graphically in Fig.20.
R eduction of haem atite to  m agnetite
The results of this investigation indicate that the nature of 
the interface, the apparent volume expansion, the cracking 
and the porosity induced by reduction are related to the 
processing temperature.
Nature of interface
Figs.5-8 show how the morphology of the magnetite formed
3 Haematite fully reduced to magnetite at 700°C X 120
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4 Haematite fully reduced to magnetite at 1 000°C x  120
during reduction changes as the reduction temperature is 
raised from 500-1000°C. The three-dimensional shape of 
the interface, between these two temperatures, has been 
determined by analysing a series of photographs taken after 
successively removing layers a few microns thick from the 
polished surface. The results confirmed that the interface, 
at temperatures between 400° and 500°C, is hemispherical, 
as could be inferred from Figs.5 and 9, whereas the interface 
above 700°C is conical, tapering away from an elliptical 
base at the grain surface. Linear measurements of the mag­
netite growths show that, in the latter case, the aspect ratio 
of the conical section and the axial ratio of the elliptical 
section both incease as the reduction temperature is raised 
from 700° to 1 100°C. The interface at 600°C, shown in 
Fig.6, comprises both the high- and low-temperature 
growth forms.     ... _______ , _   .
Apparent volume change and cracking
The results in Table III show that a significant increase in 
volume accompanies the reduction of haematite compacts 
to magnetite at all temperatures between 500°C and 1100°C. 
The expansion decreases from 25-6% at 525°C to 16-2% at 
825°C, and then increases steadily to 25-4% at 1075°C.
The low apparent density of these specimens is the com­
bined result of the initial porosity, the internal cracking, 
and the pores developed in the grains during reduction 
(Fig.l and Figs.2-4). The total of the last two effects will 
be referred to as the ‘void space’ and the pores formed 
within the grains as the ‘porosity’.
In addition to the grain boundary failure which is appa-
6 Haematite partially reduced to magnetite at 600°C
X 1200 (oil immersion)
rent at all reduction temperatures, extensive transgranular 
cracking occurs, predominantly at temperatures below 
700°C, as in Fig.2.
Microscopic examination of partially reduced specimens 
under high magnification has shown that the low-tempera­
ture transgranular cracking results from a different stress 
system from that causing failure at high temperatures. This 
change in fracture mode above and below 700°C is attri­
buted to the haematite/magnetite interface morphology.
At low temperatures the failure occurs in the magnetite 
phase at the grain boundaries and along the plane of con­
tact between two magnetite growths within the same 
haematite grain. The process of reduction at this tempera­
ture is illustrated in Fig. 19. It is believed that magnetite 
' nucleates simurtaneously~at m ^y'points on Hie haematite 
boundary as in Fig. 19a. These nuclei grow radically, ulti­
mately touch each other, and isolate regions of unreduced 
haematite on either side of the contact bridge (Fig. 196). 
As shown in Fig. 19c cracking between two growths may 
occur at this stage, when a large area of planar contact 
exists, but in no instance did it extend into the haematite* 
When the haematite is eventually surrounded, numerous 
cracks will have formed, extending radially from the grain 
surface through the magnetite to the haematite/magnetite 
interface, as shown in Fig.10.
In contrast to this mode of fracture at low temperatures, 
reduction above 700°C results in tensile failure of the 
haematite. Examples of this are shown in Figs. 11-13, which
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5 Haematite partially reduced to magnetite at 500°C
X 1200 (oil immersion)
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7 Haematite partially reduced to magnetite at 700°C
X 1200 (oil immersion)
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8 Haematite partially reduced to magnetite at 1 000°C
X 1200 (oil immersion)
are the structures produced on rapid reduction to magnetite 
at 1000°C. Figure 11 shows two adjacent haematite grains 
of different orientation, in which a crack has developed at 
the boundary normal to the magnetite growth plane. A 
similar failure within a single haematite grain is shown in 
Fig. 12. In this case magnetite has apparently nucleated at 
a few points on the boundary, and, during its growth across 
the haematite grain, has developed sufficient stress to in­
duce tensile failure of the haematite normal to its growth 
plane. Subsequent to the fracture, magnetite has nucleated 
and grown into the haematite from either side of the 
exposed fracture surfaces. In none of the specimens exam­
ined did the crack propagate through the magnetite phase.
The minute amount of magnetite required to fracture 
the haematite boundaries is illustrated in Fig. 14, which 
shows a polished haematite surface reduced for 30 s at 
1000°C. The magnetite nuclei are concentrated mainly on 
the grain boundaries. Examination of the transverse sec­
tion shows that grain boundary fracture occurs frequently 
when less than 10% of the free surface has reacted. It has 
also been shown that increased magnetite nucleation on the 
surface was accompanied by enlargement of existing boun­
dary cracks, the formation of transgranular cracks, and 
visible surface rumpling.
Porosity
A further structural change accompanying the reduction 
process is the development of pores, whose size, shape, and 
number are related to the reduction temperature.
10 Haematite partially reduced to magnetite at 500°C
X400
When reduction is carried out between 400° and 600°C 
small spherical and randomly distributed pores are formed 
(Figs.5 and 10) which, as the reduction temperature is 
raised to 700 or 800°C, become elongated and exhibit a 
preferred growth direction (Fig.7). Figure 15 shows partial 
reduction of haematite to iron at 800°C, and illustrates the 
ease with which hydrogen can permeate these elongated 
pores and accelerate reduction.
At these intermediate reduction temperatures, the growth 
of the magnetite phase appears to influence the shape and 
position of the pores. Figures 7 and 16 indicate that the 
voids are discrete spherical or ovaloid pores aligned parallel 
to the magnetite growth plane, and are not continuous 
cracks traversing the complete grain, as might be inferred 
from Fig.3. Although these individual pores,are located 
along most of the haematite/magnetite interfaces, often two 
adjacent magnetite growths share a common void along 
their plane of contact (Fig.16). As the reduction tempera­
ture is raised above 800°C, the number of these pores de­
crease, until, at 1000°C and above, there is no evidence of 
microscopic porosity (Fig.4). This absence of porosity above 
1000°C cannot be related to the diffusing but of pores 
during the reduction period, since no measurable decrease 
in porosity (formed on reduction at 700°C) occurred during 
a 30 h sintering period at 1 100°C.
However, rapid reduction of haematite to magnetite 
under strongly reducing conditions at 1000°C, resulted in 
elongated voids being formed at the grain boundary end 
of the magnetite along the interface, as shown in Figs. 12
i l l
9 Haematite partially reduced to magnetite at 400°C
X400
11 Haematite partially reduced to magnetite at 1000°C
X 1200 (oil immersion)
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T A B L E  III Reduction of haem atite  to  m agnetite
R eduction A pparen t
tem pera tu re ,
°C
volum e
change, % R em arks
525 +  25-6 G rain b oundary  an d  transcrysta lline  failure 
o f m agnetite  an d  random  spherical porosity
625 +  23-6 G rain boundary  an d  transcrysta lline  failure 
o f m agnetite  an d  random  spherical porosity
740 +  17-3 G rain b oundary  failure o f haem atite  and  
elongated  directional porosity
825 +  16-2 G rain b oundary  failure o f h aem atite  and  
elongated  d irectional porosity
903 +  19-8 G rain boundary  and  tran sg ran u la r failure of 
haem atite , porosity  decreasing as tem p era ­
tu re  increases
955 +  21-0 G rain boundary  and  tran sg ran u la r failure of 
h aem atite , porosity  decreasing as tem p era­
tu re  increases
1025 +  23-1 G rain bou n d ary  and  tran sg ran u la r  failure of 
haem atite , b u t  no evidence o f g ran u la r poro- 
. sity
1075 +  25-4 G rain b oundary  an d  tran sg ran u la r  failure of 
h aem atite , b u t no evidence o f g ranu lar poro­
s ity
and 13. Although the majority of these voids were contin­
uous with the free grain surface, occasionally rows of 
spherical voids were observed, which are strikingly similar 
to those in Fig.16.
R eduction of haem atite to  w iistite
Comparison of the results in Tables III and IV shows that 
the apparent volume changes occurring during the reduc­
tion to wiistite are approximately the same as those ob­
served during the corresponding reduction to magnetite. 
It is seen in Fig.20 that although the former are slightly 
higher, they exhibit the same temperature dependence as 
the latter between 800° and 1 100°C.
Similarly, the microstructural changes accompanying the 
reduction to wustite do not differ significantly from those 
occurring during the reduction to magnetite. In both cases 
extensive grain boundary failure results from reduction at 
all temperatures, and elongated pores are formed at the 
intermediate reduction temperatures.
However, one minor difference between the magnetite 
and wustite structures resulting from slow reduction at 
1000°C (Figs.4 and 18), is the presence of pores at the sur­
face of the wustite grains. Although these pores are absent 
in the normal magnetite structure, they clearly resemble 
those formed during rapid reduction to magnetite as in 
Fig. 13. The fact that the pores in the wustite are usually 
continuous with the free grain surface and have the same 
directional character as those in Figs.12 and 13, suggests 
that a similar mechanism is responsible for their formation.
12 Haematite partially reduced to magnetite at 1000°G (rapid
reduction) X 1200 (oil immersion)
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T A B L E  IV  R eduction of haem atite to  w iistite
R eduction
tem p era tu re ,
°C
A pparen t 
volum e 
change, % R em arks
825 4-18-0 T ransg ranu la r failure (during h aem atite  to  
m ag n e tite  reduction) and  large d irectional 
pores
875 4-18-8 T ransg ranu la r failure (during haem atite  to  
m ag n e tite  reduction) an d  large d irectional 
pores ‘
925 4-23-2 T ransg ranu la r failure (during h aem atite  to  
m agnetite  reduction) an d  large directional 
pores
975 4-23-9 T ransgranu la r failure (during h aem atite  to  
m agnetite  reduction) and  large d irectional 
pores
1025 4-24-9 T ransg ranu la r failure (during h aem atite  to  
m agnetite  reduction) and  elongated  pores a t  
th e  g ra in  surface
1075 4-27-1 T ransg ranu la r failure as above b u t  no  ev i­
dence o f g ranu lar porosity
There was no evidence in any of the structures studied of 
increased internal cracking during the magnetite to wustite 
stage of this reduction. The only salient feature apparent 
in the partially reduced specimens was the well developed 
cubic growth pattern of wustite in magnetite.
D I S C U S S I O N
Theoretically a volume decrease of 4-9% accompanies the 
reduction of haematite to magnetite,5 but in practice large 
apparent expansions are observed. This effect is not unique 
to the experimental conditions employed since similar 
results have been reported by other investigators.1’7'8
These expansions do not represent an intrinsic increase 
in the volume of the oxide, but a change of the external 
dimensions of the specimens, indicating that a considerable 
amount of void space is created with a specimen during 
reduction. Thrs'woid^space' comprise^“transgranulaf'"and' 
intergranular cracks and pores the relative amount con­
tributed by each depending on thn reduction temperature.. 
For example, if reduction to magnetite is carried out at 
500°C, 80% of the void space developed consists of inter­
granular and transgranular cracks and 20% of pores, 
whereas if reduction is carried out at 1000°C only trans­
granular and intergranular cracks are observed.
These cracks are produced by fracture of the oxide in 
tension, and the results of unpublished work carried out by 
the authors indicate that the stress required for this to 
occur would lie between 1-7 and 2-9 kg/mm2, assuming that 
the tensile/compression strength ratio is constant at all 
temperatures concerned.
13 Haematite partially reduced to magnetite at 1000°C (rapid 
reduction) X 1200 (oil immersion)
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14 Polished haematite surface reacted in hydrogen and steam 16 Haematite 'partially reduced to magnetite at 700°C
at 1000°C for 30 s X 1200 (oil immersion) X  2 400 (oil immersion)
It is unlikely that the generation of gas within the speci­
men could develop pressures of this order, since there is 
no gaseous volume expansion associated with the hydrogen 
reduction of haematite, and continuous grain boundary 
porosity always develops, allowing the steam to escape 
freely. I f  the steam could not escape, it would be thermo­
dynamically impossible for reduction to proceed when 
pressures of this magnitude are developed.
The anisotropic thermal expansion of haematite has also 
been eliminated as a possible cause of failure, since repeated 
cycling from room temperature to 1000°C failed to produce 
visible cracks. On the other hand, it is believed that aniso­
tropic dimensional changes, occurring during the haematite 
to magnetite transformation, produce stresses sufficient to 
fracture the material. The magnitude of these stresses will 
depend on the relative orientation of crystal planes and the 
shape of the growth interface.
During the oxidation of magnetite to haematite the 
(0001) oxygen ion plane of the haematite coincides with the 
(111) plane in the magnetite.1*5 It is suggested that this 
relationship also holds for the reduction of haematite to 
magnetite, at least at temperatures above 700°C. At these 
temperatures magnetite grows on preferred planes in the 
haematite, only one set of planes being visible in each grain 
(Figs.7 and 8). It is therefore reasonable to assume that this 
set corresponds to the (0001) plane of the haematite. 
Magnetite formed below 600°C does not appear to exhibit 
a preferred growth plane or direction, and it is not therefore 
known whether the above crystallographic relationship 
applies. (Fig.5) This postulated difference in orientation
between magnetite and haematite above and below 600°C 
is believed to account for the change in fracture mode and 
the nature of the porosity above and below this tempera­
ture.
During high-temperature reduction magnetite nucleates 
at the haematite boundary and grows across the grain, 
causing a dilation parallel to its growth plane. The magne­
tite therefore extends across the boundary and contacts the 
adjacent grain, which is forced apart creating a large grain 
boundary crack. (Figs.8, 11, and 13). A similar effect may 
occur within the grain, resulting in a transgranular crack 
of the type shown in Fig. 12. These growth patterns result 
in tensile stresses in the haematite and compressive stresses 
in the magnetite, resulting in preferential failure of the 
haematite. However, some of the effects of dilation can be 
offset if the expansion direction in one grain corresponds to 
a contraction direction in an adjacent grain.
Sometimes the magnetite in one grain grows across an 
unfractured haematite boundary into an adjacent grain, 
and thereafter continues to grow in a different manner. An 
example of this is seen in Fig. 11 in which the magnetite 
has grown extensively along a preferred plane in one grain, 
while its growth in the adjacent grain is restricted and no 
preferred growth planes are evident. In this example the 
two haematite grains are orientated differently and the 
magnetite orientation is governed by the grain in which it 
nucleated. This results in two dimensional accord existing 
along the magnetite/haematite interface3 in the original 
grain, whereas the interface in the adjacent grain is inco­
herent because of the change in orientation of the haematite.
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15 Haematite partially reduced to iron at 800°C x800
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17 Haematite fully reduced to wustite at 800°C X 120
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18 Haematite fully reduced to wustite at 1000°C X 120
At high reduction temperatures a few magnetite nuclei 
rapidly grow across the haematite grains during the early 
stages of reduction, developing maximum stress at the 
boundary where they initiated. Since only a small propor­
tion of the haematite has transformed by this time, there 
is little compensating contraction by the adjacent grains. 
However, at temperatures between 700° and 800°C, 
the magnetite does not completely traverse the haematite 
from end to end until the reaction is almost complete (Fig. 
7), by which time the neighbouring grains have contracted 
and relaxed the boundary stress considerably. The apparent 
densities of the fully reduced specimens will therefore 
decrease with increasing temperature above 800°C (Fig.20).
When reduction is carried out below 700°C a similar 
effect occurs, except that magnetite nucleates at several 
points around the haematite and grows into it radially, so 
that no overall contraction of the grain occurs. This results
I I H ae m ati te
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in wide grain boundary cracks being developed, and conse­
quently large apparent volume increases are observed 
(Table III). Circumferential contraction of the grain occurs 
during the reduction, and causes radial cracks to develop
(Figs.9 and 10). These cracks do not propagate into the 
dense haematite because of the compressive stresses im­
posed by the surrounding magnetite. The appearance of 
similar cracks in fully reduced specimens (Fig.2) conclu­
sively shows that this effect does not result from differential 
thermal expansion stresses created between the two oxides.
Although any breakdown of the structure will reduce the 
diffusion path and therefore improve the reducibility of 
the material, it is evident from Figs.9-13 that in this respect 
the high-temperature failure will be more effective than 
that occurring at low temperatures. Clearly, as reduction 
proceeds at high temperatures, haematite surfaces are con­
tinually created and exposed to the reducing gas, effectively 
increasing the area available for nucleation of magnetite. 
Conversely at low temperatures the cracks spread through 
magnetite and do not affect directly the reduction of rate 
haematite.
The absence of further disintegration of the specimens 
during subsequent reduction of magnetite to wustite is 
associated with the less severe lattice stresses developed 
during the transformation2 and stress relief allowed by the 
plastic deformation of wustite at these temperatures.14 The 
structural change accompanying this reduction therefore 
appears to be governed by changes occurring during the 
haematite to magnetite transformation. This is evident in 
Fig.20 which shows the apparent volume changes associated 
with both reduction steps, and in Figs.3 and 4 and 17 and 
18, which illustrate the similarity in microstructure of 
specimens completely reduced to magnetite and wustite 
respectively.
The extensive damage to the structure during early stages 
of reduction to magnetite is consistent with Beeton’s10 
results, which show that the disintegration of haematite 
ores in a reducing gas is complete before 20% reduction 
has been achieved.
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Fo rrnationof porosity in the grains
Although magnetite formed below 1000°C contained pores 
whose nature depended on the reduction temperature, 
there was no evidence of any porosity in magnetite formed 
by the slow reduction of haematite at 1000°C. However, 
pores were formed at this temperature when rapid reduction 
rates were employed (Figs.12 and 13), but even the most 
rapid rate failed to produce porous magnetite at 1 100°C.
These pores are believed to develop from vacancies 
generated either as a result of differences in partial ionic 
diffusivities in the lattice or during the atomic rearrange­
ment of the interface, condensing on favourable sites in 
the lattice. Figure 16 shows that these favourable sites lay 
along the haematite/magnetite interface, which is a zone 
of high defect concentration.
When the rate at which vacancies generated by reduction 
exceeds the rate at which they are diffused out of the grain, 
pores will be created. It is evident from Figs.2 and 3 that 
these conditions prevailed at temperatures below 1000°C, 
resulting in the formation of discrete pores along the inter­
face parallel to the growth plane. The change of magnetite 
morphology and lack of mobility of vacancies below 600°C 
accounts for the random distribution of the pores in Figs. 
5 and 10.
The absence of pores in magnetite formed during the slow 
reduction experiments at 1000°C must be related to the 
increased rate of vacancy diffusion, since the rate or va­
cancy generation in this series of tests was maintained 
constant at all temperatures by control of the reduction 
rate. Therefore, instead of vacancies condensing along the 
interface as they do below 1000°C, those formed above this 
temperature diffuse to the free grain surface and prevent 
the interface lattice becoming saturated. In the more rapid 
reduction experiments and during the reduction to wustite 
at 1000°C, the vacancies were generated more rapidly and 
conditions again permitted the nucleation of pores, as 
illustrated in Figs. 12, 13, and 18.
However, evenjthe maximum rate at which vacancies 
could be formed was insufficient to saturate the lattice 
above 1100°C. This may be attributed to the greater 
accommodation and diffusion rate of vacancies in the lat­
tice at these temperatures, both of which are the direct 
consequence of the increased departure of magnetite from 
stoichiometric composition.
Although most of the experimental evidence, in particular 
the discrete nature of the pores in Fig.16, supports the 
above model, it is possible that the pores formed at 1000°C 
are cracks created by lattice stresses along the interface. 
However, this is unlikely, since severe cracking would be 
expected at 1100°C, when the reduction and therefore 
stress rate was at a maximum.
C O N C L U S IO N S
1. The haematite/magnetite interface is hemispherical 
below 600°C and becomes elliptically conical at tempera­
tures above this.
2. Haematite pellets undergo an apparent volume ex­
pansion during reduction to magnetite at all temperatures 
between 500° and 1 100°C. This expansion has been shown 
to be a minimum at 700°-800°C and a maximum at 500° 
and 1100°C.
3. Reduction of haematite to wustite between 800° and 
1 100°C results in a slightly larger apparant volume expan­
sion that that accompanying the corresponding reduction 
to magnetite.
4. In both the reduction to magnetite and wustite ex­
tensive intergranular cracking and less severe transgranular 
cracking occur. Below 700°C both types of fracture occur 
exclusively in the magnetite^whereas aboye this tempera­
ture fractures occur in the haematite. The transgranular 
cracks formed below 700°C propagate radially from the 
grain surface, while those formed at elevated temperatures 
propagate normal to the magnetite growth plane.
5. No additional cracking accompanies the subsequent 
reduction of magnetite to wustite between 800° and 1 100°C.
6. The shape of the haematite/magnetite interface and 
the reduction temperature appear to influence the number 
and nature of pores generated during reduction. The pores 
formed between 400° and 700°C are spherical and randomly 
distributed, while those formed between 700° and 900°C 
are elongated and directional. At temperatures above 900°C 
the amount of porosity decreases, being completely absent 
at 1000°C. Pores are, however, formed at 1000°C if the 
reduction is carried out rapidly.
7. Pores are formed during the reduction of haematite to 
wustite below 1000°C but not at 1 100°C. The pores formed 
between 700° and 900°C are larger than those formed 
during the reduction to magnetite. _   ...
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3 42 .
A. Automatic Balance
B. Extended Yoke
C  Slate Support Plate 
D. Suspension Wire 
E Specimen 
F Furnace
G. Heating Elements
H. Furnace Tube
I. Conical Gas Valve
J. Hydrogen Flowmeter 
K. Argon Flowmeter 
L. Retractable Base Plate 
M. Thermocouple
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Rg. 9. Thermo -  gravimetric balance
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Electron and X~ray Micrographs 
FigSo 10=18*
3  4 4 .
Impurity silica in sintered hematite specimen*
10* Electron
x 600
Hematite white
Pores black
Fig® 11o Iron X=ray image 
x 600
Low concentration black 
High concentration white
Fig, 12* Silicon X==ray image 
x 600
34  5 .
X-ray Images of Hematite containing 15% addition
of calcium silicate slag
Fig0 13o Calcium X-ray image
x 600
3 4 6.
Impurity silica in specimen ©f hematite containing
15% addition of calcium ferrite
Fig0 160 Electron Image 
x 600
Hematite : white
Calcium ferrite : grey
Calcium Silicate : 
dark grey
Figo 17o Calcium X-ray image 
x 600
Fig0 18o Silicon X-ray image 
x 600
3 47.
Results of Apparent Volume Change Determinations 
Figs. 19 - 23.
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Fig.19. Effect reduction temperature on the apparent volume increase
of hematite.
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Fig. 20. Effect of reduction temperature on the apparent volume increase 
of hematite containing additions of calcium silicate slag.
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Fig.2l. Effect of reduction temperature on the apparent volume 
increase of hematite containing additions of calcium ferrite slag.
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Fig2 2 .  Effect of reduction temperature on the a p p a ren t  volume
increase of magnetite.
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Fig. 2  3. Effect of reduction temperature on the apparent volume
increase of magnetite containing additions of olivine slaq.
Microstructures of sintered and reduced 
hematite specimens*
Figs, 2k - 83
f K  is N •
m q
v •* : • i;'*- .
'I'y , r^' .a‘»-/   '. * A ‘
Fig# 2*f. Sintered Hematite 
x 150
Fig. 25. Sintered hematite in vacuum 
thermal etched condition* 
x 150
355.
Fig. 26. Hematite fully reduced to magnetite at 500®C 
x 150
Fig. 27. Hematite fully reduced to magnetite at 700®C
x 150
356.
:i£ ,n?*
Fig. 28. Hematite fully reduced to magnetite at 900®C
x 150
Fig. 29. Hematite fully reduced to magnetite at 1000®C
x 150
!
j
1
Grey : 
White
Fig.
Fig.
Magnetite 
: Hematite
Hematite partially reduced to magnetite at 500®C 
x 1500 (oil immersion)
1. Hematite partially reduced to magnetite at 600®C
x 1500 (oil immersion)
Fig* 33* Hematite partially reduced to magnetite at 1000®G
x 1500 (oil immersion)
3 5 9.
Fig* J>ka Hematite partially reduced to magnetite at 1000®C
x 1500 (oil immersion)
Fig. 35. Hematite partially reduced to magnetite at 1000®C
x 1300 (oil immersion)
Fig. 36. Hematite partially reduced to magnetite at 
530®C and subsequently at 750®C 
x 1500 (oil immersion)
W \ "
w*
Fig. 37• Hematite partially reduced to magnetite at 
550°C and subsequently at 750®C, 
x 1500 (oil immersion)
Figo 380 Hematite partially reduced to magnetite 
1100®C and subsequently at 330®G<> 
x 1500 (oil immersion)
Figo 39 Hematite partially reduced to magnetite at
x 3000 (oil immersion)
362.
Figo
F igo
*+0. Hematite partially reduced to magnetite at 
1000°C (rapid reduction) 
x 1500 (oil immersion)
/i)
m m
*H„ Hematite partially reduced to magnetite at 
700°C (slow reduction) 
x 1500 (oil immersion
3 6 3 .
Fig, 42» Hematite partially reduced to magnetite at 400®Co
x 500
Fig0 43o Hematite partially reduced to magnetite at 400®Co 
Area of Figo 42 enlarged approximately 4 Xo
364-
Fig0 kk. Hematite partially reduced to magnetite at 500®Ce
x 500
Figo ^6, Hematite partially reduced to magnetite at 1000®CQ
x 1500 (oil immersion)
Figo **5. Hematite partially reduced to magnetite at 1000®Co
x 150
surface
Fig* *»8.
Hematite partially reduced to magnetite at 1000®C* 
x 1500 (oil immersion)
i  J  
1
Hematite partially reduced to magnetite at 1000®C*
x 3000 (oil immersion)
3 6 7.
Fig o 49 o Hematite partially reduced to magnetite at 1000®C 
Rapid reduction* x 1500 (oil immersion)
Fig* 50o Polished hematite surface reacted in hydrogen/steam
at 1000°C for 30 seconds* 
x 1500 (oil immersion)
3 6 8.
Fig, 51o Hematite fully reduced to wustite at 800®Co
x 150
Figo Hematite fully reduced to wustite at 1000®Co
x 150
Fig, 33 Hematite partially reduced to iron at 750®C»
x 1000
Fig, 3^- Hematite partially reduced to iron at 1000®C,
x 130
370.
Fig,
Fig, 36* Sintered hematite containing 15% calcium
silicate slag addition 
x 150
55« Sintered hematite containing 5% calcium 
silicate slag addition 
x 150
371.
Fig, 57. Hematite containing 5% calcium silicate slag 
addition fully reduced to magnetite at 550®C 
x 150
372.
Fig, 58. Hematite containing 15% calcium silicate
slag addition partially reduced to magnetite 
at 550°C
x 150
Fig. 59« Hematite containing 15% calcium silicate
slag addition partially reduced to magnetite 
at 550°C
x 500
373.
Figc 60
Fig. 6.1
Hematite containing 15% calcium silicate slag 
addition partially reduced t© magnetite at 750'3G
x 150
o Hematite containing 15% calcium silicate slag
addition partially reduced to magnetite at 750'^ C
x 500
374.
Fig. 62o Hematite containing 15% calcium silicate slag 
addition fully reduced to magnetite at 1000®G
x 150
Fig. 63° Hematite containing 15% calcium silicate slag
addition partially reduced to magnetite at 1000®G
x 500
375.
Fig. 64. Hematite containing 5% calcium silicate slag 
addition fully reduced to wustite at 800®G 
x 1000
Fig. 65° Hematite containing 5% calcium silicate slag 
addition fully reduced to wustite at 90Q®C 
x 150
Fig0 660 Hematite containing 15% calcium silicate slag 
addition fully reduced to wustite at 900®G 
x 1000
Fig0 67° Hematite containing 15% calcium silicate slag
addition partially reduced to iron at 550°C
x 1000
377.
Fig, 680 Hematite containing 15% calcium silicate slag 
addition partially reduced to iron at 750®G 
x 500
Fig„ 69» Hematite containing 5% calcium silicate slag
addition fully reduced to iron at 750®C
x 150
Fig„ 70o Hematite containing 5% calcium silicate slag
addition fully reduced to iron at 750®G 
x 1000
Figo 71° Hematite containing 5% calcium silicate slag
addition fully reduced to iron at 1000®G
x 150
379.
Hematite :
Calcium 
ferrite *
Dicalcium 
silicate :
Fig. 72. Sintered hematite containing 5$ calcium
monoferrite addition 
x 1000
white
light
w
A
Fig. 73* Sintered hematite containing 15$ calcium
monoferrite addition
x 1000
380.
Figo 7*f.
Hematite % 
Magnetite % 
Slag s
Hematite containing 13% calcium monoferrite 
addition partially reduced to magnetite at 500®G
x 130
white
light grey 
dark grey
Fig* 73- Hematite containing 13% calcium monoferrite
addition partially reduced to magnetite at 300®G
x 1500 (oil immersion)
Fig0 76. Hematite containing 13% calcium monoferrite 
addition fully reduced to magnetite at 730®C 
x 230
0 ®
. . j
. •
*' ' .
;  • *7 fi /.jj
■ f * $ L
4
* x
'  ' * / *  - i
,  *
Fig. 77. Hematite containing 13% calcium monoferrite
addition partially reduced to magnetite at 73Q®0 
x 1300 (oil immersion)
38 2 .
Hematite
Magnetite
Slag
white
light
grey
dark
grey
s
N
- ■*>
Fig. 78. Hematite containing 15% calcium monoferrite
addition partially reduced to magnetite at 1000°C. 
x 1500 (oil immersion)
Fig. 79* Hematite containing 15% calcium monoferrite
addition partially reduced to magnetite at 1000°C.
x 1500 (oil immersion)
383 .
Figo 80. Hematite containing 15% calcium monoferrite 
addition fully reduced to wustite at 1000®C 
x 150
. jri
Figo 8l0 Hematite containing 15% calcium monoferrite
addition fully reduced to iron at 1000®C
x 150
384.
• " Ti • r /* ^
m m m
Figo 82o Hematite containing 15% calcium monoferrite 
addition partially reduced to iron at 550®G 
x  500
x m y
Ufc! m Al
Figo 83» Hematite containing 15% calcium monoferrite
addition partially reduced to iron at 750®C
x 500
3 8 5 .
M icrostructures o f S intered and Reduced 
Magnetite Specimens.
Figs. 8*f - 96.
386.
Fig,
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Figo 84. Sintered magnetite 
x 150
acid85. Sintered magnetite, etched in 3% hydrofluoric
x 150
Fig. 86.
Dark phase : 
wustite
Light phase : 
magnetite
Fig. 87
Magnetite fully reduced to wustite at gOO°C. 
x 150
Magnetite partially reduced to wustite at 700°C, 
etched in acidified stannous chloride solution.
x 250
3 88.
Dark phase : wustite 
Light phase : magnetite
Fig. 88. Magnetite partially reduced to wustite at 850°C9 
etched in acidified stannous chloride solution.
x 1000
I
mamm&w. t> * >
Fig, 89. Magnetite fully reduced to iron at 850°C,
x 150
3 89-
mm
Fig. 90. Magnetite partially reduced to iron at 1050®C.
x 250
Fig. 91* Magnetite partially reduced to iron at 725°C
x 1500
3 9 0 .
Fig. 92. Magnetite partially reduced to iron at 725°C.
x 250
Fig. 93. Magnetite partially reduced to iron at 525°C
x 250
39 1-
Fig. 9k. Magnetite containing 1% olivine slag addition
in sintered state 
x 150
Fig. 95* Magnetite containing 15$ olivine slag addition
fully reduced to iron at 1000®GC
x 500
392.
Fig. 960 Magnetite containing 1 %  olivine slag addition 
partially reduced to iron at 725°C 
x 250
393.
Microstructures of Sintered and Reduced Wustite 
Specimens
Figs. 97-99.
Fig. 97* Sintered wustite 
x 150
9 8 . Wustite fully reduced to iron at 725®C
x 500
Fig. 99 Wustite containing y/o addition of olivine slag 
fully reduced to iron at 900®C 
x (500
396.
Results of Strength Determinations 
Figs. 100 - 110
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Fig.lOO. Effect of temperature and reduction on the compressive
strength of hematite.
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Fig. 1 0 3 .Effect of temperature and reduction on the compressive strength of 
hematite containing 5%  addition of calcium ferrite slag.
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Fig,© 5. Effect of tem pera ture  and reduction on the  compressive
strength of magnetite.
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Fig. 109- °* temperature and reduction on the compressive strength
of wustite containing 5%  addition of olivine slag*
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FiglfO. Effect of temperature on the compressive strength of the slag phases.
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Microstructures of Compression Specimens 
after Testing*
Figs* 111 - 122o
4  0 9 .
Fig,
Fig, 112, Fracture surface of hematite specimen tested
at 1100*0* 
x 100
111, Fracture surface of hematite specimen tested 
at room temperature« 
x 100
4  I O .
Fig, 113o Area near fracture surface of hematite specimen 
containing %  addition of calcium silicate slago 
Specimen tested at 300®C* Observed under 
crossed nicols* 
x 250
Fig, llA, Area near base of hematite specimen containing
Jfo addition of calcium silicate slag. Specimen 
tested at 500°C. Observed under crossed nicols0
x 250
4  I
Fig, 115o Crack near fracture surface of hematite specimen 
containing 5% addition of calcium silicate slago 
Specimen tested at room temperature*
x 500
Fig, 11.6, Crack near fracture surface of hematite specimen 
containing 15% addition of calcium ferrite slago 
Specimen tested at 950®C#
x 500
Figo 117o Fracture surface of magnetite specimen tested
at room temperature 
x 100
Figo ll8o Fracture surface of magnetite specimen tested
at 925®C 
x 100
4  13.
• -4 ^  A
Fig0 .119o Fractured specimen of magnetite containing 15% 
addition of olivine slag0 'Tested at room- 
temperature,, 
x 900
1200 Fractured specimen of wustite containing 5%
addition of olivine slag*, Tested at 700®Ce 
x 100
4  I 4 .
121„ Wustite produced by reducing magnetite at 900°C,
after 50% plastic deformation0 Etched in 5% 
hydrofluoric acido
x 150
1
Figo 122o Wustite produced by reducing magnetite at 900°C, 
after compression testing at 580°C. Fine cracks 
evident near pore surfaces0
x 500
4  15.
Results of Reduction Rate Determinations. 
Figs. 123 - 138•
4  I 6.
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Fig-12 3. Reduction rate of hematite.
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Fig. 124. Reduction rate of calcium ferrite and calcium 
silicate slags.
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Fig I 2 5. Reduction rate of hematite containing 5% of calcium
silicate slag.
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Fig,12 6. Reduction r a te  of hematite containing 15% of calcium
silicate slag.
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Fig.I 27. Reduction rate of hematite containing 5%  of calcium
ferrite slag.
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Fig! 28. Reduction rate of hematite containing 15% of calcium 
ferrite slag
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Fig. 12 9 , Reduction ra te  of various magnetite specimens 
a t  7 5 0  °C.
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F ig l3 Q . Reduction ra te  of m agnetite.
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Fig. 131. Reduction rate of olivine slag.
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Fig. 132. Reduction rate of magnetite containing 5 % of olivine
slag.
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Fig 133. Reduction rate of magnetite containing 15% °f olivine
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Fig. 13 4 .  Reduction ra te  of wustite.
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Fig. 135. Reduction rate of wustite containing 5%  of 
olivine slag.
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Fig-136- Reduction v e rsu s  square r o o t  of time curves
o
fo r direct and slag bonded iron oxides a t IOOO C.
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Fig. 1 3 7 . Reduction versus square ro o t of time curves
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F ig .138 . Reduction versus square roo t of time curves fo r d irect 
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Discussion. 
Figs* 139 - 1^5o
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Fig. 13 9 -  Effect of tem perature on th e  compressive strength and hot h a rd n e s s
of wustite.
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Fig.l40-
nucleus
X
porous
magnetite
i
porous
magnetite
^hear
frac ture
M agnetite  nucleationat 
hem atite grain  boundary.
Three dimensional section 
of partia lly  reduced 
(j hem atite  g ra in  showing 
magnetite dilation.
F rac tu re  of grain  
boundary.
G ra in  boundary failure of hematite during low temperature 
reduction.
4 2 8.
Nucleation and growth of 
porous magnetite a t hematite 
grain boundary.
Fracture of magnetite at 
grain boundary.
Transgranular fracture along 
contact plane of separate 
magnetite growths.
d. Multiple fracture of magnetite.
Fig. | 4 l .  Stages in the low temperature reduction of hematite.
4 2  9.
a. Nucleation of magnetite at 
hematite grain boundary
h Fracture of hematite grain 
boundary
c. Transgranular fracture of 
- hematite.
d. Nucleation and growth of 
magnetite from fracture 
surfaces.
Fig. | 4 2 .  Stages in the high temperature reduction o f hematite-
Intermediate temperature
Magnetite
b.a. c
High tem perature
Magnetite
b. c.a.
Fig. I 4  3. Dimensional changes during hematite reduction.
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Fig.14 4 . Effect of reduction temperature on the apparent volume increase 
and compressive strength  associated with the reduction of direct bonded
hematite to magnetite.
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Fig 14 5. Effect of reduction temperature on the apparent volume increase
and compressive strength associated with the reduction of ferrite bonded
hematite to magnetite.
